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ABSTRACT 
The effect of twisting bundled power transmission lines 
was studied on a model basis. The mechanical properties of 
61 model conductor materials were measured along with like 
properties of nine commonly used conductors. Models of the 
bundled power lines based upon engineering similitude con­
siderations were built and tested for behavior during bundle 
twisting. Even though an actual prototype system was not 
available, analysis of the 32 models built suggests that 
static bundle equilibrium configurations were essentially 
modelled. 
Subconductor oscillation due to wind action is a common 
problem in bundled power lines and causes mechanical failures. 
There is evidence that subconductor oscillation can be con­
trolled by bundle twisting. A conservative method estimates 
which twisted configurations could minimize subconductor 
oscillation using model information. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Power line transmission voltages have continued to in­
crease in order to meet ever increasing demands for electri­
cal energy. It is more efficient to transmit power at 
2 higher voltages and lower current since the I R power loss 
is then reduced. For transmission voltages above 175 kV, 
two or more conductors per phase are used to reduce power loss 
due to both I R losses and "corona discharge". Multiple 
conductors in each phase are referred to as "bundled con­
ductors". Bundling also reduces the electric field strength 
in the vicinity of the conductors. This means less current 
leakage loss through the air or corona discharge. Corona 
discharge will ionize the air in the immediate vicinity of 
the conductor. On humid nights the ionization is visible 
as a blue glow. Naturally, the extra conductors have in­
creased the cost and complexity of transmission line hard­
ware, and made repairs in the event of wind damage, more 
expensive. 
Power lines experiencing steady or unsteady wind forces 
have always had structural reliability problems. The at­
tendant conductor motion causes wear at support and clamped 
points along the cable. The conductor cables have stranded 
steel wire cores and several outer layers of aluminum 
stranding. These outer layers alternate in their helical 
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direction of wrap. The cable construction is referred to as 
"ACSR", Aluminum Conductor - Steel Reinforced. Cables with 
strong aluminum core wires are called "ACAR", Aluminum 
Conductor - Aluminum Reinforced. The softer outer layer of 
aluminum is subject to oxidation and fretting from fine 
aluminum oxide dust at these wear points. Fatigue is most 
common at these wear points, but is also found at distances 
up to 12 inches from the clamped region in the second layer 
of aluminum. This fatigue is due to a small amount of rela­
tive motion between the outer layer and the underlying layer 
(1). On all cables tested in this investigation, only the 
outer layer was ever found to be loose or "birdcaged". Fur­
thermore, the coefficient of friction for aluminum on 
aluminum is between 1.0 and 1.4, a condition conducive to 
fretting. Spacers to separate bundled conductors require 
some articulation since a rigid spacer (although commonly 
used) only aggravates the wear problem. Edwards and Boyd, 
(2), recommend relative motion limits based upon field and 
laboratory measurements. Without articulation, excessive 
bending occurs near the rigid spacer. This bending was 
observed on laboratory model tests at 5% sag/span in this 
investigation. 
Under the influence of steady winds, the bundle blows 
back to a new equilibrium position. Due to varying tension 
in the cables, the bundle does not rotate uniformly along 
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the span. The blow-back angle is generally between 5 and 
15 degrees depending upon the wind speed and direction, see 
Fig. 1. Under the action of this steady wind, a clean, 
non-iced cable will vibrate like a plucked string between 
10 and 50 Hz. This small-amplitude transverse "aeolian" 
motion mainly causes fretting at support points. Vibration 
absorber-dampers (Stockbridge type) are used near tower 
support points with success in controlling aeolian motion 
(3 and 4) . 
Large-scale conductor motion, or galloping is caused by 
wind action on an ice covered conductor. The ice deforms 
the circular cross-section into an irregular shape capable 
of producing aerodynamic lift. A very small deposit (1-3 
mm) is required on stranded conductors to initiate this ac­
tion. All that is required is a nonsymmetric cross-section. 
Galloping can occur on both single conductors and on 
bundled conductors. The motion is an orbit like a narrow, 
vertical ellipse with the major diameter of the orbit some­
times exceeding 20 feet. Den Hartog (5) analyzed the 
system in 1926 treating it as a vertical oscillator of single 
degree of freedom. Shea (6) in 1955 considered the actual 
elliptical orbit and showed the slight rocking motion of the 
conductor in its orbit to be important. Large chunks of ice 
dropping from the conductors can also cause shock loadings. 
This motion can cause phase to phase contact, breakage of the 
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conductor or destruction of supporting towers. 
Another more gentle motion is "conductor float". This 
occurs in calm air when the warm ground causes rising air 
to gently sway conductors at .25-.33 Hz with small ampli­
tudes (1 or 2 inches). This does not appear to be a 
serious fatigue-causing mechanism (7). 
In addition to the above aeroelastic phenomena, bundled 
conductors more commonly experience an oscillation in the 
subspans between the spacers in a single phase. Fig. 2 
diagrams this motion. When viewed from below, the con­
ductors move together, then apart. Seen looking along the 
span (or in cross-section), the conductors follow elliptical 
paths so that they are 180® out of phase in their position 
on the path. The shape of the conductor orbits can be 
ellipses or circles depending upon the mechanical coupling 
and distance between the spacers. This motion is caused 
by the wake of the windward conductor acting upon the 
leeward conductor and by the elasticity and mass of the 
system. Essentially, the wake profile behind the front con­
ductor (see Fig. 3) is such that it pushes on the leeward 
conductor when it is in the outer part of the wake, and 
pushes less when the leeward conductor is in the center of 
the wake (8). This allows the cable elastic restoring force 
to bring the leeward conductor back upstream. This steady-
state oscillation is sustained by the wind action and its 
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amplitude is determined by the damping in the conductors and 
associated hardware. This motion wears the conductors under 
the spacers. Fretting causes hot spots in the line re­
sulting in power loss and sometimes failure of the line. 
Most two conductor bundles are hung in a level con­
figuration, so that under no wind the two conductors are 
directly across from each other in a horizontal plane. 
This allows the wake effect of the windward conductor to 
act upon the entire length of the leeward conductor. Dis­
placing one line vertically with respect to the other line 
is a solution, but only for two conductor bundles. Further­
more, some evidence exists to show that aeolian vibration 
problems increase on vertical two conductor bundles (9). 
The variation of lift and drag on a second, leeward 
cylinder in the wake of a windward cylinder has been studied 
by several investigators; Simpson (10), Maekawa (11), 
Zaffanella (12), Savkar (13), Cooper (14), and Ikegami (8). 
Actual conductors in service operate in the transcritical 
and supercritical Reynold's number (R^) regime when in use 
on transmission lines. This means that vortex shedding 
frequencies are very high, and the wake structure is turbu­
lent. Figure 3 is a graph of drag coefficient vs R^ for 
stranded and smooth cylinders (15). The roughness does not 
affect the wake structure if R„ > critical R (R is 
e e e 
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Reynolds number), but the drag coefficient does depend upon 
surface roughness. For most cables the transition range is 
5 5 
.5 X 10 £ Rg _< 4 X 10 . The windward cable produces a wake 
or velocity defect behind the cable that is pictured in 
Fig. 4. The lift coefficient (Cj^) and drag coefficient (C^) 
vary across the wake as in Fig. 5. Both decrease with in­
creasing distance downstream from the windward conductor. 
At approximately 26 diameters downstream the windward 
conductor's presence is undetectable. The curve actually 
has its maximum value at the edge of the wake, the free 
stream value being less. A large "wake defect" or lessen­
ing of Cg occurs near the windward conductor and on the 
wake center-line. The character of the lift is such that it 
always draws the leeward conductor back toward the wake 
center line. The is very sensitive to surface roughness 
and irregularities. In (16) it is noted that two gaps of 
.05 inches in the outer layer stranding of Chukar ACSR were 
enough to change its lift characteristics compared to a 
tightly stranded sample. This is one reason why certain 
transmission line spans have conductor oscillation prob­
lems, and other neighboring spans do not. Furthermore, 
creep of the aluminum outer layers could cause gaps. Several 
investigators (17, 18) have shown that heating aluminum con­
ductor strands to 300°F while under load greatly accelerates 
creep. This heating could occur during an electrical overload 
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condition. Mechanical damage to the conductor stranding 
during installation could also produce a slightly uneven 
surface. These surface irregularities create the same 
sort of phenomenon as the ice-induced galloping. The 
subconductor oscillations of the span crossing the rivers 
Severn and Wye in England (15) were stopped by smoothing 
the conductor surface with a tape wrapping. Subsequent 
studies have shown that smoother conductors have wider 
wakes and therefore should be more prone to oscillation. 
Evidently, uniformity of conductor surface is more important. 
Due to the helical stranding, the lift coefficient is also 
dependent upon wind direction relative to the span. In 
general, it has been found that for winds deviating more 
than + 45° from a normal to the span, sub-conductor oscil­
lation is not a problem. Also, a turbulent atmospheric wind 
structure tends to diminish the and Cg coefficients and 
thus stabilize the system (19). This effect is shown supers-
imposed on Fig. 5. This is the reason that transmission lines 
on flat, tree-less terrain experience more oscillation 
problems. 
The actual mechanism which sustains oscillation can be 
roughly explained knowing the shape of the conductor orbits 
and character of the lift and drag variation on the leeward 
conductor across and along the wake. Figure 6 is drawn to 
scale for Chukar ACSR at an initial spacing of 12.5 diameters. 
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The wake shape corresponds to Chukar at a wind velocity of 
44 mph from (8). Considering Fig. 6 and starting with 
frame one, the leeward conductor moves upstream in the weak 
drag region near the center of the wake under action of the 
elastic restoring force of the cable. In frame two it con­
tinues moving forward in a weaker drag field and is pulled 
toward the wake centerline by the lift force which is 
maximum halfway through the wake. In frame three it ap­
proaches the windward cable closely since the drag is a 
minimum here. Its inertia carries it upward as the wind­
ward cable drops and exposes it to the maximum drag in frame 
four. In frames five and six it is blown back and gravity 
and the elastic restoring force (acting on a line somewhat 
between the cables) slow it down and drop it into the wake 
in frame seven. Here, gravity continues to move it down­
ward against the lift which is quite weak this far down­
stream. Returning to frame one, the conductor moves upstream 
ready to start the entire cycle again. The motion of the 
windward conductor is governed by the elastic restoring force 
acting between the conductors in the subspan. The spacers 
act as nodal points for this motion. Furthermore, if this 
were a conservative system with no external driving forces 
and a first mode deflection was imposed as in Figure 2, 
conservation of linear momentum in the horizontal direction 
requires this opposed motion. The blowback angle or the 
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ellipse eccentricity could be changed, and the same general 
explanation would apply. 
The initiation of this motion by a slight perturbation 
from equilibrium is easier in some parts of the wake than in 
others. The pertinent variables are: windspeed, conductor 
relative position, and ratio of vertical to horizontal 
natural frequencies for the conductor. Shea (6) in 1955 
obtained incipient stability mathematically using a crude 
shear flow model (Figure 7), even though a shear flow gives 
the wrong sign to the lift. All subsequent mathematical 
work has utilized wind tunnel measurements of flow around 
stranded and smooth conductors (10, 13, 14, 20). Only Diana 
and Gaspairetto (21) have calculated the limit of cycle amplitude of 
subconductor oscillation. Cooper (14)and Wardlawetal. (22) have 
performed numerous wind tunnel tests on "Bersimis" ACSR in 
order to determine wind speed-conductor position combinations 
that are unstable. Tests on smooth conductors were also run. 
The windward conductor was fixed and leeward one could be 
positioned initially anywhere behind it. The leeward con­
ductor was supported by two identical cruciform spring ar­
rangements, one at each side of the three foot wind-tunnel 
test section. Their results for smooth and stranded conduc­
tors are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The most unstable positions 
are near the edge of the wake, with free stream velocities 
between 20 and 40 mph (a result verified by all investigators). 
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The stranded conductor shows two regions of incipient in­
stability. It can also be seen that for an angular separa­
tion of about 20° the leeward conductor is out of the wake 
and sustained subconductor oscillation is not possible. 
These results are supported by (8). Other investigators 
have shown that the oscillations can be initiated in the 
upper as well as the lower part of the wake. 
Rotating the entire bundle so that the leeward conductor 
is out of the windward conductor's wake is a solution to the 
two cable bundle problem. However, for three or more con­
ductors, it becomes increasingly difficult to separate them. 
This is because the combination of blow-back and angle of 
twist always results in some cables lying in the wake of 
others. Several studies have indicated that another solution 
is to introduce damping into the system (16). This has been 
tried with some success through use of spacers with articu­
lated cable grips that rotate against a friction pad. A 
damper that acts upon the torsional mechanism of subconductor 
oscillation has been used with success by J. G. cassan (23). 
The damper hangs below the cable and acts somewhat like a 
pendulum. Essentially, it introduces a frictional damping 
that works against the slight conductor rotation that occurs 
during subconductor oscillation. This is an agreement with 
Shea's work (6) wherein he postulates that the slight rocking 
motion of a single asymmetric conductor in its orbit is 
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paramount to sustained oscillation. This means that the angle 
of attack in the conductor's orbit is varied in such a 
manner to build up the oscillations. Evidently, this con­
ductor cross-section rocking is important, and difficult to 
treat since the effect of small differences in conductor 
roughness has a considerable effect upon the curve. At 
any rate, this sort of damper could not be used on three or 
more conductor bundles as it would probably hit the other 
cables. 
Another promising method to reduce or eliminate sub-
conductor motion is to twist the bundle along its span. 
This destroys the uniform wake experienced by the leeward 
conductor over its subspans, and constantly re-orients the 
direction of the elastic axes of the bundle system. Some 
indication that this technique might be successful has been 
given by Cooper (14) who has twisted a small quad (four 
conductor) bundle subspan 30 feet long in the pressurized 
low speed wind tunnel at the National Research Council of 
Canada. The subspan was stable for all wind speeds when it 
was twisted 16° end-to-end. Cooper evaluates an energy 
integral and shows, theoretically at least, that even two 
wire bundles should be stable for a twist of 30° per subspan. 
Other investigators (24) and (25) report a lessening of 
subspan oscillation when twisting quad bundles through 180° 
end-to-end. Savkar (13) shows that bundle twisting of 180° 
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over the entire span is preferable to twisting 360° (Fig. 
10). For the 180° twist case, the lift is concentrated near 
the end supports unlike the 360° twist situation where the 
lift acts in the vulnerable center section. For the 180° 
twisted bundle, Savkar's analysis shows that the critical 
velocity for initiation of subconductor oscillation is /2 
times that of the untwisted bundle. Also, Edwards and Boyd (2) in 
Canada twisted some bundles on full scale test lines and 
found it to be helpful. He also noted some extreme cases 
of end rotation where the bundle collapsed upon itself and 
the conductors touched. However, no data on angle of twist 
distribution along the span or detailed results of twisted-
bundle behavior have been published by any investigator. 
The testing in Canada has been conducted to solve specific 
problems of interest to the funding companies, and are not 
general studies. 
This study proposes to model twisted bundles in such a 
way that the static angle of twist distribution on actual 
bundled power lines can be predicted. This will allow 
checking to see which portions of the bundle system will 
experience the wake effect. The effect of wind blow-out 
angle on the final result will be considered. Furthermore, 
the maximum bundle end rotations commensurate with conductor 
touching (electric field intensification) will be determined. 
These limiting end rotation angles will be plotted for all 
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such combinations of end rotations that cause conductor 
touching or bundle collapse (hereafter called the snapped-
over configuration). A complete survey of such configura­
tions will determine the practical limits to bundle twisting. 
This study will not model the dynamic or aeroelastic behavior 
of the twisted system because of time, technical, and 
financial limitations. It will be assumed that the twisted 
system will behave at least as well as the untwisted one. 
The results will serve simply to establish the limits of 
bundle twist and indicate promising twisted configurations. 
The object of this study is to find twisted bundle con­
figurations that will minimize the length of cable on a 
span that experiences wake effect (and consequent possibility 
of subconductor oscillation). These configurations will be 
found by observing the distribution of twist angle on a model. 
Essentially the study consists of three phases. During Phase 
I, approximately 100 materials (wire, thread, polymer line, 
etc.) were tested for mechanical properties (stiffnesses). 
The mechanical properties of nine commonly used conductors 
were determined during Phase II. Finally, in Phase III, 
models were built of the twisted bundle system. Some pre­
liminary testing was necessary to ascertain the relative 
importance of the parameters affecting the twisted bundle. 
After that was done, measurements of bundle twist were 
analyzed to determine favorable twisted configurations. 
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In some similitude (model) studies, a prototype system 
is available against which the model is compared. In this case, 
the only facility capable of such work was not available 
for use. This facility is the Magdalen Island test spans of 
Hydro Quebec, (26) and (27). Consequently, models were com­
pared one against the ether; the only recourse available. 
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II. MODELLING RELATIONSHIPS 
A. Prototype System 
The composition of a conductor will be discussed in 
light of how it affects the modelling and the measurements 
of conductor properties. Figure 11 shows the make-up of two 
typical ACSR (Aluminum Conductor, Steel Reinforced) con­
ductors. ACSR cables consist of a central steel wire 
stranded core and outer overlaying hard-drawn aluminum 
strands. Alternate layers have alternate helical directions 
of twist. The zinc-coated steel strands possess an ultimate 
strength of 190,000 psi and the hard-drawn, commercially pure 
aluminum strands have an ultimate strength of 23,900 psi. 
Table B.l in Appendix B gives the mechanical properties of 
the nine conductors tested in this study. 
Testing of the cables for their stiffnesses had to be 
accomplished at tensions similar to those encountered in 
use. The maximum tensions near the supports can be calcu­
lated using any of several satisfactory formulae. The 
"exact" relationship for a catenary of any sag/span ratio 
with no flexural rigidity is: 
P = yC cosh ^  (1) 
where: 
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P is the end tension (maximum in cable) 
Y is weight/unit length of cable 
£ is total span 
C is an iterative constant (different for each sag/span) 
For the shallow catenaries of 2-5% sag/span considered in 
this study, the parabolic relationship: 
p = (1 + (354^)^/^ (2) 
where : 
R is the (dimensionless) sag/span ratio 
1 2 is quite accurate. If (^) >> 1, then Eq. 2 becomes: 
which is quite sufficient for the purposes of this study. 
Eq. 3 differs by less than 2% from the "exact" solution 
(Eq. 1) at a sag/span of 5%. Utilizing Eq. 3 the tension 
testing ranges were computed, and are shown in Table B.l, 
Appendix B. The capacity of the axial test machine was 
16,500 lb, which accommodated all conductors. The two 
largest conductors were tested last since the main axial-
torsional load cell had only been calibrated to 10,000 lb. 
The Rail 45/7 and Chukar 84/19 conductors were selected for 
modelling purposes since these two conductors are typical of 
conductor sizes used in transmission lines. In service, the 
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lines are generally tight and compact with no looseness of 
the outer strands. In fact, the aluminum strands indent 
each other, and undoubtedly gall and lock in place contribu­
ting to inter-strand friction. Some conductors tested 
had been in service. However, for all conductors, steps 
were taken to eliminate any strand looseness or "birdcaging" 
acquired during shipping to Iowa State University. 
Spacers for bundled conductors vary widely in design. 
Fig. 12 shows a rigid spacer and a flexible spacer. A 
twisted bundle will easily collapse a flexible spacer due 
to the compression and flexure loads placed on the spacer 
by the conductors. There are many types of spacers in use, 
some with articulated cable grips that allow for relative 
motion of the two conductors. The rigid spacer in Fig. 12 
weighs 3.9 lb and the coil spring spacer 6 lb. These weights 
constitute a typical weight range for two conductor spacers. 
Heavy aluminum wires wrapped around the conductors and 
separating them weigh about 3 lb, and are the lightest 
available. 
In the field, conductors are supported at the towers 
and protected at those support points by an overlay of 
additional stranding. This reinforcing was not modelled 
because it extends only a few feet from the support point, 
and contributes little to overall conductor stiffness. 
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Likewise, the tower stiffnesses and the conductor support 
hangers were not modelled since they do not affect the quasi-
static phenomenon of snap over stability or angle of twist 
distribution. Furthermore, bundle twisting would require 
hangers of slightly different design. 
B. Formulation of Pi-Terms (Dimensionless Ratios) 
Table 1 contains the primary variables affecting the 
conductor system and basic dimensions of each. In any model 
study it is important that a complete list of primary vari­
ables be obtained. Any omission can seriously reduce or 
completely invalidate the accuracy of predictions made 
concerning prototype (actual conductor system) behavior. 
In Table 1 items 13 and 14 are the angles of twist distribu­
tion and bundle collapse or "snap-over". These are the 
quantities to be measured on the model, so they can be 
predicted on the prototype. This study will not attempt 
to find an analytical relationship between, say, angle of 
twist and all the other system parameters. Instead, it will 
predict prototype behavior using a model suitably chosen to 
satisfy similitude requirements. In Table 1, AE, JG, and EI 
are taken as the quantities measured on the composite con­
ductors not A, E, I, J, and G, separately. 
Buckingham's Theorem states that a relationship for cj), 
say, can be expressed in the form of dimensionless ratios of 
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Table 1. Primary variables in analysis 
Variable Name Symbol Dimensions 
1 Conductor weight/unit length Y 
1—1 1 k
 
2. Spacer weight 
^s 
F 
3. Spacer stiffness k FL~^ 
4. Effective axial stiffness of conductor AE F 
5. Effective flexural stiffness of con­
ductor 
El FL^ 
6. Effective torsional stiffness of con­
ductor 
JG FL^ 
7. Horizontal span length £ L 
8. Sag f L 
9. Conductor spacing (between conductors) a L 
10. Spacer spacing along conductor s. 1 L 
11. Differential tower support height h L 
12. Number of spacers N -
13. Angle of twist distribution 4 -
14. Critical angle for "snap-over" e — 
the remaining primary variables. Furthermore the number of 
such dimensionless ratios equals the number of primary vari­
ables minus the number of basic dimensions (28). For 
example; there are 12 remaining primary variables. With 
basic dimensions of F, force and L, length; there must be 
ten independent dimensionless ratios, or ir-terms. The 
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general relationship is : 
TT^ = <j) = Gfng, TTg— ir^^) (4) 
We can obtain these ir-terms by noting that the product of 
dimensionless ratios must be dimensionless. We wish to 
form dimensionless ratios of the primary variables. Hence 
we must determine the exponents a through p such that; 
F°L° = Y^Wg^K°(AE)^(EI)®(JG)^(£)^(f)^.(c)^(6^)^ (h)^(N)P 
In terms of basic dimensions, this equation becomes 
f ° l °  =  ( f l " l ) ^ ( f ) b ( f l " l ) c ( f ) d ( f l  ® ( f l  ^ ( l ) ^ ( l ) ^ ( l ) ^  
(L)i(L)k(0)P 
equating exponents: 
F : 0 = a+b+c+d+e+f 
L: O = -a-c+2e+2f+g+h+i+j+k 
Selecting y and H as quantities in terms of which all others 
are solved, the determinant for a and g is; 
1 0 
•1 1 
= 1 
Consequently a and g are independent quantities. We can 
solve for the other exponents in terms of a and g by 
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successively putting each one equal to 1 and all others zero. 
For example ; 
b = 1 
a+1 = 0 
-a+g = 0 
a = -1 
a = g = -1 
Consequently, one ir-term is: 
-1 -2 
Also, the TT-terms can be obtained by inspection, being 
careful to maintain their independence. Using either tech­
nique, the following list is constructed: 
7^2 = Wg/Y% 1 
k/Y J 
Spacer similarity 
% = Y&/AE 1 
Y&^/El •Conductor similarity 
^6 = YA^/JG 
^ = f/l = R 
^8 = a/a 
6i/A •Geometric similarity 
^10 = h/Si 
^11 
= N 
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These ïï-terms then control the behavior of cp and 8 
An equation identical to Eg. 4 can be written for the 
model : 
= G(w_ , . . . ,TT, , ) 
m m 
If the arguments of each equation are the same, meaning 
equal ir-terms between model and prototype, = n. , 
m 
i = 2,...11, then we have; 
G ( TT 2 ) G(7r2,* * # ^^11^ 
m m 
or 
This means prototype behavior can be predicted from direct 
observation of the model. The model is called a "true" 
model. If any of the ir-terms do not match between model 
and prototype, the model is said to be distorted. For 
instance if ttq = otiTg^ (where a is a distortion factor) , 
then : 
G ( ^  / • . .OtTTg . . 
6 (a) = A = " ({) G (iTg , • . . IT, , ) 
m m 
and 6(a) is a prediction factor between model and prototype. 
In this study it will be shown that several of the n-terms 
have negligible effect on the angle of twist distribution. 
Consequently, even though all the ir-terms are not maintained 
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equal, the distortion is ignorable. This sort of model 
will be referred to as an "adequate" model, and can give 
good results under the specified conditions. 
This investigation will not include dynamic effects 
such as measurement of natural modes of vibration. Further­
more, it will not consider modelling the action ox air on 
the conductors. These additional considerations are beyond 
the scope of this modelling effort. 
C. Modelling Laws 
A true model is one in which equality exists between 
model and prototype n-terms- For the system under study, 
the length scale used can be determined from the axial, 
torsional, and flexural stiffness n-terms as: 
"a y/ae 
"f = '-77ËÎ—1 
where 
SL 
If a model material and geometry can be found such that: 
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"a = = "f 
then a true model will result. In actuality, this is very 
difficult, and recourse must be made to an "adequate model". 
In a conductor, the flexural stiffness is very low relative 
to the axial and torsional stiffnesses and has the least 
effect on the equilibrium configuration of the conductor. 
This can be shown by considering a slender beam with fixed 
ends under tension P and its own weight per unit length y, 
Fig. 13. The exact solution can be shown to be: 
\ _ JLr^2_Ar((aA-2)+(a&+2)e"0&)(eOX_ax+l) 
yiX/ — r x j t "  
4+(aA-2)e"*-(a&+2)e"0* 
. ( (ail-2)e"^+ (aA+2) ) (e"^^+ax-l) i 
a Q —fv g ^ ' 
4+(a£-2)e^^-(a£+2)e 
I I £3 
where aH =J . ai can also be expressed as 
with substitution of P = This dimensionless quantity 
can be seen to be a form of and can be considered the 
ratio of tension to flexure in the conductor. When ai > 10, 
Eq. 7 reduces to; 
y(x) = ^[x^-Jlx + 4^1-er**-e""(*-*))] (8) 
Typical values for a 1000 ft span of ACSR are 4000 _< ai 
< 7000, based upon experimental values of conductor EI. 
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Hence the bending effects are restricted to regions very 
close to the supports and near the spacers. This conclusion 
has been reached by several investigators, Simpson (29) and 
Cowper and Hrudey (30) among them. Consequently, the para­
bolic approximation. 
can be used for shallow catenaries where the sag/span ratio 
is less than 8%. All model materials used had ail > 300, 
so that flexure was sufficiently suppressed. This means 
that if the value of the flexural length scale, n^, is 
larger than n^ or n^, a more supple model will be obtained 
when the model design is based only upon n^ or n^. 
The requirement of n^ = n^ is closely approximated by 
several polymers as will be discussed in Section V, model 
selection. Metal wire model materials require the addition 
of weight per unit length to achieve equality of n^ and n^-
The additional required weight per unit length (lb/in) is 
obtained as: 
y(x) = (x^-£x) (9) 
1/3 
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hence : 
(AE)^,3 1/2 
(10) (JG)m • \ AE 
Addition of y' to the model conductor achieves axial and 
'm 
torsional modelling. Plastic beads were utilized as addi­
tional weight as described in Section V. 
Another type of adequate modelling occurs when the 
axial stiffness is not modelled. It can be argued that 
the changes in conductor tension due to bundle rotation are 
very small and that little conductor stretching occurs. If 
this is true, then the equilibrium position (and angle of 
twist distribution) is changed little over the use of an 
axially rigid conductor. That this is so can be shown by 
considering a bundled conductor with so many spacers that it 
is equivalent to wrapping the conductor onto a smooth 
cylinder of diameter a, Fig. 14. Upon rotation of a spacer, 
the conductor takes the shape of a helix. The conductor 
ends cannot approach each other and the new arc length of the 
conductor is given by Eq. 11. 
This, of course, is a much more severe condition than is 
present in the model or prototype system. There, the 
bundle can raise slightly, alleviating some of the induced 
tension. For typical values of a = 18 in., i = 1000 ft, and 
s = 5,(1 + (w)"") ^\2\l/2 2S.' '  (11) 
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9 = ïï radians, we obtain s/£ = 1.00000278 or 2.78 microstrain. 
This would correspond to a maximum stretching of .03 inches, 
hardly enough to detract from the assumption of an axially 
rigid conductor. Consequently, if the axial stiffness 
modelling can be ignored, an adequate model can be based 
on the length scale as determined by torsional stiffness 
alone, as we have in Eq. 12, below. 
^m 
"t' = = c (12) 
à 
Where C is determined solely by model and prototype material 
properties. This will be referred to as n-cubed modelling. 
Intuitively this makes some sense because for a shallow 
twisted bundle, tension and torsion should be the controlling 
factors in establishing the equilibrium configuration. How­
ever, models using weighted metal wires and suitable poly­
mers were built to check this assumption. Results of all 
model testing is given in Section VI, Prototype System 
Modelling. 
The adequate models described above generally indicate 
a model spacing of one inch or less. To make it easier to 
measure angle of twist along the span it was thought 
desirable to increase conductor spacing, a. This, of course. 
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introduces a length scale across the span different from 
that along the span. These models are distorted models, 
but in fact gave reasonable agreement for some models and 
prototypes. Model-wise this can be effected by noting that 
in any ir-term, various length parameters can be substituted 
for those already there. For instance, if model and proto-
2 type have the same sag/span ratio, R, then a can be 
2 
substituted for Z in the torsional stiffness term tîq, so 
that TTg becomes; 
JG 
Then for = R, we have; 
^m^m^m _ yia^ 
(JG)m JG 
or 
_ 2 _ a 
" IJG)m ' ^ ^  
2 This will be referred to as nm modelling. Of course, such 
a model can also be considered as an n^ model of a prototype 
2 
system different than the one modelled as nm . It would be 
a model of the same prototype conductor, but would have a 
2 different spacing (a) and span (&). nm modelling can also 
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be justified on the basis of a mathematical model of a sub-
span wherein the conductors go straight from one spacer tip 
to the other. The assumptions used in the mathematical 
model are less and less valid for increasing sag/span 
ratios. 
The last type of model to be considered is purely 
geometric and models none of the stiffnesses parameters. 
It is simply a reduced scale geometric replica of the 
prototype system, and its torsional and flexural stiffnesses 
are smaller than similitude requirements dictate, this is 
essentially a "string" model. Its usefulness is in indi­
cating the relative effect of torsional stiffness compared to 
the conductor tension. 
The only other item to model is the prototype spacer. 
Only rigid model spacers are used since flexible ones 
would collapse under bundle twisting. Furthermore, the 
spacer stiffnesses are not modelled since they are much 
stiffer than a comparable length of conductor. Thus, only 
the spacer weight needs to be modelled as it2' 
for modelling; 
"2 = "2m' 
and we have: 
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"m = <T> S 
where the y's are those of the conductors and model con­
ductors. Balsa wood sticks approximately 1/16 in. square 
were used as the spacer material. Balsa was rigid enough, 
and as it turned out was in the correct weight range; about 
1/2 to 3 times that required for exact modelling. It can 
be argued that exact spacer weight modelling is not critical 
since this weight is a small percent of the conductor weight 
and is small compared to the conductor tension. It is more 
important that its weight be uniformly distributed, since 
model bundle angle of rotation is very sensitive to small 
nonuniformities in spacer weight distribution. The spacers 
were firmly glued to the model material to simulate the 
spacer gripping action on a conductor. 
D. General Model Material Considerations 
Preliminary calculations using handbook material proper­
ties indicated that some polymeric lines might work well as 
model materials. Consequently, over 100 such solid monofila­
ment and braided lines were tested for axial stiffness values 
and creep. Thirty-two remained as candidate model materials 
and were tested for their torsional and flexural stiffnesses 
under tensions corresponding to R=2% and 5% in the model. 
The others were eliminated due to their temperature sensitivity 
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and corresponding changes in length. Also, some were badly 
"spooled". Spooling is coiling due to packaging on a 2-1/2 
in. diameter spool. This spooling could not be removed 
under normal tensions encountered when strung as a model. 
Nonductile metal wires such as steel, spring brass and 
phosphorous bronze spooled worse than ductile metal wires 
such as copper and soft stainless steel. The ductile wires 
could be straightened by yielding them slightly. Twenty-
five foot straightened lengths of the less ductile materials 
could be obtained from the supplier.^ These were generally 
not long enough for this study. Twenty-eight wire samples 
of 10 different materials were tested for their axial, 
torsional, and flexural stiffnesses. The two most promising 
were fine copper and steel wires. Only 32 AWG (.008 in.dia) 
and 35 AWG (.0056 in.dia) copper wires were used in modelling. 
Testing methods for model materials are described in Section 
III. 
For the model materials employed in this study, measured 
axial and torsional stiffnesses varied little with tension like 
the actual conductors. Flexural stiffness did increase 
with added tension for the polymers and prototype conductors. 
However, since it was not considered a critical parameter, 
it was only measured at tensions corresponding to R = 2% and 5% 
for both polymers and metal wires. Actual test values are 
^Malin Co., 5400 Smith Road, Brook Park, Ohio 44142. 
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found in Appendix A. 
Yielding of ductile metal wires to straighten them 
affected the measured values of (y/JG)^ and (y/EI)^, as 
would be expected due to a slight reduction in diameter. 
Consequently, the initial stretching, before being used as 
the model material, was measured carefully. Measurements of 
and (JG)^ were made for various amounts of stretching. 
The smallest stretch compatible with a truly straightened 
wire was used, generally 2%. Stretching here is total dis­
placement (not necessarily plastic strain) of one end rela­
tive to the other. The model conductors were dissected 
after testing and segments of wire tested for (y/JG)^. 
The variation of (y/JG)^ was the same as for the shorter 
test lengths (+ 3-1/2%), and it also varied along the 
span. Since the length scale, n^, depends upon the cube 
root of the variation in (y/JG)^, this is not a serious 
error. Nevertheless, these material property variations 
do account for some of the scatter in the results. The 
weight (y^) variation was most evident in the polymer lines, 
where they would not hang parallel to each other. This was 
corrected by adding small weights (less than 1/2 inch of 
32AWG copper wire) to the spacers so they would be hori­
zontal when the end supports were horizontal. Some metal 
wires also required spacer weighting. 
The added weights involved in making the adequate model 
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that was correct axially and torsionally were selected from 
about 15 bead materials including glass, plastics, and 
rubber. The beads were spherical with a diametral drilled 
hole so as not to "bridge" along the span. Ideally, the 
drill hole should be slightly larger than the wire so as 
not to shift laterally and create an unnatural twisting of 
the line. The beads actually used had larger holes in them 
because of the expense of procuring custom-drilled beads. 
Bead and wire materials were selected that gave a ratio of 
maximum wire stress to proportional limit stress of less 
than one-half. Even so, the models required careful handling. 
Results of such model testing are given in Section VI. 
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Figure 11. Cross sections of ACSR conductors 
Figure 12. Rigid and flexible two conductor spacers 
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Figure 13. Claraped-clarnped beam under end tension and its 
own transverse weight 
Figure 14. Conductor wrapped upon cylinder 
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III. MODEL MATERIAL PROPERTY DETERMINATION - PHASE I 
The apparatus and experimental procedures used to deter­
mine model material properties will be discussed in the fol­
lowing order; axial stiffness determination, torsional 
stiffness determination, and flexural stiffness determina­
tion. All Phase I (as this part of the study is called) 
apparatus is quite compact and all units mount to a vertical 
piece of Unistrut (rail) bolted to a wall in the Civil 
Engineering Structural Laboratory, Town Engineering 
Building. 
A. Practical Model Material 
Considerations 
Some general comments concerning the model materials 
tested are in order. The model conductors are either mono­
filament or braided polymer lines .010 to .023 inch in 
diameter or fine metal wires of .004 to .020 inch in 
diameter. Most of the polymer lines tested were intended 
for use as fishing line and had tensile strengths from 10 lb 
to 45 lb. Even in the extreme condition of weighting to 
achieve an adequate model, tensions no greater than .1322 lb 
exist in polymers. Most maximum tensions were less than 
.066 lb. Hence, creep and nonlinear effects are quite 
small. As will be seen, most load-deflection plots are quite 
linear in the tension range required. Testing was done 
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slowly, since polymeric materials are load rate sensitive. 
For example, it took several minutes to run one axial load-
deflection plot, and lesser times for torsion and flexure. 
Slow model material testing was preferred since the Phase 
III model testing would be done slowly and tension changes 
accompanying bundle twisting would be very small (.02% of 
maximum conductor tension). Metal wires were tested slowly, 
although their properties are generally assumed to be inde­
pendent of frequency under 60 Hz. Most metal wires were 
tested at several percent stretches since they had to be 
slightly yielded to straighten them when used in the model. 
Other factors effecting polymer model conductor properties 
are temperature and humidity. Temperature variation caused 
the polymer samples to contract or expand and made it diffi­
cult to obtain consistent results. Temperature variation 
does not cause a stiffness change but does cause a polymer 
conductor system to rise or fall slightly (+ 1/2 in.) at the 
span center. The Phase I and Phase III testing was all done 
in the same general area of the structural laboratory which 
provided a temperature controlled environment {+ 5®P). No 
vibratory testing was done to determine dynamic stiffnesses 
due to Phase III testing being essentially quasi-static. 
Polymer materials would make poor dynamic model materials 
anyway because of their viscoelastic nature. 
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B. Axial Testing 
1. Polymer lines 
Figure 15 shows the device used for axial stiffness 
testing of polymer model materials. The top part is a line 
clamp and the bottom part has the load cell and displacement 
transducer. Both units can slide on the vertical rail, so 
practically any gauge length is obtainable. The load cell 
is a semi-conductor device of +50 gram capacity. It will 
sense a milligram change in load. It is quite rigid, and its 
deflection under load is negligible. Load cell calibration 
was accomplished by inverting it, and attaching known weights 
to it. A + 10 lb load cell is also available for use with 
the apparatus. 
Displacement was obtained using a + .250 inch DCDT 
(Direct-Current Displacement Transducer). The load cell 
centerline is two inches from the pivot and the DCDT is 
approximately 14 inches from the left hand pivot. Since the 
DCDT can easily detect .001 inch displacement, the set-up 
is quite sensitive. Little trigonometric error in load or 
displacement is incurred because the total range of rotation 
about the pivot is only 2°. The signals from the load cell 
and the DCDT are filtered to eliminate any noise and applied 
to a Hewlett Packard Model 7044A x-y plotter. A micrometer 
barrel is located a measured distance from the pivot to help 
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in calibrating the filtered displacement signal. A variable 
speed DC motor is coupled to a pulley on the micrometer 
barrel through a rubber belt. This drives the arm downward; 
a spring returns the arm. A wide range of consistent load 
rates is attainable with this system. 
A load relaxation test was also run to see how fast 
the polymer load decays after an initial load is applied to 
the system. This decay is an indication of how long it takes 
before the line is quiescent after a load change. In the 
actual modelling of a bundled system, measurements are made 
after the decay time interval. Most polymer materials were 
quiet in less than two minutes. A typical axial loading 
graph and decay plot (shown superimposed) is shown in Fig, 
16. Approximately 100 line samples were tested in this 
manner. Data from 32 of the more promising polymers is 
found in Appendix A. 
The weight per unit length was obtained using 12 to 30 
inch long samples. An analytical balance was used to obtain 
the sample mass. The sample weight was computed using 
453.6 grams per pound. Values of sample weight were checked 
by weighing several samples. Any particular material that 
had samples whose weight/inch varied more than 1/3% from the 
mean of the sample weights was rejected as a model material. 
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2. Metal wires 
Testing of 28 metal wire model samples of 10 different 
materials was conducted on an Instron testing machine. 
Figure 17 shows the wire grips used on each end of the 
specimen. They could hold 6 pounds with no specimen slippage 
using the micro-chucks alone. This sufficed for most wire 
samples. However, as a precaution, the wire always passed 
under the round head screw and was fastened down. The micro-
chucks were also hand-tightened as testing progressed on the 
heavier (.0126 inch dia and larger) wires. Any slippage 
through the chucks was evidenced by a change in the output's 
slope. The Instron machine test head automatically returned 
to the same position after a test so a constant gauge length 
of 30 inches was maintained. 
Ductile materials were usually yielded several times. 
This was done to eliminate curved output graphs due to an 
initially curled ("spooled") specimen. Wires were shipped 
on spools of approximately one inch diameter which causes 
curling or "spooling" as the wire is removed from the spool. 
Yielding even to the point of fracture did not remove all 
spooling from the less ductile materials. Figure 18 shows 
that reyielding does not change the axial stiffness, as 
would be expected. 
Axial stiffnesses AE, were obtained using the relation­
ship: 
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AE = (|)Jl 
where P is applied axial load, 6 is total axial deflection 
P 
and a is specimen length. {j) is the slope of the graph in 
the linear elastic region. The proportional limit stress 
was also obtained. This stress was used to determine the 
material's suitability as a weighted model. 
The weight per unit length (yJ^) in yielded (stretched) 
and unyielded conditions were obtained on a direct-reading 
balance accurate to .1 milligram. At least four specimens 
at each per cent stretch were weighed and the average taken 
and the data spread noted. The average value was used in 
all modelling calculations. A stretch of 2% (roughly 
corresponding to a yield of 1%) was used on metal wire model 
materials used in Phase III. 
C. Torsional Testing 
1. Metal wires 
All torsional data on metal wires was obtained using the 
torsional oscillator pictured in Fig. 19. 
The specimen was first clamped in the microchuck at the 
top and then passed through an oversize guide hole in a 
piece of plexiglass. Finally, an aluminum or larger steel 
inertia was clamped to the bottom using another microchuck. 
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As the inertia oscillated, a thin strip of brass shim stock 
affixed to the inertia's bottom broke the infra red beam 
shining on the photo- transistor. The phototransistor acted 
as a switch and interrupted the signal producing the spikes 
on the timing diagram, Fig. 20. The time base generated on 
the horizontal axis is accurate to within .5%. Torsional 
stiffness of the specimen JG, is related to the average 
period of oscillation x, sample length 2, and mass moment of 
inertia by: 
4A1  
JG = 2^ (15) 
x 
Due to material damping, air resistance etc., the rate 
of angular rotation slows, and the spikes on the timing 
diagram become higher. The period of oscillation was un­
changed, however. Metal wire stiffness did not change 
whether the inertia was large or small. Consequently, no 
variation of JG with axial tension was expected when used as 
a model material. The only variable that did have an effect 
on the metal wire JG was the wire's diameter. Most of the 
ductile materials (like copper) were straightened by yielding. 
This changed the diameter slightly, but since JG is dependent 
upon the wire diameter to the fourth power, the effect was 
significant. As an example, the ultimate strain for 32AWG 
(0.008 in. dia) copper v;.rre was found to be in excess of 19%. 
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Since most of this strain is plastic, JG would be decreased 
about 27% from its original value and y/JG by 17%. Conse­
quently/ when the wire is used on the Phase III apparatus, 
it is stretched only enough to straighten it, usually about 
2 % .  
The values of torsional mass moment of inertia were 
determined using a torsional pendulum shown in Fig. 21. 
A circular plastic disc is suspended on three equally spaced 
fine silk threads. Again, a thin brass strip in conjunction 
with a phototransistor "times" the motion. The mass moment 
of inertia of the disc, I, is related to the mass of the disc 
m, thread circle radius r, thread length £, period of 
oscillation x, and gravity g, by: 
When an additional rotationally symmetric mass is placed at 
the center of the disc, a new period is obtained and a new 
total mass moment of inertia is obtained. The difference 
in calculated inertias for the two cases gives the inertia 
of the added mass. Calculated and experimentally determined 
values of torsional mass moment of inertia agreed within 3%. 
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2. Polymers 
Polymer materials (monofilament and braided lines) were 
torsionally tested two ways. The first test used the 
torsional oscillator described above. Polymers, most defi­
nitely the braided variety, possess a high degree of damping? 
For this reason, JG determination using this method is ap­
proximate. However, it does serve as a check on the value of 
JG obtained by the second test method which is a quasi-
static technique. Since monofilaments displayed the least 
damping, their dynamically obtained torsional stiffness 
compares more favorably with the second test method. 
The quasi-static torsional tester employed was the 
best of two designs and is shown in Pig. 22. It is termed 
quasi-static because the rate of torque application is quite 
slow. One end of the specimen is rotated with respect to the 
other at 2.25°/sec. A moving coil meter movement is employed. 
It can exert a maximum torque of 1 gram-inch (.0022 in.-lb) 
about the coil axis. The meter was calibrated by attaching a 
fine silk thread a measured distance from the coil axis on the 
pointer. A 0-50 gram load cell secured the opposite end of 
the thread. A calibration plot of force (convertible to 
torque) vs meter coil current was obtained. The calibration 
plot of torque vs current was very linear, as would be 
expected. 
Testing is accomplished by rotating the top chuck using 
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the small DC drive motor. A spindle hangs from the specimen 
and allows additional balanced weights to pre-tension it. 
The spindle bottom has a slot machined in it. A loop of wire 
attached to the meter's moving coil fits in the slot with 
about .005 in. play. By controlling the current to the meter 
movement (see circuit, Fig. 23) the operator can prevent 
spindle rotation. Consequently the potentiometer on the top 
chuck gives a signal proportional to the relative angular 
displacement of the specimen. In practice the top chuck 
is rotated approximately 10° and stopped. The meter pointer 
is centered using the lOK potentiometer. A data point is then 
obtained. The resulting plot is a hysteresis loop of torque 
vs angle of rotation. A typical plot is shown in Fig. 24. 
The torsional stiffness (JG) is obtained as the slope 
of the torque ample plot, AT/Aô, times the sample length I. 
JG = (4?)A 
Specimen length was obtained by using a brass spacer when 
inserting a polymer into the chucks. Values of polymer JG 
were obtained in this way and used in all modelling calcu­
lations. These monofilament JG values compared favorably 
- with those obtained using the torsional oscillator. Further­
more, they showed little change in JG with tension change. 
Braided polymer values were less consistent. This is due to 
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the physical construction of braided polymer which allows it 
to creep and deform considerably without offering much re­
sistance to load. Braided polymers are more "string-like". 
That is, they have small torsional and flexural stiffnesses 
along with a relatively large axial stiffness. Data for 32 
polymers and 28 metal wires are found in Appendix A. Several 
devices other than the torsional oscillator and meter move­
ment tester were tried for the measurement of torsional 
stiffness. They were not as successful as the above mentioned 
devices and will not be discussed. Data reported in Appendix 
A was obtained using the two testers mentioned above. 
D. Flexural Testing 
The flexural stiffness of the iViodel conductor should be 
measured while under tension since the material is also under 
tension when used in the model. This is especially important 
for the polymeric materials as compared to the metal wires. 
Experimental measurements were based on the basic flexure 
equation : 
Ely" = M(x) 
Theoretical solutions to this equation show that boundary 
conditions are very important, especially since much of the 
moment developed is due to the end tension. Unwanted support 
misalignments and/or rotations adversely affected results. 
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Flexural model testing was conducted very carefully in view 
of the above considerations. Several configurations were 
tried, and their theoretical relationships were developed. 
Flexure was regarded as least important concerning its 
influence on the stability of the twisted bundle and deter­
mination of static equilibrium position. Torsion and axial 
stiffnesses were regarded as more important. Perhaps the 
only exception is near the spacers or at the tower end sup­
ports were the conductor's radius of curvature is smaller. 
Consequently, flexural measurements are considered suffi­
cient if they are well within an order of magnitude. The 
radii of curvature obtained during property determination 
are much sharper than anything encountered by a conductor 
in service. 
The three test configurations adopted are shown 
schematically in Fig. 25. Photographs of the actual set-ups 
are shown in Figs. 26 and 27. An arrangement similar to the 
cross load set-up of Fig. 27 was also used in the flexure 
testing of the prototype conductors. The advantage of the 
concentrated moment apparatus, (Fig. 26), was that it allowed 
testing of an untensioned sample. In that mode of operation 
the concentrated moment (actually a couple) is simply ap­
plied to the end of a cantilever. For most monofilament 
polymers, the flexural modulus, EI, was not expected to 
change appreciably with the small end tensions used in 
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testing. Therefore, a value of EI obtained under no tension 
was important as a check. Metal wires were not tested 
extensively since it was felt a calculated value of EI based 
upon the experimentally obtained AE was sufficient. Tests 
using the concentrated moment tester confirmed this. 
For both configurations the upper micro-chuck fixes one 
end of the specimen and another micro-chuck grips the bottom 
end. The bottom chuck is attached inside a spindle that 
slides in a linear ball bushing. The friction in the ball 
bushing under a 20 gram cross load is approximately 0.5 
gram. This is a 2.5% possible error in the end tension. 
Weights can be added to the spindle bottom to pre-tension 
the model material sample. 
The concentrated moment tester uses the moving coil 
meter movement to apply a moment at the center of the 
clamped-clamped specimen, Fig. 26, or to the end of the 
freely hanging cantilevered specimen. The specimen passes 
through a slot in a brass yoke mounted on the meter's moving 
coil. The slot is in a small brass tube of 0.128 inch O.D. 
It contacts the specimen at two points 0.104 inch apart. 
In relation to the test lengths used, these two forces appear 
to be a concentrated moment. The theoretical equation was 
solved both ways, using a concentrated moment, and a couple. 
For the size of brass tube and specimen length used, there 
was little difference in these solutions. The equation for 
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the angle 9 from cable center to point of contact of the 
brass yoke is (see Fig. 28); 
9  = Tan ^{p^ [sinh pA  
. Q,Tanh X-f(p-l)>-
P Tanh X-À 
To extract the value of EI, the equation is written in the 
dimensionless form; 
m 1. 1 1 • ^ ^ sinh p  
pe ^ S^f-^]sinh px-l " 1 (17) 
where : 
P = r/A 
, ^ Tanh X-X fpA - p-1 _ sinh pX cosh X 
(Tanh X-A)sinh X  sinh A XsinhA 
- # 
The plot of P6/Q vs X  with r/£ as parameter is shown in 
Fig. 29. The value of EI is extracted from X, once P9/Q 
is known. 
A similar procedure is followed for a clamped-
clamped specimen with a concentrated central moment. The 
dimensionless equation relating cable rotation, end tension. 
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span and concentrated moment is: 
P£0 _ 2(cosh A-1)-Asinh A 
TT - si^ . eosh X ' ' 
The plot of P&6/M vs A is given in Figure 30. The dashed 
lines show how well the concentrated moment solution agrees 
with the central couple solution even when r/Z <_ .01. 
El-values were calculated using both solutions and they 
differed by at most 40% for the polymer materials. 
For a cantilever specimen under no end tension, but 
with an end concentrated moment (see Fig. 25(c), p. 66), the 
relationship for the end rotation is: 
» = iï 
from which EI can be extracted directly after obtaining the 
slope of the moment-angle curve. Testing of spooled polymers 
as cantilevers with applied end moment was done using the 
straightest piece of polymer obtainable. 
Most of the flexural values in Appendix A were obtained 
using the apparatus in Fig. 26. Most materials were tested 
with and without end tension. A typical plot from this 
flexure test is shown in Fig. 31. 
The second set-up, Fig. 27, was somewhat more sensitive 
to errors in measurement and misalignments. This was due to 
use of a shorter specimen to develop a measurable cross load. 
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Q. The 50 gram load cell could barely detect a cross load 
in the case of a simple cantilever. The load cell gripped 
the specimen with a hook (Pig. 27). The load cell was 
mounted on a motor driven slide along with a DCDT displace­
ment transducer. As the slide moved, cross load and deflec­
tion were recorded simultaneously. This basic configuration 
was used exclusively in testing the prototype conductors. 
The equation for extracting EI from the test data is given 
in Section IV which describes testing of prototype conductors. 
The method of extracting EI involves a dimensionless plot in 
a method similar to the set up of Figure 26. The values of 
EI obtained are "effective" values of EI since polymeric 
materials often possess different elastic modulii in 
tension and compression. 
A comparison of the concentrated moment and concentrated 
load methods for determining EI of several monofilament 
specimens is given in Table 2. Also, the values of EI as 
calculated from measured values of AE are given. It is 
obvious that there is deviation even using the same test 
apparatus. In general the polymers are not as consistent 
nor as reliable as metals. The value used for modelling 
purposes was an average of the couple and concentrated 
moment values. The largest discrepancy between EI calcu­
lated from AE and as measured was for the braided samples. 
Table 2. Model material EI by various test methods 
Material tSad El-values Ib-in^ x 10 ^ 
, V Cone. Cone. Mom. Calc. Cross 
^ Couple Moment end of Cant. AE Load 
Ber-4 .020 nylon 
Monofil 
11.68 
29.52 
2.6 
1. 6 
3.2 
2.4 
1.2 
2.1 2.6 0.56 
Co-8 .023 nylon 
monofil 
11.68 
29.52 
4.5 
3.7 
5. 3 
4.9 
3.0 
3.5 2.6 -
Co-17 .026 nylon 
monofil 
11.68 
29.52 
6.8 
3.2 
7.7 
4.6 
4.7 
6.1 4.0 
-
A-9 Braided 
nylon 
11.68 
29.52 
6.6 
4.5 
7.6 
6.0 
2.0 18. 6 -
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Braided materials were not used as models due to uncertainty 
in the EI and JG stiffness values. 
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Figure 17. End grips for metal wire axial testing 
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Figure 18. Repeated axial load-deflection diagram for 32AWG 
(0.008 in dia) copper wire 
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Figure 19. Torsional oscillator 
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Figure 22. Torsion tester employing 
meter movement 
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Figure 25. Flexural testing configurations (diagram b also 
applies to Phase II testing) 
Figure 26. Moment type flexural 
test apparatus 
Figure 27. Concentrated load 
flexural test apparatus 
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Figure 28. Beam under tension with central couple, one-half 
of symmetric system (note; £ is half-span for 
this case only) 
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IV. PROTOTYPE CONDUCTOR PROPERTY DETERMINATION - PHASE II 
A. Overview of Apparatus 
In determining the elastic properties of the prototype 
conductor, the same kind of data is required as in Phase I 
model material testing. Hence, the Phase II equipment 
performs the same function as the much smaller and lighter 
Phase I apparatus. 
All equipment is mounted on 1" thick steel plates that 
are fastened to the Civil Engineering Structures Laboratory 
test floor with 1-1/2 inch diameter steel bolts. For all 
tests the room temperature was 72°-76° F. 
Figure 32 shows an end view of the Phase II apparatus, 
and Fig. 33 shows the traction head for applying axial 
tension. The main parts are: 
1. Traction head. 
2. Flexure cross load-deflection system. 
3. Axial-torsional load measurement head with torque 
drive. 
4. Data acquisition system. 
The traction head and axial-torsional load head are 24 
feet apart. The traction head is composed of an Enerpac 
RC-lOlO double-acting hydraulic cylinder with attached 
RC-53 single-acting cylinder as an appendage on the high 
pressure line from the pump. The smaller RC-53 had a jack 
screw against its ram. It was used to make small conductor 
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tension adjustments during torsion and flexure testing. The 
larger RClOlO was used to produce the 13,000 lb tension 
required by the largest conductor. The cylinder could exert 
a maximum traction of 16,500 lb. A hand pump with attached 
calibrated pressure gauges was used to apply load. A load 
cell and a digital voltmeter gave precise control over axial 
tension and torque. 
The flexure head employed an Enerpac RC106 single-
acting cylinder to push the conductor sideways. End condi­
tions on the section under test were enforced by bars which 
are guided and to which the conductor is clamped. Any 
variation in conductor tension with applied cross-load were 
removed using the small RC-53 load trimming cylinder. Load 
cells used in the flexure head will be discussed in Appendix 
D. Displacement measurement will be discussed in the sub­
section in flexural testing. 
The axial-torsional load head was essentially a large 
(70,000 lb static capacity) thrust bearing with a gear-
reduced motor drive. The axial-torsional load cell was 
between the thrust bearing and the attachment to the con­
ductor. The motor drive applied torque during a torsional 
test. It also maintained any desired torque on the 
conductor during axial testing. The axial-torsional load 
cell is described fully in Appendix D. 
The Doric Digitrend data acquisition system provided 
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the power supply for load cell strain-gauge bridges and for 
the DCDT's. The strain gauge bridges are used on the 
axial-torsional and flexural cross-load cells. The signals 
from the bridges and DCDT's are brought to the Doric by 
bundled, shielded, coaxial conductors. All strain gauge 
outputs could be monitored using the Doric digital volt­
meter. All circuits were grounded to the conductor under 
test to remove the induced 60 cycle voltages. Bridge 
signals from the Doric were filtered by a passive RC filter 
as they entered the x-y plotter to further remove spurious 
noise. These filters were in place when the system was 
calibrated. DCDT voltages were fed directly into the 
plotter. 
B. Axial Testing 
This test produces a load-deflection plot used to 
obtain the conductor stiffness, AE, from; 
AE = 
Where AP/Aô is the slope of the curve and i is the gauge 
length. The conductor length from end grip to end grip is 
approximately 24 feet, but the gauge length is only 
14'-11 3/4". This gauge length is used so the conductor 
load is evenly distributed throughout the strands away from 
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the end grips. End grips and conductor ends were designed 
to bring each strand under load without crushing any 
aluminum strands. Their detailed design is covered in 
Appendix C. The relative displacement in the gauge length 
is obtained by using two pairs of DCDT's, One pair is used 
at each end of the gauge length (Fig. 34). The signals 
from these DCDT's are differenced and averaged electronically 
employing a differential input operational amplifier as in 
Fig. 35. Paired DCDT's were necessary since the conductor 
shifted around and rotated slightly as it straightened out 
upon application of tension. The arrangement compensated for 
any small angular motion of the conductor about an axis in a 
plane perpendicular to the conductor. Also, during an 
axial test where zero torque was maintained in the conductor, 
the conductor was twisted slightly using the torque head 
motor. This motion did not affect the paired DCDT's as 
their teflon tips easily slid on the oiled aluminum plate 
(Fig. 34). 
Precautions had to be taken in preparing the conductor 
for testing. Mainly the conductor had to be compact, with 
no loose outside aluminum stranding. Due to shipping, the 
outer layers were loose, or birdcaged. Birdcaging is not 
observed in the field due to conductor creep as it hangs in 
place. The procedure was to clamp the specimen in the middle 
and use a tourniquet-like rope and board to twist and pull 
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on the conductor. Hose clamps were fastened down behind the 
"tourniquet" and the end caps were welded on. All conductor 
diameters were measured with a vernier caliper and found to 
be the stated, manufactured O.D. or less after clamping. 
These clamps were removed after the specimen was installed 
in the testing machine. Conductors were inspected for bird-
caging during testing, and none was found. Also, the end 
grip design allowed the aluminum strands to come under load 
slightly before the central steel core and be pulled straight 
and tight. Due to the uniformity of materials and manu­
facture of the conductors, no attempt at establishing a 
minimum number of samples necessary for statistical certain­
ty was made. Two conductors of each of the nine types^ 
were prepared for testing. Test lengths were sufficient to 
include 13 to 20 complete helices, or "wraps" of the outside 
aluminum stranding. This number of wraps averaged out 
internal friction effects between strands. 
The first plot obtained for any cable was one of 
torque developed vs applied axial load. This plot is a 
measure of how well the birdcaging has been eliminated. 
Figure 36 is a typical plot. A very small axial load is 
^Supplied by Bonneville Power Administration, Arkansas 
Power and Light and Iowa Power and Light. 
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applied, and the torque zeroed by twisting the conductor 
slightly using the torque motor. The nylon support pads 
were adjusted so the conductor was horizontal, and the axial 
load slowly increased. The top, horizontal portion of the 
curve (point A, Fig. 36) indicates where the outer aluminum 
strands are dominating the torsional action in the cable. 
The amount of aluminum stranding and its placement in the 
outside layer make that layer the largest contributor to 
torsional stiffness. 
Two axial tests were run on each load-deflection 
diagram. One test did not compensate for torque build up 
with increased axial load and the other did. The plot 
wherein torque was kept at zero probably provided the most 
realistic value of axial stiffness. This is due to the 
conductor being free to twist as it is placed in service on 
its supporting towers. In testing the conductor, it was 
tensioned at the sag/span = 2% value of tension and the sup­
port pads brought up 1/16 inch beyond where they touched. 
Since the total elastic deflection of the conductor is less 
than 0.6 inch, it is felt that the pad friction was 
negligible. Figure 37 is such a plot. The shape of the 
"ends free to rotate" and "ends fixed against rotation" 
curves agrees with results from (31) and (32). The initial 
portion of the plot is curved. This is probably due to 
straightening of any initial curvature in the conductor, along 
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with birdcaging and adjustment of individual strands to the 
load and interlayer friction. As the axial load increases, 
the radial compression increases between the layers. The 
strands indent one another and lock in place. The coeffi­
cient of friction between aluminum and aluminum is one, and 
with the radial compression developed, the conductor acts 
somewhat as a unit. The straight portion of the plot was 
used to determine stiffness. Also the straight portion 
occurred at and above an axial load corresponding to a 6% 
sag/span ratio. In most cases, since sag/span ratios of 
R = 2% and 5% are the common range used, the stiffnesses 
should correspond to those in actual use. The slopes for 
the two end conditions are very close, but the slope cor­
responding to zero induced torque is used to calculate the 
stiffness values cited in Appendix B. 
Very little data is available on measured conductor 
stiffnesses. It appears that the major design considerations 
have been conductor strength, temperature expansion coeffi­
cients and electrical properties. Manufacturers do not 
publish stiffnesses. Only one reference to an axial 
stiffness (8) has been found; that was for Chukar 84/19 
ACSR. The value cited was 13 x 10^ lb; our test values 
ranged from 13.92 x 10^ lb to 15 x 10^ lb. 
Considerable literature exists on stranded steel rope, 
and seme theoretical and experimental work has been done on 
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stresses and stiffnesses. However, a theory to predict the 
axial stiffness (or any other stiffness) of a bimetallic 
stranded conductor with indented (galled) aluminum strands 
has not been developed. A crude estimation can be obtained 
by assuming no interstrand friction and using a formula that 
accounts for the helix angle of each layer of stranding. 
The equation is (33): 
Accable = (20) 
1—J. 
where 
i = ith layer of stranding 
(AE)^ = summed AE of all strands in ith wrap layer 
= helix angle of ith layer 
n = number of layers in conductor. 
Calculated values in Table 3 assume all layers to have the 
same helix angle as the outer layer. These values are also 
presented in Appendix B, Possible causes of the discrepancies 
could be: 
1. Remaining birdcaging. 
2. Apparent Poisson effect due to interstrand in­
dentation. 
3. Variations in wire diameter or pitch. 
4. Minute particles between wires. 
Of these, one and two are the most likely causes. For example, 
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Table 3. Comparison of theoretical and experimental values 
of AE 
Conductor Theoretical Experimental Theo.-Exp.(%) 
Type AE X 10^ lb AE x 10® lb Theo. 
Drake 26/7 ACSR 8, .43 6. 55 -22 
Rail 45/7 ACSR 8. 40 7. 40 -12 
Cardinal 54/7 ACSR 9. 52 7. 86 -17 
Bluejay 45/7 ACSR 9, .78 8. 84 -10 
Crackle 54/19 ACSR 12. 1 9. ,40 -22 
Chukar 84/19 ACSR 16. ,5 14. ,4 -13 
Bluebird 84/19 ACSR 19. ,8 14, ,2 -28 
Dipper 45/7 ACSR 11. 85 11. ,49 -3 
Bluebell 37/0 ACAR 7. ,57 6. ,35 -16 
if the outer strands alone are birdcaged over the entire test 
section, the calculated stiffness of Drake ACSR is: 3.42 x 
10® lb. Birdcaging over any smaller section, or birdcaging 
of a lesser number of strands would produce a correspondingly 
larger value of AE. Also, the calculated value of AE does 
not account for the Poisson effect which allows the 
conductor to contract diametrically and hence expand 
longitudinally. This is a small effect, but its inclusion 
in the calculated AE would lower that value. The effect of 
interstrand dents from contact of strands in adjacent layers 
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would produce a larger effect on AE. If the experimentally 
obtained values for AE are plotted against outside diameter 
on log-log paper, the approximate relationship: 
AE = 5.2 (O.D.)2'27 (21) 
O.D. is in inches 
AE is in lb X 10^ 
is obtained (Fig. 38). 
C. Torsional Testing 
An equivalent JG is obtained for the stranded conductor 
in this test. The gauge length is the entire length between 
end grips, nominally 24 feet. Angle of rotation is measured 
by a rotary potentiometer that runs off a cylindrical portion 
of the end grip on the torque head end. Fig. 39. The torque 
head applies torque to the conductor. The conductor end at 
the traction cylinder was fixed against rotation. Both ends 
were marked where they entered the conductor grips. No 
relative angular motion (slippage) was ever detected. Torque 
is measured by the axial-torsional load cell inside the 
torque head. The strain gauge bridge circuit on the cell is 
compensated for flexural and axial loads, as well as tempera­
ture variation. The cell was calibrated to 4000 in-lb in 
place, as it would be used, in the torque head. The 4000 
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in-lb torque was never exceeded. Design and calibration of 
the cell is discussed in Appendix D. 
Testing was accomplished by pre-tensioning the con­
ductor, lowering the support pads so they did not touch it, 
and zeroing the small induced torque in the conductor using 
the torque motor. Only the roller bearing supports touched 
the system beyond the load cell. These were in place during 
calibration and actually spun quite freely. Tension in the 
conductor was assumed to be constant over the test length. 
It was maintained at a constant value using the small cylinder 
attached to the high pressure line of the traction cylinder. 
A sample torque-angle of twist plot is shown in Fig. 
40. The offset when rotational direction was reversed was 
due to backlash in the chain drive from the torque motor to 
the driven sprocket (Pig. 39). When the twist angle in the 
direction opposite the stranding is great enough to bird­
cage them, the slope of the torque-angle plot becomes less. 
Angle of twist during testing was always + 35®. Over a 24 
foot section this is 1.46°/ft of cable. This amount of twist 
per unit length greatly exceeds anything that could ever be 
experienced during bundle twisting. Consequently,only the 
straight center section of the plots are measured for slopes. 
JG was obtained from: 
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where AT/A9 is the slope of the curve. Plots were obtained at 
various constant end tensions. The end tension range 
corresponded to a 2-5% sag/span ratio. It can be seen that 
the slopes of all plots are identical, indicating little 
variation of JG with tension. This is important since JG 
for the model materials did not vary with tension. The 
constancy of JG with tension has been found by Machido and 
Durelli (33) in their work on steel wire rope. 
If the outside strand layer pitch diameter is plotted 
on log-log paper vs measured JG (Fig. 41a.) , a crude rela­
tionship can be obtained. Equation 22 can serve as a rough 
guide in determining JG for ACSR conductors 1.0 inch O.D. 
and greater. 
JG = 7.4 dp3'2G (22) 
where 
JG is in 16-in^xlO^ 
dp is outside layer pitch diameter in inches 
Torsional stiffness (JG) can be calculated from the 
geometry and material properties of the conductor. Utilizing 
the method outlined below, agreement with measured values 
ranged from .2% to 10% difference. Torsional resistance to 
angular deformation is composed of two parts: the torsional 
resistance in each circular strand, and the moment effect 
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around the conductor axis of the tension in the strands. 
This axial tension effect is due to twist of the section while 
holding the ends fixed from axial motion. It is an elastic 
effect of the twisting of the conductor and is not related to 
the initial axial pre-load. Because the steel and aluminum 
act as parallel springs (they haye some deformation), the 
JG's are simply added. Figure 41b diagrams these effects. 
Ends B and C are restrained from axial motion. The 
variables are: 
a pitch of wrap 
d^ mean diameter of layer 
r^ mean radius of layer 
(AE) axial stiffness of a stranding layer 
JG torsional stiffness of a single strand 
helix angle of wrap for layer 
6 deformation along strand due to twisting and holding 
ends of section fixed axially 
q„ total number of steel strands 
s 
total number of aluminum strands 
i layer number 
q total number of layers, both steel and aluminum 
p number of strands in ith layer 
The contribution of the circular cross sections torsionally 
is; 
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4 4 
ndg nda 
J^tors 9gGg 32 + ^2 
The contribution from the axial effect is the summation of 
the torques produced by all the tangential components of 
forces acting along the axis of each strand. Elongation of 
a strand for an angle of rotation 9 is: 
TTd.^e 
6 .  =  =  6 . 0  
2(A2+(ndi)2)l/2 
The induced force in the strand is; 
p - Wi 
Its contribution to the torsional resistance is; 
A.E. 
Ti = r. -ij- 4^ sin 
where i is the layer in which the strand resides. The total 
torsional resistance of all the layers is; 
e 9 
T = I E^p^(AE)^sin 6^r^(-l)^ 
J^elastic " ^  P^CAE)^ sin 6^ 5^r^(-l)^ 
1  — X  
and 
JG = JGtors + JGgiastic 
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or; 
JGtotal = 0.0984(qgGgdgi+qaGada*) 
q 
+ Z p. (AE) . sin (|). 6. (-1)1 (23) 
i=l ^ ^ ^ 
For example, the necessary data for Drake 26/7 ACSR is 
given in Table 4. 
Table 4. Properties of Drake 26/7 ACSR 
Material r 
in. 
CM E 
Ib/inPxlO? 
6 
C) 
Aluminum .466 .024 1 13 
Aluminum .280 .024 1 8 
Steel .137 .0145 3 3.83 
with H = 12.6 in, q^ = 26, qg = 7 
The calculated JG is 6.47 x 10^ Ib-in?, the average measured 
value 5.91 x 10^ Ib-in?. Equation 22 gives 5.88 x lO'* 
2 Ib-in, . Table 5 is a comparison of the calculated (Eq. 23) 
and measured values for the nine conductors tested. These 
values are also given in Appendix B. The per cent difference 
between theoretical and experimental values of JG is not as 
3 deleterious to modelling as might be supposed. Since in n 
modelling the cube root of the material property ratio 
Table 5. Comparison of calculated and measured JG 
Calculated Measured Theo.-Exp. 
JG(lb-in? JG(lb-in? Theo. 
xio"^) xlO^) (%)diff. 
Drake ACSR . 933 6.47 5.91 — 8.6 
Rail ACSR 1.019 7.07 7.09 0. 28 
Cardinal ACSR 1.063 7.90 8.70 10.1 
Bluejay ACSR 1.102 9.93 9.72 — 2.1 
Grackle ACSR 1.189 13.2 14.0 6.1 
Chukar ACSR 1.456 22.68 22. 0 -3.0 
Bluebird ACSR 1.602 38.3 35.8 -6.5 
Dipper ACSR 1.212 14.9 13.58 -8.9 
Bluebell ACAR 1.003 5.81 5.80 -.7 
Outside 
layer 
pitch dia 
(in.) 
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establishes the length scale, the percent error in that scale 
is approximately the percent difference over 3, if the 
calculated value for JG is used. All modelling in this study 
is based upon measured material properties. 
D. Flexural Testing 
The apparatus for applying the cross-load is shown in 
Fig. 42. A + 3 inch DCDT measures lateral displacement while 
a temperature and local bending compensated load cell 
measures cross load. Deflections of approximately one 
conductor diameter were employed. This insured maintaining 
the elasticity of the conductor in the test section. Devices 
(ir-bars) for maintaining a fixed end condition (zero lateral 
deflection and zero slope) were attached securely on either 
side of the load and established the flexure test length. 
They were installed over the conductor when it was under a 
medium tension. The roller supports spun easily and little 
or no error in axial load was induced. The only possible 
error could have been in friction on the sleeve that con­
nected the load hook to the load cell as it passed through a 
bushing. However the smooth response of the load cell to 
load application and release precluded that possibility. 
A sample plot, Figure 43, shows a set of load deflection 
curves at different end tensions for Drake ACSR. Points 
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were obtained one by one to ensure accurate adjustment of 
the axial tension in the conductor as the cross load changed. 
Figure 44 is a comparison of a measured elastic curve for 
Drake ACSR against a calculated elastic curve. The calcu­
lated curve used a value of EI extracted from the elastic 
curve equation, wherein only the center deflection is 
measured. Agreement is fairly good. For one-half the 
flexural test section (0 _< x £ the elastic curve equation 
is given by: 
y(x) = —ylsinh bx + cosh bx 
2EIbr s i n n  a  
where 
Q - transverse load 
p - end tension 
a - span between end clamps 
b - (p/EI)l/2 
X - (p%2/4EI)l/2 
The center deflection is given by: 
sinh A ' y 4  ^ - - %Ëï X3 
from which: 
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o 11-cosh 
I sinh A I IF = 1 + ' 1 (24) 
is obtained. 4Pô/Q£ was plotted vs values of A resulting 
in Fig. 45. The values of P and I are known, along with 
the initial slope (Q/ô) of the cross load-deflection 
diagram. Fig. 43. Figure 45 is entered with 4P6/Q& and 
EI is computed from: 
po 2 
EI = ^ (25) 
4A^ 
EI values increased with tension, probably due to the 
radial compression increasing the interstrand friction and 
stiffening the conductor. Ranges of EI values are found in 
Appendix B. A check on EI can be obtained by calculating 
two extreme values. The first assumes no internal shear 
capacity. The second method assumes a solid section with no 
slipping of strands allowed. In the first case, the flexural 
modulus, EI, is simply: 
m 
1=1 
where ; 
Ej^ - Young's modus for the ith strand 
d^ - diameter of the ith strand 
m - total number of strands in the conductor. 
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In the second case, the transfer of area inertia term 
is added in: 
4 
m d. 9 9 
EI = Î + d-V) (26) 
1—1 
where ; 
aj^ is perpendicular distance of strand cross section 
center from neutral axis (assumed through geometric 
center of conductor). 
A comparison of measured and calculated EI values is pre­
sented in Table 6. These values are also given in Appendix 
B. One last note is that the cross section of the conductor 
in the vicinity of the hook probably deviated slightly from 
circular. This could cause a slightly low measured value of 
EI to be obtained. 
The appropriate value of EI to use in modelling a con­
ductor is uncertain. Some investigators (34) using energy 
techniques, and vibrating the conductor sample, claim that a 
nearly solid section EI is obtained under actual conditions. 
It is possible that is correct, due to galling of the 
aluminum and high interstrand friction. However, flexure 
itself appears to be a secondary modelling consideration 
since its effect on the catenary shape is so small (30), 
(35), (36). Since the modelling is predicated primarily on 
torsion and tension geometry,flexure is of interest only 
when it is stiffer model-wise than it should be. The term 
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Table 6. Comparison of measured and calculated values of EI 
Calculated Calculated 
Independent Measured Solid 
Action Value Section 
Ib-ih^xlO^ lb-in^xl04 Ib-in^xlO^ 
Drake ACSR 26/7 1.55 1-3 55.8 
Dipper ACSR 45/7 2.2 3-9 136 
Bluejay ACSR 45/7 1.48 1-5.25 118 
Rail ACSR 45/7 1.30 2-9.5 68 
Cardinal ACSR 54/7 1.00 1-2 74 
Crackle ACSR 54/19 1.47 3-9 117 
Chukar ACSR 84/19 2 2-10 241 
Bluebird ACSR 84/19 3 1.5-45 361 
Bluebell ACAR 37/0 3-9.0 
Conductor 
Type 
al mentioned in Section III-C is a good measure to use 
since it compares the tension effect against the flexural 
effect. Another measure is that the length scale determined 
by flexure be larger than that determined by torsion, or; 
n. YEI m 
1/3 
> n. 
This would mean that the actual model as determined by 
n^ would be longer and more supple than necessary for model­
ling under flexure. With y and fixed by the prototype and 
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model material, and in view of the uncertainty in the value 
of EI/ a safer choice is to use the lower values of EI in 
forming n^. In fact, the boundary conditions are most 
affected by EI, and in the model study (Phase III, Section 
VI) it is shown that good modelling was often obtained 
comparing metal wire and string models, where the boundary 
conditions were not quite the same. Modelling was more af­
fected if the metal wire was kinked at the end support point. 
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Figure 32. West to east view of Phase II conductor testing 
apparatus 
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Figure 33. Traction head with tension adjusting cylinder 
Figure 34. Conductor axial displacement measuring station 
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Figure 36. Axial load-induced torque for conductor ends fixed against rotation 
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Figure 39. Torque head with conductor grip and angle measurement potentiometer 
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Figure 41b. Element of cable under torsion (ends B and C fixed axially) 
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Figure 42. Conductor flexural test head 
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V. MODEL SELECTION 
The models were built to represent typical existing 
bundled transmission lines as specified by the Electric Power 
Research Institute. The two conductors and configurations 
modelled are found in Table 7. 
Table 7. Prototype conductor systems modelled 
Conductor 
type Span 
No. 
spacers 
No. 
conductors Spacing 
Sag/ 
span 
Rail ACSR 45/7 1200 ft 4 2 20 in. 2%,5% 
Rail ACSR 45/7 1200 ft 4 3 20 in. 2% 
Rail ACSR 45/7 1200 ft 4 4 20 in. 2%,5% 
Chukar ACSR 84/19 1200 ft 4 2 20 in. 2%,5% 
Chukar ACSR 84/19 1200 ft 4 2 12 in. 2%,5% 
The primary emphasis was on two conductor bundles with 
4 equidistant spacers on the span. One 2 wire model with six 
spacers was also run for Rail conductor at 20 in. spacing. 
A snap-over data run was also made for the two wire-four 
spacer Rail conductor at an intermediate R = 3.5%. The 
model runs and their physical dimensions are listed in detail 
in Section VI. All model set-ups were tested for angle of 
twist and snap-over at 2% and 5% sag/span ratio. Snap-over 
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is that combination of end angle rotations at which the bundle 
wires touch. 
The properties of the candidate model materials are 
listed in Appendix A; the prototype (actual conductor) 
properties in Appendix B. A computer program matched model 
materials to the Rail and Chukar conductors. It used all 
the modelling relationships developed in Section II. It 
compared all model materials against each of the prototypes 
2 3 
separately, and calculated length scales for nm and n 
modelling. It also directly calculated n^, n^ and n^ so a 
search for a "true" model could be made. Furthermore, it 
sized the beads to be used in building an adequate model 
using a metal wire. For each comparison, the value of a& 
(flexural effect) and required model spacer weight was 
calculated. Sample results are tabulated in Table 8 for a 
1200 ft span of Rail ACSR at R = 2%. These are calcula­
tions for model runs actually tested. Similar computations 
were made for Chukar ACSR. Table 8, part a and b set the 
length scales for the bare metal wire models. Their values 
of far exceed the value of 100 deemed necessary for 
2 
suppression of flexural effects. Of course, the nm models 
can also be considered as n^ models of a different prototype 
system. Using the relationship: 
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Table 8. Model length scales for 1200 ft span Rail ACSR, 
R = 2% nm^ and n^ modelling 
a) 
nirt modelling n m a* £ Spacer wt (gm) 
stretch 22 13.76 701 .0139 
30 11.78 440 .0101 
40 10.2 286 .0076 
b) n modelling 
35 AWG copper .02 stretch 22.83 22.83 1120 
c) Beaded Model 
.0059 
Material n a& Bead Bead Bead drill material O.D. hole dia 
32 AWG copper .02 stretch 42. 98 1120 Nylon .125 .052 
II 42. 98 1120 Acrylic .125 .050 
d) Direct computation of : 
"a' nt. ^ f 
Material al 
35AWG copper .02 stretch 1 .81 22.83 44.0 842 
32AWG copper .02 stretch 2 .26 16.1 37.5 1120 
CO-8 monofilament (.020) 17 .8 20.8 30.7 739 
CO-17 monofilament (.023" dia) 19 .6 19.1 32.8 778 
n = (nm^) 
the alternate Rail prototype has a span: 
% = (i)ïï 
and a spacing of : 
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This yields three additional "n^" runs to examine. Table 
8, part c, tests two beads suitable for building an 
(axially and torsionally) adequate model. The acrylic bead 
was actually used since it is a standard, commercially 
available bead with a cast-in hole. These beads were 
procured from Ace Plastics Co., Inc. 91-30 Van Wyck Express­
way, Jamaica, New York 11435. At R = 5% the stress in the 
beaded model was .2 of the proportional limit stress; at 
R = 2% it was .51 of the proportional limit stress. 
Table 8, part d, shows that the metal wires are too 
stiff axially, but the polymer monofilaments come very close 
to being an adequate model. Furthermore n^ > n^ or n^, and 
0.1 is large so that flexure is suppressed. The only 
practical difficulty with the monofilaments is that they 
retained their spooling, and it was definitely evident in 
the R = 5% models. 
Several model material nonuniformities affect model 
performance, they are: spooling (polymers), uneven weight 
distribution (silk thread), uneven JG along span (uneven 
yielding of metal wire models), and creep (weighted model, 
and to some extent polymers). Polymer models were allowed 
to hang freely at the required sag/span for one day before 
spacers were installed and final adjustments made. Temperature 
control in the laboratory was quite good and little con-
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traction or expansion of model material on the test set-up 
was experienced. The variation in (y/JG)^ for the metal 
wires was not severe and they were considered the most 
reliable models. The weighted metal wire model showed no 
tendency to creep at the 5% sag/span. However, in raising the 
model bundle to a 2% sag/span, one of the wires picked up the 
weight of the other and it yielded. Consequently, R = 2% 
could not be achieved, and the shallowest model was R = 2.2%. 
Since the beads had a hole larger than the wire which passed 
through them, they were unevenly distributed on the wire 
(see Fig. 60, Sec. VI). Since the bundles were sensitive to 
cross-span unbalance, this uneven bead distribution un­
doubtedly contributed to scatter in the results. Further­
more, only enough beads were purchased to cover 95% of the 
span. 
A silk thread model was built for all the n^ and 
weighted metal wire models. It duplicated the metal wire 
model's dimensions but was just a string and didn't attempt 
to model the prototype conductor. The silk thread had a 
slight weight uniformity problem and was easily corrected 
by adding small drops of cement at one or two of the spacers 
locations. It also responded to temperature changes, but 
again the effect on model geometry was minor, changing the 
sag/span ratio less than 5% from its original value. 
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VI. PROTOTYPE SYSTEM MODELLING - PHASE III 
A. Description of Apparatus 
Figure 46 shows an end tower, there are two such end 
towers, one on each end of the model span. Figure 47 is a 
close-up of the conductor pay-out mechanism (sting) attached 
to the end tower. A small barrel slides on the sting shaft 
for gross adjustment of model sag/span. The model con­
ductor is attached to a threaded block on one of six lead-
screws in the sting barrel that allows sensitive length 
adjustment of the model conductor. The sting can be rotated 
to induce bundle twist and clamped in position. A pointer 
and protractor are used to set the end spacer angle. The 
sting support frame can be adjusted vertically and bolted to 
the three unistrut rails in which it slides. Fine height 
adjustment and levelling of the sting is done with three 
levelling screws on which the sting hangs. The single back 
support screw has a ball and socket that allows pitch and 
roll adjustment of the flat plate on which the sting is 
mounted. Curved slots for the front two hanger screws allow 
azimuthal (or angular) adjustment in a horizontal plane of 
+ 3°. All the information gathered by this study was 
gathered by hand and the end angles were also set by hand. 
Two types of end spacers were used on the tip of the sting. 
The most commonly used was the adjustable two wire device, 
Ill 
Fig. 48. Model wire spacing could be set + .005 in. using 
vernier calipers. Figure 49 shows a flat circular end plate 
into which any configuration of end spacers can be drilled. 
The miniature end chucks are very accurately made and 
provide positive gripping of the model conductor. A dial 
indicator held to the outside of the circular plate while 
the sting rotated, showed a maximum runout of .005 in. 
This was about 1.5 in. radially from the center of rotation 
and is very good. 
A description of the procedure used to align the towers 
and construct the model follows. The towers are separated 
the required distance and then the stings are carefully 
aligned. Plumb bobs are hung from the front and rear of 
each sting and the towers moved around on their swivel 
casters until all plumb bobs line up with a reference line 
on the floor. The sting centers are checked to be certain 
they are at the same height. This was done either by using 
a surveyor's level or by hanging a plumb bob of proper length 
from the center of the sting. The sting centers were within 
1/16 in. of each other height-wise. The sting mounting plate 
is then levelled longitudinally and transversely. Finally, 
a .020 in. diameter braided fishing line is attached at the 
back of each opposing sting on its vertical center line. 
A weight is put on the line at center and the line is pulled 
up until the weight is about one inch off the floor. The line 
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is now stretched in a flat vertical "v" between the two 
stings. A plumb bob is attached to the sting center and 
the sting is rotated slightly in a horizontal plane until 
the plumb bob's string just touches the taut braided fish 
line. In this manner the stings are aligned within 0.1° 
of each other. The model conductors are then attached to the 
sting barrels and the center height of the two or more model 
cables adjusted to the proper sag/span. After small adjust­
ments are made to level the lines at center span, the spacers 
are glued in place. The spacers were checked for level by 
sighting across the model conductors to a mark 40 feet away 
that was the same height off the floor as the model con­
ductors. Small coiled pieces of 32 or 35 AWG copper wire 
(usually < 1/2 in.long) were sometimes glued to a spacer's 
tip to bring it to exact level. At other times one line 
would be slightly pulled in or let out from the sting to bring 
the spacers to a level position. The model bundle geometry 
was quite sensitive to very small weight unbalances across 
the spacers and/or adjustments of a single line using the 
sting adjustment apparatus. Most models had a length scale 
of approximately 2 0. Consequently, a 1/16 inch height dif­
ference would only be a 1.25 inch difference in a 1200 ft 
long prototype. An error in model conductor spacing of .01 
inch is .2 inches on a 20 inch prototype; a 1% error. 
Setting the end spacer angles induces a possible error of 
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+0.5° since there are graduations only every degree. Meas­
urement of bundle twist angle distribution was accomplished 
by hand. The angle of each spacer was measured. This was 
done using a protractor with a long, attached weighted 
string, (Fig. 50(a). The alignment of the spacer and pro­
tractor's edge was done by eye. Even though a metal rod 
steadied the observers hand (and protractor), an estimated 
error of + 1° can be attributed to this technique. Fig. 
50(b) shows the snap-over of the four conductor model that 
was being measured in Fig. 50(a). 
B. Model Law Verification Tests 
Figure 51(a) is a top view schematic of a two conductor 
four spacer bundle set up, and the numbering system used. 
Figure 51(b) shows the conductor touching or snapped-over 
configuration, after the west end had been rotated approxi­
mately 180°, while the east end remained fixed. The 
phenomenon is called snap-over because of rapid collapse of 
some bundles particularly those with wide spacing and model 
conductors with low torsional stiffness. Figure 51(c) shows 
a twisted bundle and the various angles associated with it. 
End spacer rotations were called 8^ (east end) and Bg (west 
end). The spacers were numbered 1,2,3 etc. from east to 
west and their angle of twist , etc. All angles were 
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positive clockwise looking from west to east. They were 
measured from the horizontal, see Fig. 51(c). End angle 
combinations investigated in this study were chosen so as to 
cover as wide a range as possible. Ten model set ups were 
tested to gain a feel for bundle behavior before the testing 
reported here commenced. Limits on 8^ and Gg were established 
by those experiments by noting the (Q^, 62) combination for 
which snap-over occurred. Table 9 displays the end angle 
combinations used in all testing. They were chosen because 
within the limits imposed by snap-over, they appeared to be 
good choices that would keep one conductor out of the wake 
of another. Fig. 52 shows the angle of twist distribution 
for all the combinations shown in Table 9. These 
curves were obtained by fitting the six measured points using 
a second order curve fitting routine contained in the 
computer program used to plot the data. To verify the second 
order fit, twist angles intermediate to the spacer angles 
were measured and plotted on top of the computer generated 
curves. They agreed within at most a 2° difference. Later 
in this section, individual twist distribution curves will 
be examined in more detail for practical implications. Fig. 
53 shows the angle of twist distributions for a model simi­
lar to Fig. 52, except that R = 5%. 
The snap-over plots for the runs of Figs. 52 and 53 are 
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Table 9. Angle of twist data for 1200 ft Rail modelled 
by 35AWG copper wire, R = 2% 
INPUT DATA CASE= 1 
35AWG 2% RAIL 1200FT 45/7 F/L=2% 
N**3 N=22.63 L=52o56FT A=.€76 IN. 
ALPH= 842 2 WIRES 4 SPACERS 12-3 1-75 
1 1 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 3.00 
0.0 5.50 
0. 0 3.50 
0.0 —10.50 
30.00 30.50 
30.00 33.00 
30.00 33.50 
30.00 79.50 
SO.00 72.00 
90.00 78.00 
90.00 86.00 
90.00 107.CO 
90.00 117.00 
90.00 115.50 
150.00 163.50 
150.00 153.50 
150.00 145.50 
150.00 149.00 
150.00 154.00 
150.00 152.50 
-30.00 -22.00 
-30.00 -2 1.50 
-30.00 -23.00 
-30.00 -35.00 
-90.00 -62.50 
-90.00 —61.00 
-90.00 -60.50 
-90.00 -71.00 
-150.00 -70.50 
-150.00 -62.50 
-150.00 —65.00 
-150.00 -87.50 
<^3 
-0.50 0.0 
8*00 17.50 
1 1.50 26.00 
17.50 38.00 
-2.00 25.50 
26.50 27.00 
35.50 42.50 
38.00 51 .50 
135.50 164.00 
53.50 36.50 
66.00 60 .00 
83.00 83.00 
125.00 143.00 
144.50 180.00 
148.00 195.50 
162.00 133.50 
146.50 127.50 
141,00 128.50 
153.50 153.00 
169s50 190.50 
173.50 207.00 
-9.50 6.50 
-3.00 21.00 
-2.00 28.50 
-21.50 10.50 
-30.00 -3.50 
-24.00 12.50 
-24.50 19.00 
-43.50 -3.50 
-13.50 19.00 
— 4.00 33.50 
-2.00 39.50 
-29.50 22.00 
<p ^ 
4 2 
0.0 0.0 
24.50 30.00 
35.50 45.00 
64.00 90 .00 
84.00 150.00 
29.00 30.00 
52.00 60 .00 
70.50 90.00 
168.00 150.00 
3 1.00 30.00 
58.50 60.00 
86.00 90.00 
152.50 150.00 
205.50 210.00 
252.00 300.00 
75.50 30.00 
98.00 60 .00 
1 12.50 90.00 
156.00 150.00 
209.00 210.00 
254.50 300.00 
2 I .00 30.00 
43.50 60.00 
60.00 90.00 
65.00 150.00 
18.50 30.00 
41.50 60.00 
57.00 90.00 
55.00 150.00 
31 .50 30.00 
52.00 60.00 
68.00 90.00 
83.00 150.0 0 
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shown in Figs. 54 and 55, respectively. These plots are 
typical of two wire-four spacer model set ups only. Three 
and four wire bundles behave differently, and will be 
discussed later. The R = 2% plot has symmetry about a 45° 
right ascending line. The (0^^, 82) combinations for angle 
of twist distribution were run for the top half plane only, 
because of this symmetry. That is, @2 ^as always positive, 
and 8^ was set at positive and negative values. Snap-over 
tests were run by fixing one end, and rotating the other 
until the bundle collapsed in one of the subspans. The 
discontinuity in 62 at approximately 8^ = 30° in Fig. 54 
ranged from 0° £ 0^ ^  50° on other plots. For this reason, 
02 did not exceed 150° until 8^ was set at 90°, otherwise 
the bundle would collapse. The discontinuity occurred be­
cause the end being rotated flipped the entire bundle over, 
rather than allowing it to collapse near the end. This transi--
tion permitted further rotation of 82 approximately 180°. 
Conductor touching occurred in a sub span near the end being 
rotated. The snap-over plot (Fig. 55) for R = 5% shows 
even more restraint on the permissible (8^, 82) combinations 
that could be used for angle of twist runs. It is almost a 
square of half-width 180°. Many of the 5% plots had no 
transition points at all. It is best not to rely upon the 
extra allowable rotation of 82 another 180° at R = 5% because 
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of the uncertainty with which the transition points occurred. 
The entire half span opposite the end being twisted was 
completely unaffected for the R = 5% snap-over tests. 
It could be that at the larger sag/span ratios the torque 
generated at the rotated end w,as felt much less at the other 
end because of the greater curvature at R = 5%. Further­
more, it was found that near the transition point, (0^, Gg) 
combinations were often bistable. This is an undesirable 
condition whereby the bundle has two equilibrium positions, 
one on either side of the vertical. This occurred on the 
150-30, 150-60 and 150-90 runs in many df the tests. The 
bundle is very "floppy" in that position and wind action 
would almost certainly induce considerable conductor 
movement. Several models were carefully observed and the 
angles (G^, Gg) recorded when the conductors approached one-
half the original separation. This is a further limitation 
on the permissible combinations (8^, 82) of bundle twist. The 
regions affected by bi-stability and conductor separation are 
superimposed by cross-hatching in Figs. 54 and 55. On the 
whole, the end-angle combinations (0^, 02) used in Phase III 
testing represent the widest possible range of permissible 
values. 
Since a prototype twisted bundle was not available, 
comparison of one model with another was used. This is not 
the most desirable situation, but sufficient modelling was 
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done to discover the basic behavior of the twisted bundle 
system. Correlation plots were used to compare one model 
against another purporting to model the same prototype 
conductor system. The method used is to plot corresponding 
angles from the two models against each other. If all the 
angles agree exactly, the points (^^-run 1, 4^-run 2) will 
all lie on a 45° line for equal scales on orthogonal axes. 
Comparison of the end angles is omitted sincethey are 
supposedly known exactly; only angles measured at the 
spacers are correlated. The points are plotted by computer 
for all desired model run combinations. The computer also 
draws a straight line through the points using a least 
squares fit. Because the data may not be best represented by 
a straight line it is desirable to measure how well this 
"best" straight line fits the data. This measure of linearity 
is called the correlation coefficient and may be calculated 
from the independent variables and the linear equation 
parameters. The best straight line has slope of: 
where : 
(j)j^ - the spacer angle for model 1 
4)I - the spacer angle for model 2 
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(p - the mean spacer angle for model 1 
q 
s 4 
cp' - the mean spacer angle for model 2 
q - the number of angles to be compared for a complete 
model setup and all combinations of 02), 
usually equal to number of (0^, Og) combinations 
times 4. 
S - the slope of the "best" straight line 
The variances are; 
q 2 
a 2 _ i=l 
<!> q 
q _ 2 
^2 _ i=l 
4)' q 
the intercept of the "best" straight line is; 
b = (j) ' -S(J> 
The correlation coefficient is a measure of the dispersion 
of the data around the best straight line and is given by; 
q 
E d).  d) !  
i=l 1 1 ' 
r * * 
or as 
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So, 
r = ^ (27) 
^4,-
In this study the dispersion of the data around the 45° 
line of perfect correlation is of more interest since all 
models based on torsional modelling give excellent cor­
relation with small dispersion. This measure is the 
standard deviation of the horizontal distances from each 
point to the 45® line, it will be called the "agreement" of 
the model runs' angle of twist data. This distance, d, is 
simply the difference in the angles that are supposed to have 
the same value (see Fig. 56). The mean of all the horizontal 
distances is: 
g 
E d^ 
a = — 
The standard deviation of the distances d^ (the agreement) 
is : 
a = 
q (d.-d)2-
Z 1 
i=l (q-1) 
1/2 
( 2 8 )  
If a correlation point is far beyond what could be considered 
normal experimental error, a statistical test is conducted 
to see if it may be legitimately rejected. Such a test is 
described in Murphy (28). For example, most of the model 
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runs have 132 points to correlate. For that number of 
points, if: 
a 
for any that value is rejected in computing a and r. 
The bi-stable conditions caused the only data point re­
jection using this criterion. Most of the correlation 
coefficients were well above 0.90, where 1.0 is perfect 
correlation. In fact, the correlations of runs supposedly 
modelling the same prototype had an average r = 0.954, and 
7 0% were r > 0.95. The probability of r > 0.30 even if the 
data is uncorrelated is 1 in a 1000 for 132 points (37). 
Consequently, it can be stated that the various models do 
represent the same phenomenon, which is not surprising. The 
correlation has significance because the "best" straight 
line was so close to the 45° line in most cases. A computer 
performed all the above calculations. It also created the 
angle of twist distributions and the correlation plots. The 
figure of merit for this study will be the standard deviation 
of the angle differences (agreement, a) from the 45° line of 
perfect correlation. Figs. 57, 58 and 59 are sample cor­
relation plots with widely varying degrees of agreement. 
These correlation plots are presented so a feeling for the 
scatter at a certain a-value can be had. 
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The models were constructed to model Rail and Chukar 
type of conductor bundles with four spacers in the span. 
Sag/span ratio was either 2% or 5%. A listing of these 
runs appears in Table 10. Rail was tested more extensively 
than Chukar. All the Rail models were for a prototype spacing 
of a = 20 in. and a span of 1200 ft. The n^ models (cases 
1;2) were built of 35AWG copper wire except for cases 6 and 
7 which had identical model span and spacing as cases 1 and 
2 but were of torsionally stiffer 32AWG copper wire. This 
was done to see the effect of stiffening the model torsion-
ally. Models 3, 4 and 5 are silk thread (string) models with 
3 the n 35AWG dimensions. There are two R = 2% silk thread 
models to check repeatability of results for two identical 
models. Runs 8 through 13 model axial effects as well as 
2 torsional effects. Runs 14 through 19 are nm (distorted) 
models that can also be considered models of a Rail bundle 
where a^20 in. and & ^ 1200 ft. This is discussed further 
later in this section. Runs 20 through 24 are 3 and 4 wire 
models of 3 and 4 conductor bundles whose spacing was either 
20 inches around the perimeter or 20 inches across the 
diagonal (for the 4 wire model). Runs 25-28 model a two 
conductor bundle of Chukar with a = 20 inches using 32AWG 
copper wire and silk thread. Runs 29-32 do the same for a 
Chukar bundle where the spacing, a = 12 inches. 
Table 10. Physical characteristics of models constructed 
(Phase III) 
Run 
no. Run name 
No. 
spacers 
Sag/ 
span Model 
material 
1 1200 ft Rail ACSR 533 2 4 5 35AWG copper, 2% stretch 
2 with a= =20 in 842 2 4 2 
3 II  V. large 2 4 5 Silk thread 
4 II  2 4 2 II  
5 II  II  2 4 2 II  
6 II  419 2 4 5 32AWG copper, 2% stretch 
7 663 2 4 2 
8 II  686 2 4 5 (beaded) 
9 II  1011 2 4 2 ft  
10 II  339 2 4 5 Cortland monofilament 
11 II  710 2 4 2 (code CO-17) 
12 II  357 2 4 5 Cortland monofilament 
13 II  564 2 4 2 (code CO-8) 
14 II  443 2 4 5 32AWG copper, 2% stretch 
15 II  701 2 4 2 " 
16 II  278 2 4 5 II  
17 II  440 2 4 2 II  
18 II  180 2 4 5 II  
19 II  286 2 4 2 II  
20 II  286 4 4 2 II  
21 II  842 4 4 2 35AWG copper, 2% stretch 
22 II  842 3 4 2 11 
23 II  533 4 4 5 II  
24 II  842 4 4 2 II  
25 1200 ft Chukar ACSR 551 2 4 5 32AWG copper, 2% stretch 
26 with a= =20 in 871 2 4 2 II  
27 II  V. large 2 4 5 Silk thread 
28 II  II  2 4 2 II  
29 1200 ft Chukar ACSR 551 2 4 5 32AWG copper, 2% stretch 
30 with a: =12 in 871 2 4 2 II  
31 11 V. large 2 4 5 Silk thread 
32 II  I t  2 4 2 II  
Table 10 (Continued) 
Run 
n m 
(ft) (in) 
Date of Comments 
no. run 
1 22. 83 22. 83 52. 56 . 876 12-30-75 torsional TT-term modelled, 3 5 AWG 
2 22. 83 22.83 52.56 .876 12-31-75 Vf 
3 22. 83 22.83 52.56 .876 2—26—76 a string model 
4 22. 83 22. 83 52.56 .876 2-27-76 11 
5 22. 83 22.83 52.56 . 876 1-20-76 11 
6 22. 83 22.83 52.56 .876 1-22-76 not a model, 32 AWG 
7 22. 83 22.83 52.56 .876 1-21-76 It  
8 43. 0 43.0 27.92 .419 1-26-76 beaded (axial and torsional tt-•terms modelled) 
9 43. 0 43.0 27.92 .419 1-26-76 It  
10 19. 1 19.1 62.83 1.047 2-03-76 polymer 
11 19. 1 19.1 62. 83 1.047 2-02-76 (0.026 in dia) 
12 20. 8 20.8 57.7 .962 2-05-76 polymer 
13 20. 8 20. 8 57.7 . 962 2—04 — 7 6 (0.023 in dia) n 
14 22 13.76 54.55 1.454 12-16-75 torsional TT-term modelled as nm 
15 22 13.76 54.55 1.454 12-21-75 II  
16 30 11.78 40 1.698 12-22-75 II  
17 30 11.78 40 1.698 12-22-75 II  
18 40 10.20 30 1.960 12-23-75 It  
19 40 10.20 30 1.960 12-29-75 It  
20 40 10.20 30 1.960 12-29-75 1.96 on side of square 
21 22. 83 22.83 52.56 .876 1-17-76 .876 on side of square 
22 22. 83 22.83 52.56 .876 1-06-76 .876 on perimeter 
23 22. 83 22.83 52.56 . 876 1-11-76 .876 on diagonal 
24 22. 83 22.83 52.56 .876 1-13-76 
25 19. 01 19.01 63.01 1.052 2—16—7 6 torsional TT-term (modelled as n^) 
26 19. 01 19.01 63.01 1.052 2-17-76 II  
27 19. 01 19.01 63.01 1.052 2-18-76 a "string" model 
28 19. 01 19.01 63.01 1.052 2-19-76 It  
29 19. 01 19.01 63.01 . 631 2-21-76 torsional TT-term (modelled as n^) 
30 19. 01 19.01 63.01 . 631 2-23-76 
31 19. 01 19.01 63.01 .631 2 — 24—7 6 a "string" model 
32 19. 01 19.01 63. 01 . 631 2-25-76 
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The various blocks of runs described above were cor­
related against each other on a model to model basis. R = 
2% runs were correlated against other 2% runs and R = 5% 
runs were correlated among themselves. In general, 5% runs 
differed significantly with 2% runs. This is evident in the 
different characters of Figs. 52 and 53. Consequently, after 
some preliminary computation, correlation of 5% and 2% 
runs was stopped. Following is a listing of average a and r 
values for the correlation of the various blocks of runs with 
each other. The data in Table 11 is a condensed form of a 
correlation matrix that is given in full in Appendix F. 
Only averaged values of o and r for the correlation of the 
various blocks of runs is given here in Table 11. They are 
arranged thusly; 
R = 2% 
average a 
average r 
R = 5% 
average a 
average r 
The numbers along the edge of the table refer to the case 
numbers as listed in Table 10. 
Some general remarks concerning these average values are 
in order. The 5% runs correlated worst among themselves. 
Table 11. Average standard deviations and correlations for model runs 1-32 (see Table 10) 
1-7 8-13 14-19 20-24 25-28 29-32 
1-7 
3 
n 
8-13 
axial and 
torsional 
Rail 
a=20 in 14-19 
&=1200 ft 2 
nm 
20-24 
(3 and 
4 wire) 
25-28 
3 
n 
Chukar 
a=20 in 
2=1200 ft 
Chukar 
a=12 in 
£=1200 ft 
• 
29-32 
n 
4.46° 
(.985) 
6.73° 
(.939) 
12.46' 
(.967) 
10.46' 
(.92) 
4.85° 
31.5' 
(.97) 
( . 8 0 )  
6.58° 
(.972) 
9.94° 
(-939) 
7.59° 
(.97) 
9.36° 
(.93) 
12.6' 
(.98) 
12.6° 
(.90) 
11.7° 2.71° 
(.97) (.999) 
30.9° 4.11° 
(.81) (.998) 
4.83° 
(.995) 
8.96° 
(.98) 
12.98° 
(.896) 
10.14° 
(.98) 
9.79° 
(.95) 
2.53° 
(.999) 
9.29° 
(.977) 
3.36° 
(.999) 
9.38° 
( . 8 8 )  
2.72° 
(.99) 
5.96° 
(.99) 
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This is expected since the 5% model is under less tension 
than an R = 2% model and the geometric and material property 
irregularities have a greater effect. In most cases in 
Table 11 the correlation of a set up intended to model a 
particular prototype with its neighboring data runs means 
comparing a metal wire to a silk thread run. The agreement 
is always better at P. = 2% than at R = 5%. This perhaps 
indicates that the difference lies in the torsional stiff­
ness, since the silk thread has none. In general, the 
best a's and r's are comparisons of runs in the same block. 
These values are found on the diagonal of Table 11. 
Concerning the Rail model runs, the spooling tendency in 
polymers is more evident at R = 5%. Even though the Rail 
3 
n (cases 1-7) agreed better with adequate (cases 8-13) 
2 than did nm (cases 14-19), the Rail adequate did not even 
agree well among themselves. This was due to retained 
spooling in the polymeric CO-8 and CO-17 materials and the 
fact that the beads hung unevenly on the beaded 32AWG copper 
wire model, (Fig. 60). This was due to the 0.045 inch 
2 diameter bead hole and the .008 inch diameter wire. The nm 
runs correlated well among themselves, but the agreement 
with n^ Rail is poor especially at R = 5%. This is because 
the runs near the bi-stable configuration (150°-30°, 150°-
3 2 60°, etc.) differed between the n (cases 1-7) and nm (cases 
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14-19) Rail models at R = 5%. At 30°-150°, etc., the nm^ 
models were not bistable. It may be concluded that dis-
torting the spacing according to the nm law is permissible 
at R = 2% but not at R = 5%. Furthermore, the nm^, R = 5% 
snap-over plots all had definite transition regions, not 
like the almost square snap-over diagram of n Rail at 
R = 5%. 
2 As has been mentioned before, the nm runs for Rail ACSR 
can be considered as n runs for Rail prototypes with a 
20 inches; Z ^ 1200 ft. For the cases run: 
nm^ = 4163 
n^ = 4163 
n = 16.09 
The new prototype spacings and spans are given in Table 12. 
•3 2 
Table 12. n prototypes for nm models 
original n 22 30 40 
original m 13.76 11.78 10.20 
new a® 23.4" 27.3" 31.5" 
new 878' 643' 428.6V 
^For n = 16.09. 
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The Rail ACSR prototypes can be thought of as covering the 
ranges of; 20" £ a £ 31.5" and 483' £ £ £ 1200*. 
Comparison of n^ and adequate Rail with the two Chukar 
runs (cases 25-28) and (cases 29-32) show agreement at 2% 
3 
and 5% that is worse than that at 2% and 5% of n Rail (cases 
1-7) with itself. For example, the a between Rail and Chukar 
(a = 20 inches for both) was 11.26° at R = 2%. It may be 
concluded that a Rail model cannot be used to obtain infor­
mation about a Chukar prototype system. In comparing the n^ 
silk thread runs (Rail, a = 20 in and Chukar, a = 20 in.) at 
R = 2%, 0=5°, while at R = 5%, 6° £ a £ 8°. The fact that 
the metal wire runs showed a greater a means the presence of 
JG has some effect in differentiating runs. The somewhat 
favorable agreement of the silk thread runs (cases 27, 28) 
with the n^ Rail silk thread runs (cases 3, 4, 5) is to be 
expected since both runs have &/a = 720 and are of the same 
material (one is a scaled down replica of the other and both 
have no JG to model since silk thread is very soft 
torsionally). 
The agreements of the a = 20 inch Chukar runs (cases 
25-28) and a = 12 inch Chukar runs (cases 29-32) with them­
selves (a = 2.53 at R = 2%; a = 9.29 at R = 5%) with them­
selves was good. The agreement of the a = 12 Chukar with 
the a = 20 Chukar was also fairly good (a = 3.36 at R = 2%; 
a = 9.38 at R = 5%). Again, however, the agreement is better 
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at 2% than at 5%. It should be mentioned that about the 
best agreement that can be hoped for is about 2° or 3®, 
considering all sources of error. 
Snap-over plots for the n^ Rail runs (cases 1-5) showed 
transition points at R = 2% and 5%. However, there were 
fewer at R = 5% and they were fairly irregular. The transi­
tion (point of occurrence of torsional wave) from an approxi­
mate 180° limit to an approximate 360° limit moves nearer 
to zero the more spacers in the span. This observation is 
based upon a 6 spacer R = 2%, a = 20 in. Rail model that was 
built. Transition moves further from zero as R increases, 
until there is no transition for R > 5%. Transition is 
shown on Fig. 54 for a 35AWG copper wire model of Rail con­
ductor at R = 2%. For the 2 wire models (cases 1-24 and 25-32) 
the transition point occurred between 15° and 50° away from zero. 
Furthermore, it could vary by 15° from one quadrant of the 
snap-over diagram to the other for the same model set-up. 
In all cases, the silk thread snap-over diagram had limiting 
angles of 5°-10° less than the corresponding metal wire 
model. This indicated that JG/& type torque was maintaining 
the bundle equilibrium to slightly higher angles than the 
torsionally weak silk thread. 
The a = 20 inch Chukar models had snap-over diagrams 
similar to those for a = 20 inch Rail. The a = 12 in. Chukar 
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metal wire model was similar in behavior to its 20" Chukar 
counterpart. The R = 5% silk thread model at a = 12 inches 
had no transition points. There were some transition 
points for the metal wire a = 12 inch Chukar model. Again 
this would tend to indicate that JG/Z is somewhat important 
at R = 5%, especially since a is only 12 inches and tension 
component of the torque is less. Decreasing a seems to make 
the snap-over plot more of a closed square because it re­
duces the number of transition points. It is evident that 
increasing R will also reduce the number of transition 
pointso All the Rail and Chukar models had the same charac­
teristic snap-over plot at R = 2%. This again indicates 
tension controlled torque and geometry in comparison with 
the lesser number of transition points at R = 5%. 
Discussion of the three conductor and four conductor 
Rail models was left until last since their behavior differs 
markedly from the two conductor bundles. It might be said 
that the four conductor bundle acts more like a tube and the 
two conductor bundle acts more like a ribbon. The angle of 
twist plot for a four conductor bundle was more symmetric 
(Fig. 61). For example, note that the (30°, 150°) and (150°, 
30°) runs cross in the center of the plot. Only five models 
2 
were built, and all but one was R = 2%. An nm (case 20) 
four conductor model was built and from Appendix F, it 
correlates fairly well with the 35AWG copper wire models 
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(o = 4.22°, r = .996), but this was at R = 2%. Even the three 
conductor bundle (case 22) agreed well with its four con­
ductor counterparts, especially case 21. Comparison of case 
22 and case 21 yields a = 2.53°, r = .999 and with case 20; 
a = 5.4° and r = 0.999. Agreement between the R = 2% and the 
one R = 5% model was not nearly as good, averaging a = 
13.85°, r = 0.98. Agreement between the three and four con-
3 ductor models and the n , two conductor Rail models averaged 
25.62°, clearly a difference in behavior. In other words, 
two and four conductor bundles do not act the same. This is 
emphasized in the character of the snap-over plot. Fig. 62. 
The R = 2% snap-over plots were all identical and a constant 
vertical separation of approximately 370° was maintained 
over the entire angular range. The R = 5% snap-over plot 
had a vertical separation that was approximately 420° and it 
paralleled the R = 2% plot exactly. The magnitude of this 
angle is roughly verified by Edwards and Boyd (2) who twisted 
four conductor bundles in 1965. However, the cable spacing 
and spacer arrangement were slightly different. Edwards 
(2) is the only literature to be found that mentions 
2 
stability of four conductor bundles. Snap-over of the nm 
model was rapid and complete because of its oversize spacing. 
The last point to make before progressing to the practical 
results of this study concerns the average raising of the 
bundle at center span due to end spacer rotation. The 
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measured raising for all runs was either too small to measure 
o 2 
or less than 1% of the sag for all n"" runs. The nm models 
showed a rise as great as 7% of the sag. This measurement 
was taken at the 0^ = 90®; 8g = -90° configuration. This 
tends to support the contention that axial stiffness is not 
3 
an important parameter for 1200 ft n spans. Since the 
change in sag/span was minimal, the change in tension is 
minimal and the axial stiffness doesn't come in to play 
significantly. 
C. Practical Results 
Figure 63 shows the angle of twist plot for 35AWG 
copper wire modelling a 1200 ft Rail two conductor bundle with 
four spacers and R = 2%, case 2. Only the end angle combina­
tions (90°, 210°), (30°, 90°) and (-90°, 90°) are shown. 
The horizontal bands are intended to represent the angular 
width of the wake of the windward conductor, Fig. 64. The 
wake width is + 16°, a figure representative at a conductor 
spacing of 20 inches. The wake is only approximately repre­
sented in such an idealization. Depending on the steady 
state component of the wind velocity, the bundle will blow 
out to a new angle. The blow out will be greatest at the 
center of the span. Depending upon wind direction the wind 
will either increase or decrease the angle of twist of the 
bundle. The maximum blow out angle observed during conductor 
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oscillation is about 15°. Other investigators (38) have found 
that the distribution of the blow out angle is parabolic. 
Consequently, the bands drawn around the angle of twist lines 
in Fig. 63 represent this blow out due to the wind coming 
from either direction. Combinations (0^, 82) are sought that 
minimize the portion of the span in the wake. The portion 
of the span labelled "in wake" in Fig. 6 3 represents the 
worst possible situation, since the bundle cannot be blown 
out 0° and 15° simultaneously. Furthermore, all portions of 
the wake are not uniformly able to start and sustain sub-
conductor oscillation. If a spacer is included in that 
portion of the span in the wake, the bundle will be much 
more difficult to excite. This is a crude method of examining 
subconductor oscillation prevention, but it does indicate 
promising 62) combinations. In Fig. 63, it is clear 
that the (30°, 90°) combination is always out of the wake. 
In considering all 33 experimental end angle combinations 
for suitability, the snap-over plot with its regions of bi-
stability and conductor closeness must be consulted since it 
eliminates some combinations. The only angle combinations 
clear of the wake are: (30°, 30°), (30°, 60°), (30°, 90°) 
and (90°, 90°). The (-90°, 90°) and (90°, 300°) go through 
the wake sharply so that less than 20% of the span is in the 
wake, although this occurs in the center of the span. In 
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general, for end angle combinations of different sign the 
larger the smaller the portion of the span in the 
wake since the slope of the angle of twist plot is greater. 
The 1200 foot Rail with R = 5% had the same promising end-
angle combinations. The angle of twist curves are much 
steeper and tend to cross the wake bands in a short distance. 
Much of the span center is very shallow, however, The spans 
adjacent to a twisted span will have end angle combinations 
where one end angle is zero. Combinations where 30° < 8g £ 
90° and 8^ = 0° minimize the amount of conductor in the wake, 
although up to 50% of the span could be in the wake. 
The three conductor, R = 2% snap-over plot is almost 
identical to that for the four conductor, R = 5% bundle. 
The wake bands occur every 60° for this case, and conse­
quently it is more difficult to avoid wakes entirely. Here 
we must seek combinations (Gg, 8^) such that a small portion 
of the leeward conductor is in the wake and there are spacers 
in that portion. Examination of a plot similar to Fig, 63, 
only for the three conductor bundle, reveals that the (30°, 
30°), (90°, 90°) and (150°, 150°) combinations are entirely 
out of the wake. This would be expected for a three conductor 
bundle arranged in an equilateral triangle. Due to the 
symmetry of the angle of twist distributions, the runs where 
182-81! was large had only the center subspan in the wake, and 
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that for only a small portion of the subspan. Especially 
favorable combinations were; (-90°, 90°), (-30°, 150°), 
(90°, 30°) and (150°, 210°). Runs starting at 0 or 60° 
were worst, especially those with a shallow angle of twist 
distribution (small The spans adjacent to the 
twisted span would then be in difficulty unless the end 
angles of the twisted span were large (say 150°). In that 
manner, the angle of twist plot is quite steep and quickly 
passes through the wake bands. This means only a small 
portion of each subspan would be in the wake. 
The four conductor bundles are constantly in the wake 
of one another. The only criterion for selection of one 
(G^, 02) combination over another based upon this simplistic 
approach is whether a spacer is present in the areas of wake 
interference. The more promising combinations are: (30°, 30°), 
(-30°, 30°) and (150°, 60°). 
A better method of obtaining this information is to use 
the instrumentation cart, Fig. 65. It was not used in this 
study because it was not operational until after the data 
used here was obtained by hand. It travels slowly (1 fps or 
less) between the end towers. The instrumented platen tracks 
the model conductor bundle and records the absolute vertical 
and horizontal positions of the conductors every foot of 
travel. This information is stored in a digital memory and 
then put on punched paper tape. The data is transferred to a 
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computer to determine the spacing of the conductors. This 
information can be combined with a more accurate wake des­
cription inside the digital computer. A comprehensive 
determination of which conductors (and how much of them) 
are in the wake can then be obtained. 
Figure 46. Model conductor Figure 47. Model conductor pay-
support-end tower out and bundle rotation 
sting 
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£jL 
Figure 49. Four wire end plate 
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a) Measurement of bundle twist angle 
b) Snapped-over portion of four conductor model 
Figure 50. Four conductor model bundle 
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Subspan no. 
spacer angle 
•end rotation angle 
a) numbering system 
zzrxi I I I 
b) bundle snapped-over in subspan four-
west end rotated, east end fixed 
c) a twisted two wire bundle 
positive 
1 rotation 
Figure 51. Model system layout and nomenclature 
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35RMG 2Z RAIL IgOOFT U5/7 F/L=2% 
N*K3 N=22vB3 L=S2_56FT R=.876 IN. 
flLPH= 842 2 WIRES t SPACERS 12-31-75 
300" 
flWBLE.0f TWIST PLOT 
SPACER ANGLES 
S T f l T I  
Figure 52. Angle of twist distribution 
model of Rail ACSR, R = 2% 
- 35AWG copper wire 
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35fWE 2Z IBOOFT RAIL H5/7 F/L=SZ 
N**3 N= 22vB3 L= 52.56FT ft= .876 IN, 
ALPH= 533 S WIRES H SPACERS 12-3D-7S 
ANGLE OF TWIST PLOT 
END 4 SPACER ANGLES 
0. S T f l T I  0l5 NO. 0. 
Figure 53. Angle of twist distribution for 33 end angle 
combinations - 35AWG copper wire model of Rail 
ACSR, R = 5% 
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35RWG 2% RAIL 1200 F/L=2% 
N**3 N=22.B3 L=52.56 R=.876 
ALPHA*L=8y2 14 SPACERS 
2 WIRES 1-02-' 
thetfll ws theta 2 
chnditibns 
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TYPICAL . 
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++++++++++ 
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S NAP-OVER 
BOUNDARY(+) 
® INDICATES ANGLE OF TWIST 
MEASURED AT THIS (81,62^ 
COMBINATION 
T 
1 . 0 0  
[xicf 
2 . 0 0  
I 
3.00 
Figure 54. Snap-over end angle combinations ( 0 n ,  8 2 )  for 
35AWG copper wire model of Rail ACSR, R = 2% 
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Figure 55. Snap-over end angle combinations (0-,, 62) for 
35AWG copper wire model of Rail ACSR, R = 5% 
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Figure 56. Angle difference on the correlation plot 
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CASE IS 
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Figure 57. Correlation plot: case 19 vs case 17 
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Figure 58. Correlation plot; case 9 vs case 15 
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Figure 59. Correlation plot: case 12 vs case 18 
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35RWG 2% 1200FT RAIL 45/7 F/L=2% 
N*js3 N=22.B3 RADIAL L=52.5BFT A ^76 IN 
flLPH=812 4 WIRES 4 SPACERS i 3-76 
ANGLE OF TWIST PLOT 
END SPACER ANGLES 
STATION 
Figure 61. Angle of twist plot for four conductor bundle 
model of Rail ACSR ,R=2% 
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Figure 62. Snap-over plot for four conductor bundle model 
of Rail ACSR 
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Figure 63. Angle of twist plot with wake bands and blow 
out angle shown 
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Figure 65. Cart for measuring spatial position of model 
conductor bundles 
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Subspan oscillation of bundled power transmission lines 
is a serious problem. This oscillation consists of periodic 
transverse motion of bundled conductors in the same subspan. 
It damages the conductors at points of suspension and spacer 
clamping. Many investigators have shown it to be a self-
excited phenomenon. The effect of a windward conductor's 
wake on a leeward conductor is particularly troublesome when 
the entire span length of leeward conductor lies in and 
near the edge of the wake of the windward conductor. One 
way to reduce this wake effect over an entire span is to 
twist the bundle. The object of this investigation was to 
study twisted bundle configurations on a model basis through 
use of reasonably accurate models based on the laws of simili­
tude. Favorable end angle rotation combinations were deter­
mined along with rotation limits commensurate with bundle 
collapse. 
Over 100 candidate model materials, metal wires or poly­
mer lines, were tested for their weight per unit length and 
axial, torsional, and flexural stiffnesses. Thirty-two 
polymers and 29 metal wires were retained as candidates suit­
able for modelling prototype conductors. The test methods 
and apparatus produced repeatable results that varied only 
because of nonuniformities in the materials themselves. The 
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most important characteristic to be modelled was the geometry 
of the prototype. Since the conductor tension is the primary 
factor in establishing bundle equilibrium, the geometric 
accuracy of the model is paramount. This means model con­
ductors must hang smoothly with no kinking and the weight 
per unit length must be uniform. Conductor stiffnesses 
affect bundle equilibrium configuration to the extent that 
deformations bringing them into play occur upon twisting the 
bundle. Bundle twisting changes conductor tensions less 
than 0.1%, consequently the axial stiffness is not very 
important. Nevertheless axial stiffnesses were accurately 
determined. Because of the angular deformation of the 
conductor during bundle twisting, the torsional stiffness 
was considered the most important conductor material property 
next to uniformity of weight per unit length. Torsional 
stiffnesses for each model material were determined by two 
different methods which agreed well within 10% for the same 
3 
material. The torsional ir-term yl /JG is the ratio of the 
2 torque from the conductor tension (proportional to ) 
to the torsional stiffness torque (JG/&) . All the main TT-
terms incorporate a term proportional to conductor tension, 
emphasizing the importance of geometric similarity. 
Flexural stiffness was most difficult to measure. 
Polymer lines showed a tension dependent EI. The experi-
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mentally determined value of El was considered sufficient if 
it was something less than the calculated maximum value 
since its role in establishing the conductor equilibrium 
position is minor. Metal wire El's did not vary with 
conductor tensions encountered in modelling. The range of 
basic material property ratios for the polymers is sum­
marized below: 
axial: 0.53 x lO"^ < ^ < 3.6 x 10~^ inT^ 
— AE — 
torsional: 0.72 x 10 ^ < 3.8 x 10 ^ in.^ 
—• J b — 
flexural; 0.20 x lO"^ i ^  1 1-52 x 10~^ in7^ 
Definition of the symbols in the ratios above are given in 
Table 1. The metal wires were of ten different composi­
tions and ranged in diameter from 0.004 to 0.020 in. The 
range of their basic material property ratios is: 
axial; 0.93 x lO"® 1 ^  1 2.8 x lO"^ in7^ 
torsional: 0.55 x 10~^ < jL 1.5 x lO'^ inT^ 
flexural; 0.37 x lO"^ < ^  < 11.0 x 10~^ inT^ 
An important result of model material testing is that axial 
and torsional stiffnesses were constant over the range of 
tensions encountered in modelling. This result is important 
even though tension changes in twisting a bundle are small. 
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The prototype conductors' stiffnesses were also constant for 
the range of tension encountered in service. These results 
are very important because it is desirable to model conductor 
property variation with tension change along the span if 
such tension dependency is significant. 
Nine conductor types that are commonly bundled were 
tested for their axial, torsional, and flexural stiffnesses. 
Before testing, particular care was taken to eliminate 
any looseness or "birdcaging" of the outer aluminum stranding 
that would adversely affect the test results. Two specimens 
of each conductor type were tested. Two tests for each 
stiffness property were run on each specimen to check re­
peatability of results. For the same conductor type, stiff­
nesses agreed within 10% for the two specimens tested. The 
axial and torsional stiffnesses were not dependent upon axial 
tensile load for the tension range and angle of twist used 
in testing. The test ranges coincided with tension and 
maximum twist expected on the twisted bundle for sag/span 
ratios between 2% and 5%. Flexural stiffnesses were highly 
dependent upon axial load but in general the same range of EI 
was encountered for different specimens of the same conductor. 
The conductors ranged in diameter from 0.927 in to 1.78 in. 
The range of material property ratios is: 
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axial: 1.1 x 10~® < i < 1.47 x lO"® inT^ 
— A E J — 
torsional: 0.60 x 10~^ < -^ < 1.54 x 10 ^ in7^ 
~ JG — 
flexural; 5.8 x 10~® £ ^  £ 869.0 x 10~® inT^ 
Of the nine conductor types tested, twisted bundle models 
were built for only Rail and Chukar ACSR. Detailed con­
ductor properties are given in Appendix B. To reiterate, the 
fact that the conductor axial and torsional stiffnesses were 
found constant over the tension ranges encountered in service 
is important. It is important because the model material's 
axial and torsional stiffnesses were also tension independent. 
This independence of tension simplifies modelling. 
Tension and geometry are the most important factors in 
establishing the twisted bundle's equilibrium configuration. 
The importance of these factors has been shown by Phase III 
model tests of twisted model bundles. In one set of tests, a 
factor of two in the y/JG ratio between geometrically identical 
models using different diameter copper wires produced no great 
difference in model behavior. This is because the length 
scale is determined by the cube root of one model material 
ratio divided by the other (torsional) model material ratio. 
Hence, the length scale is not seriously affected by varia­
tions in the model material ratio. Also, at a shallower sag/ 
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span of 2%, the tension geometry was definitely the control­
ling factor. This was verified by silk thread models with no 
significant torsional or flexural stiffness correlating well 
with models that simulated the torsional stiffness of the 
prototype conductor. However, at R (sag/span) = 5%, the 
torsional stiffness had a greater role in establishing the 
equilibrium configuration of the twisted bundle due to the 
lessened tension. Consequently, even though the tension-
geometry of the model is most important, it is safest to 
model the torsional stiffness of the prototype conductor, 
especially at larger sag/span ratios. The flexural stiffness 
has a minor effect on bundle equilibrium and is sufficiently 
suppressed if aH = \/pi^/v^El > 300, where v is the number of 
subspans. The axial stiffness does not affect bundle be­
havior unless the bundle raises significantly during twisting. 
Raising is not a problem for spans greater than about 500 
feet, and all models were constructed for 1200 ft spans. 
Because the axial stiffness was not brought into play, the 
ductile copper wire (32AWG, 0. 008 in. dia and 35AWG, 0.0056 
in.dia) models gave good results. The copper wires were 
straightened by yielding, but the variations in their prop­
erties along the model length due to yielding are not serious. 
These copper models simulated the torsion stiffness as well 
as the tension-geometry of the prototype. 
Several models were built to simulate axial and torsional 
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stiffness behavior of the prototype conductor in addition to 
tension-geometry. The difference in their results from the 
bare copper wire models was caused by geometric irregulari­
ties that affected the tension-geometry modelling. Ir­
regularities were caused, for example, by visible kinks in 
the polymers at R = 5%, and also by the dead-weighted model's 
beads producing an off-center loading condition. If straight 
polymer lines could be obtained, a model simulating geometry-
tension, torsional stiffness and axial stiffness could be 
built. The results of these tests did not differ enough 
from the bare copper wire results to conclude that axial 
stiffness has any effect on bundle behavior. In summary, 
at R = 2% a "string" model is probably sufficient, but at 
R = 5% there is a torsional stiffness effect. Consequently 
in addition to precise geometric modelling, it is best to 
model at least the torsional stiffness of the prototype 
bundled conductor system. It is also good practice to use a 
model material that is as stiff, or axially stiffer than 
required by similitude. Flexural stiffness is sufficiently 
modelled if its effect is suppressed (al > 300). 
Some favorable bundle end angle rotations that minimize 
per cent of span in the wake are listed below. For the 
two conductor Rail model, promising end rotations (9^, Gg) 
found by modelling are; (30°, 30°), (30°, 60°), (30°, 90°), 
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(90°, 90°), (90°, -90°) and (90°, 300°). For a three con­
ductor bundle the promising end rotations were: (-90°, 
90°), (-30°, 150°), (90°, 30°) and (150°, 210°). For a 
four conductor bundle, the conductors are always in each 
other's wake. Better (8^, 82) combinations are those that 
include spacers in the central portions of the span in the 
wake, since the spacers inhibit subspan oscillation if they 
are on the section of the conductor experiencing wake ef­
fect. The more promising combinations were (30°, 30°), 
(-30°, 30°), and (150°, 60°). Angle of twist distributions 
for the spans adjacent to the twisted span were also obtained. 
The angle of twist distribution for the three and four con­
ductor bundles and their snap-over plots were very similar. 
This result suggests it might be possible to study a six or 
more conductor bundle using a three or four conductor bundle 
model. The three and four conductor model's behavior dif­
fered considerably from that of the two conductor models, 
and one cannot be used to model the other. 
The results of this study can only be completely veri­
fied by comparison with a prototype bundle system. However, 
the accuracy of the tension and geometric modelling combined 
with the similar torsion stiffness behavior of model and 
prototype (conductor) suggests that basic bundle behavior 
is predicted. 
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VIII. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
The following work is suggested as an extension of that 
already done. Some of the work can be done using existing 
equipment. 
1. Study of the dynamic characteristics of conductors 
under tension and transverse vibration. The con­
ductor JG, AE and EI as well as damping could be 
studied. 
2. Detailed study of wire strand mechanics for bi­
metallic conductors leading to the prediction of 
axial, torsional and flexural stiffnesses as a 
function of end load. 
3. Use of a full-scale prototype bundle to check the 
results of this study. 
4. Analytical study of twisted bundle stability and 
vibration using a finite element approach, and in­
corporating the stiffness values as found in this 
study. 
5. Modelling of differential tower elevations and un­
equal spacer staggering; configurations not studied 
in this report. 
6. Model study of vibration characteristics of twisted 
bundles. 
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APPENDIX A: MODEL MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
Table A.l. Model material properties 
Model Name Dia (in.) 
Y 
(lb/in.) 
y/KE 
(1/in.) 
Y/JG 
(1/in.3) 
35AWG CU 0.00 Strch 
35AWG CU .01 Strch 
35AWG CU 
35AWG CU 
35AWG CU 
35AWG CU 
.02 Strch 
.03 Strch 
.04 Strch 
.05 Strch 
32AWG CU 0.00 Strch 
32AWG CU 0.01 Strch 
32AWG CU 0.02 Strch 
32AWG CU 0.03 Strch 
32AWG CU 0.04 Strch 
32AWG CU 0.05 Strch 
32AWG CU 0.10 Strch 
32AWG CU 0.15 Strch 
32AWG CU 0.19 FAIL 
28AWG COPPER 0.126 
26AWG COPPER 0,159 
24AWG COPPER .0201 
24AWG PURE NI .0201 
32AWG PURE NI .008 
34AWG NI-SILVER .006 
32AWG NI-SILVER .008 
24AWG NI-SILVER .020 
35AWG CHROMEL .0056 
24AWG CHROMEL .020 
6/0 MUSIC WIRE .004 
5/0 MUSIC WIRE .005 
4/0 MUSIC WIRE ,006 
3/0 MUSIC WIRE .007 
2/0 MUSIC WIRE .008 
5/0 HARD S.S. ,005 
3/0 HARD S.S, ,007 
5/0 SOFT S.S. .005 
3/0 SOFT S.S, .007 
32AWG MONEL .008 
30AWG MONEL .010 
34AWG PHOS-BRZ .006 
32AWG PHOS-BRZ ,008 
30 AWG PHOS-BRZ ,010 
32AWG SPR BRASS .008 
24AWG SPR BRASS .020 
0.0056 
0,0056 
0.0056 
0,0056 
0.0056 
0.0056 
0.0080 
0,0080 
0.0080 
0,0080 
0.0080 
0.0080 
0.0080 
0.0080 
0.0080 
0.0126 
0.0159 
0.0201 
0.0201 
0.0080 
0.0063 
0.0080 
0,0201 
0,0056 
0.0201 
0.0040 
0.0050 
0.0060 
0,0070 
0.0080 
0.0050 
0.0070 
0.0050 
0,0070 
0.0080 
0.0100 
0.0063 
0.0080 
0.0100 
0.0080 
0.0201 
0.6947E-05 
0.6971E-05 
0.6851E-05 
0.6759E-05 
0.6671E-05 
0.6664E-05 
0.1578E-04 
0.1562E-04 
0.1543E-04 
0,1539E-04 
0.1520E-04 
0,1504E-04 
0.1428E-04 
0.1386E-04 
0.133BE-04 
0.3898E-04 
0.6282E-04 
0.9108E-04 
0,1025E-03 
0.1602E-04 
0.1091E-04 
0.1600E-04 
0.1025E-03 
0.7050E-05 
0.9223E-04 
0.3620E-05 
0.5610E-05 
0.7990E-05 
0.1088E-04 
0.1357E-04 
0.5610E-05 
0.1058E-04 
0.5410E-05 
0.1091E-04 
0.1630E-04 
0.2440E-04 
0.1015E-04 
0.1290E-04 
0.2529E-04 
0.1928E-04 
0,9804E-04 
0.2223E-07 
0,2231E-07 
0.2192E-07 
0.2163E-07 
0.2135E-07 
0.2132E-07 
0.2798E-07 
0.2770E-07 
0.2736E-07 
0.2729E-07 
0.2695E-07 
0.2667E-07 
0.2532E-07 
0.2457E-07 
0.2372E-07 
0.2169E-07 
0.2327E-07 
0.2247E-07 
0.1244E-07 
0.1267E-07 
0.1215E-07 
0.1644E-07 
0.1723E-07 
0.9644E-08 
0.9553E-08 
0.1087E-07 
0.9757E-08 
0.9501E-08 
0.9283E-08 
0.9905E-08 
0.1247E-07 
0.1094E-07 
0.1129E-07 
0.1422E-07 
0.1546E-07 
0,1678E-07 
0,1930E-07 
0,208lE-07 
0.2056E-07 
0.2265E-07 
0.2490E-07 
0.1450E-01 
0.1494E-01 
0.1488E-01 
0.1534E-01 
0,1550E-01 
0.1534E-01 
0.5140E-02 
0.5179E-02 
0.5281E-02 
0.5262E-02 
0,5405E-02 
0.5467E-02 
0,5765E-02 
0.5941E-02 
0.5971E-02 
0.2784E-02 
0.1745E-02 
0.1012E-02 
0.5884E-03 
0,3674E-02 
0.5532E-02 
0.5922E-02 
0.9859E-03 
0,7842E-02 
0.5563E-03 
0,1135E-01 
0,7401E-02 
0,5439E-02 
0,3925E-02 
0.2908E-02 
0.9152E-02 
0.4663E-02 
0.1082E-01 
0.4364E-02 
0.4761E-02 
0.2835E-02 
0.9713E-02 
0.7729E-02 
0.4106E-02 
0.6150E-02 
0.1176E-02 
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Y/EI-
(1/in. ) 
Proportional 
Limit Stress 
(psi) 
JG 2 
(Ib-inf) 
AE 
(lb) 2 (Ib-inf ') 
0. 1133E-•01 0. 2030E 05 0. 4792E-•03 312. 5 0. 6130E-•03 
0. 1133E-•01 0. 2030E 05 0. 4667E-•03 312. 5 0. 6150E-•03 
0. 1132E-•01 0. 2030E 05 0. 4603E-•03 312. 5 0. 6050E-•03 
0. 1134E-•01 0- 2030E 05 0. 4405E-•03 312. 5 0. 5960E-•03 
0. 1133E-•01 0. 2030E 05 0. 4305E-•03 312. 5 0. 5890E-•03 
0. 1133E-•01 0. 2030E 05 0. 4343E-•03 312. 5 0. 5880E-03 
0. 6982E-•02 0. 2390E 05 0. 3070E-•02 564. 0 0. 2260E-•02 
0. 7036E-•02 0. 2390E 05 0. 3016E-•02 564. 0 0. 2220E-•02 
0. 7014E-•02 0. 2390E 05 0. 2922E-•02 564. 0 0. 2200E-•02 
0. 7158E-•02 0. 2390E 05 0. 2925E-•02 564. 0 0. 2150E-02 
0. 7204E-•02 0. 2390E 05 0. 2812E-•02 564. 0 0. 2110E-•02 
0. 7373E-•02 0. 2390E 05 0. 2751E-•02 564. 0 0. 2040E-•02 
0. 7636E-•02 0. 2390E 05 0. 2477E-•02 564. 0 0. 1870E-•02 
0. 7875E-•02 0. 2390E 05 0. 2333E-•02 564. 0 0. 1760E-•02 
0. 7917E-•02 0. 2390E 05 0. 2241E-•02 564. 0 0. 1690E-02 
0. 2186E-•02 0. 2320E 05 0. 1400E-•01 1797. 0 0. 1783E-•01 
0. 1471E-•02 0. 1700E 05 0. 3600E-•01 2700. 0 0. 4270E-•01 
0. 8895E-•03 0. 2400E 05 0. 9000E-•01 4054. 0 0. 1024 
0. 4926E-•03 0. 3150E 05 0. 1742 8242. 0 0. 2081 
0. 3169E-•02 0. 2400E 05 0. 4360E-•02 1264. 0 0. 5056E-•02 
0. 4892E-•02 0. 3050E 05 0. 1972E-•02 898. 0 0. 2230E-•02 
0. 4113E-•02 0. 7560E 05 0. 2702E-•02 973. 0 0. 3890E-•02 
0. 6822E-•03 0. 2365E 05 0. 1040 5952. 0 0. 1503 
0. 4930E-•02 0. 6595E 05 0. 8990E-•03 731. 0 0. 1430E-•02 
0. 3783E-•03 0. 3940E 05 0. 1658 9655. 0 0. 2438 
0. 1087E-•01 0. 2787E 05 0. 3190E-•03 333. 0 0. 3330E-•03 
0, 6247E-•02 0. 1783E 06 0. 7580E-03 575. 0 0. 8980E-•03 
0. 4223E-•02 0. 1980E 06 0. 1469E-•02 841. 0 0. 1892E-•02 
0. 3031E-02 0. 1456E 06 0. 2772E-•02 1172. 0 0. 3590E-•02 
0. 2476E-•02 0. 1990E 06 0. 4667E-•02 1370. 0 0. 5480E-•02 
0. 7980E-•02 0. 1070E 06 0. 6130E-•03 450. 0 0. 7030E-•03 
0. 3574E-•02 0. 1480E 06 0. 2269E-•02 967. 0 0. 2960E-•02 
0. 7273E-•02 0. 2600E 05 0. 5000E-•03 479. 0 0. 7480E-•03 
0-4643E-•02 0. 3000E 05 0. 2500E-•02 767. 0 0. 2350E-•02 
0. 3863E-•02 0. 2500E 05 0. 3424E--02 1054. 0 0. 4220E-•02 
0. 26B4E-•02 0. 2350E 05 0. 8606E-•02 1454. 0 0. 9090E-•02 
0. 7748E-•02 0. 8800E 05 0. 1045E-•02 526. 0 0. 1310E--02 
0. 5202E-•02 0. 8760E 05 0, 1669E-•02 620. 0 0. 2480E-•02 
0. 3289E-•02 0. 6000E- 05 0. 6159E--02 1230. 0 0. 7690E-•02 
0. 5671E-•02 0. 7200E 05 0. 3135E-•02 851. 1 0. 3400E-•02 
0. 9863E-•03 0. 3950E 05 0. 8340E-•01 3937. 0 0. 9940E-•01 
Table A.l. (Continued) 
Model Name^ 
Dia 
(in.) 
Y 
(Ib/in.) 
Y/AE 
(1/in. ) 
Y/JG 
(1/in. ) 
CO-1 BLAK BR DACRON G .G240 0. 2G21E-•04 G. 2132E-•06 0. 3368E-•01 
CO-2 TAN BR DACRON 0 .G2G0 0. IGIGE-•04 0. 6312E-•07 0. 3367E-•01 
CO-5 DK GR MONOFIL 0 .G2G0 0. 1404E-•04 0. 1977E-•06 G. 1433E-•01 
CO-7 LITE BLU MONO 0 .G230 G. 1699E-•04 G. 1909E-•05 G. 1172E-•01 
CO-8 LITE BLU MONO G .0230 G. 1727E-•04 G. 2159E-•06 G. 1136E-•01 
CO-13 SOLID NYLON 0 .0180 0. 1130E-•04 0. 2011E-•06 0. 1515E-•01 
CO-16 SOLID NYLON 0 .0260 G. 2122E-•04 G. 2152E-•06 G. 8879E-•02 
CO-17 SOLID NYLON G .0260 0. 2214E-04 G. 2376E-•06 G. 8789E-•02 
CO-19 BR DACRON G .0240 0. 1810E-04 0. 1690E-•06 G. 2967E-•01 
SU-4 BR NYLON NG 0 .0230 0. 1837E-•04 0. 3377E-•06 G. 1837E-•01 
SU-5 BR NYLON 0 .0260 G. 2248E-04 G. 4408E-•05 0. 1354E-•01 
A-2 BR NYLON 0 .0250 G. 1649E-04 0. 1540E-•06 G. 1472E-•01 
A-4 BR NYLON 0 ,0270 G. 2324E-04 G. 2064E-•06 0. 3259E-•01 
A-8 BR NYLON 0 .0280 G. 225GE-04 G. 154GE-•06 0. 3125E-•01 
A-9 BR BYLON 0 .0270 G. 2976E-•04 G. 7294E-•07 G. 3543E-•01 
A-10 BR NYLON N.G. G .0170 0. 1148E-04 0. 1257E-05 0. 1811E-01 
A-13 NYLON MONOFIL 0 .0180 G. IGOIE-04 G. 1351E-•06 0. 2068E-•01 
A-14 NYLON MONOFIL G .0180 0. 1102E-•04 G. 1574E-•06 0. 1900E-•01 
A-15 NYLON MONOFIL G .0240 G. 1B73E-04 0. 1774E-•06 G. 1135E-•01 
A-16 NYLON MONOFIL G .0260 0. 2232E-04 0. 1672E-•06 G. 9353E-•02 
A-17 NYLON MONOFIL 0 .0290 0. 2793E-04 0. 2303E-•06 0, 7890E-•02 
BEV-3 BR DACRON G .0220 G. 1823E-04 0. 2093E-•06 G. 1816E-•01 
BEV-5 MONOFIL N.G. G .0200 0. 1782E-04 0. 3578E-05 0. 1341E-01 
BEV-6 PERLENE MONOF G .0145 G. 6840E-05 0. 2596E-06 0. 3181E-01 
BEV-7 PERLENE MONOF G .0150 0. 7350E-05 G. 2643E-06 0. 2827E-01 
AM-4 BR POLYETHYLEN G .0157 G, 6300E-05 G. 5307E-•07 0. 3150 
G-4 NYLON MONOFIL G .0190 G. 1222E-04 G. 2184E-06 0. 1575E-01 
G-5 NYLON MONOFIL G .0310 0. 3243E-04 G. 2732E-•05 0. 7207E-02 
BER-1 NYLON MONOFIL G .0160 G. 7860E-05 0. 1045E-•06 0. 3855E-•01 
BER-2 NYLON MONOFIL G .0180 0. 1020E-04 0. 121GE-06 0. 3349E-•01 
BER-4 NYLON MONOFIL G .0200 0. 1364E-04 G. 1324E-06 G. 2777E-01 
POLYMERSINC PVC.028 G .0280 0. 2884E-04 G. 2218E-06 0. 3147E-02 
^CO; Cortland Line Co., A: Ashaway Line Co.., Bev: Bevin-Wilcox 
Co., Am: Amtech, Inc., G; Glidden Line Co., Ber; Berkeley Line Co. 
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(l/in.3) (Ib-in?) (lb) (Ib-in?) 
0. ,3887E-•02 400. 0 0. 6000E-•03 94. 80 0. 5200E-•02 
0. 8417E-•02 400. 0 0. 3000E--03 160. 0 0. 1200E-•02 
0. ,3510E-•02 400. 0 0. 9800E-•03 71. 00 0. 4000E-•02 
0. 4247E-•02 400. 0 0. 1450E-•02 89. 00 0. 4000E-•02 
0. 3838E-•02 400. 0 0. 1520E-•02 80. 00 0. 4500E-•02 
0. 3767E-•02 400. 0 0. 7460E-•03 56. 20 0. 3000E-•02 
0. 5052E-•02 400. 0 0. 2390E-•02 98. 60 0. 4200E-•02 
0. 4711E-•02 400. 0 0. 2519E-02 93. 20 0. 4700E-•02 
0. 6033E-•02 400. 0 0. 6100E-•03 107. 1 0. 3000E-•02 
0. 5103E-•02 400. 0 0. lOOOE-•02 54. 40 0. 3600E-•02 
0. 4588E-•02 400. 0 0. 1660E-•02 51. 00 0. 4900E-•02 
0. 4122E-•02 400. 0 0. 1120E-•02 107. 1 0. 4000E-•02 
0. 7747E-•02 400. 0 0. 7130E-•03 112. 6 0. 3000E-•02 
0. 5233E-•02 400. 0 0. 7200E-•03 146. 1 0. 4300E-•02 
0. 4509E-02 400. 0 0. 8400E-•03 408. 0 0. 6600E-•02 
0. 6378E-02 400. 0 0. 6340E-•03 91. 30 0. 1800E-•02 
0. 2002E-•02 400. 0 0. 4840E-•03 74. 10 0. 5000E-•02 
0. 3149E-02 400. 0 0. 5800E-03 70. 00 0. 3500E-•02 
0. 3345E-02 400. 0 0. 1650E-•02 105. 6 0. 5600E-02 
0. 2232E-02 400. 0 0. 2386E-•02 133. 5 0. lOOOE-•01 
0. 3103E-02 400. 0 0. 3540E-02 121. 3 0. 9000E-02 
0. 1519E-01 400. 0 0. 1004E-02 87. 10 0. 1200E-02 
0. 2546E-•02 400. 0 0. 1329E-02 49. 80 0. 7000E-•02 
0. 3420E-02 400. 0 0. 2150E-03 26. 35 0. 2000E-02 
0. 4083E-02 400. 0 0. 2600E-03 27. 81 0. 1800E-02 
0. 8750E-02 400. 0 0. 2000E-04 118. 7 0. 7200E-03 
0. 2777E-02 400. 0 0. 7760E-03 55. 96 0. 4400E-02 
0. 3685E-02 400. 0 0. 4500E-02 118. 7 0. 8800E-02 
0. 3144E-02 400. 0 0. 2039E-03 75. 20 0. 2500E-02 
0. 3778E-02 400. 0 0. 3046E-03 84. 30 0. 2700E-02 
0. 5456E-02 400. 0 0. 4912E-03 103. 0 0. 2500E-02 
0. 2884E-02 400. 0 0. 9165E-02 130. 0 0. lOOOE-01 
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XII. APPENDIX B: PROTOTYPE CONDUCTOR PROPERTIES 
Table B.l. Prototype conductor properties'^ 
code OD STL AL Pitch ^^*^^1000°" 
Word Comp. (in.) Dia Dia Str. 
(in.) (in., (in., -fP^âS-
Br. 
Strength 
(lb) 
Drake 
ACSR 
26/7 1.108 .1360 .1749 11.63 6898 2879 31200 
Rail 
ACSR 
45/7 1.165 .0971 .1456 13.25 6774 2817 26900 
Blue Jay 
ACSR 
45/7 1.259 .1049 .1573 14.0 7907 3288 30900 
Dipper 
ACSR 
45/7 1.385 .115 .1733 15.5 10047 4178 37600 
Cardinal 
ACSR 
54/7 1.196 .1329 .1329 13.38 7749 3234 34200 
Crackle 
ACSR 54/19 1.338 -0892 .1486 14.50 9666 4035 43100 
Chukar 
ACSR 
84/19 1.602 .0874 .1456 19.0 13077 5458 53600 
Bluebird 
ACSR 84/19 1.78 .0961 .1602 19.75 15831 6609 63400 
Bluebell 
ACAR 
37/0 1.170 .1672 15.00 6111 2541 17530 
Ranges of material ratios: 
1.1 < -^ < 1.47x10"® inT^; 0.6 < •^< 1.54xl0"® inT^; 
— AE — — JG — 
0.58 < —^— < 1.66x10"^ in7 . 
- Glexp -
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^ AE JG EI 
lb/in. xlO^lb -^10 ® xlO^lb-in? i^lO ^  xlO^lb-in? :^^10 ^  
AE u (j EX 
.09117 
6.55 
9.30 
1.39 5.91 
6,47 
1.54 1-3 
1.55-55. 
3.04 Exp 
0.166 Theo 
0896 7.40 
9.04 
1.21 7.09 
7.07 
1.26 2-9.5 
1.3-68 
0.943 Exp 
0.131 Theo 
,1046 
8.84 
10.55 
1.18 9.72 
9.94 
1.076 1-5.25 
1.48-118 
1.99 Exp 
0.089 Theo 
,1268 11.49 
12.79 
1.10  13.6 
14.93 
.93 3-9 
212-136 
1.41 Exp 
0.093 Theo 
,1024 7.86 1.30 8.70 1.18 1-2 5.12 Exp 
10.4 7.90 1-74 0.138 Theo 
,1278 
9.4 
13.0 
1.36 13.8 
13.21 
.93 3-9 
1.47-117 
1.42 Exp 
0.109 Theo 
,1728 
14.4 
17.4 
1.20 22.5 
22.68  
,77 2-10 
2-241 
1.73 Exp 
0.072 Theo 
2093 
14.2 
21.0 
1.47 35.0 
38.3 
,598 1.5-45 
3-361 
0.465 Exp 
0.058 Theo 
,0809 6.35 1.27 5.80 1.39 
3-9.0 0.898 Exp 
Theo 
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XIII. APPENDIX C: DEVELOPMENT OF 
CONDUCTOR END GRIPS 
The methods of gripping conductors at their extremities 
consist mainly of clamping them over a considerable length, 
crushing them hydraulically into a sleeve, or casting the 
ends into a socket. With ACSR and AGAR, the soft, out­
side wire stranding makes purely mechanical clamping diffi­
cult as the aluminum strands are easily damaged. Zinc 
casting the ends into a socket was ruled out because of the 
expense and technical difficulties in working with long (24 
ft) sections of conductor. Also, casting provides no mech­
anism for alleviating birdcaging in the test length. Due to 
the limited space in the testing lab, and because of the 
nature of the testing, a compact, radially symmetric end 
grip configuration was required that would allow simul­
taneous application of axial and torsional loads along the 
axis of the conductor. 
Two general approaches to gripping the conductor were 
tried: one mechanical, relied mostly on friction and 
crushing; the other, a weldment, relied on welding end caps 
directly to the stranding. Grip testing was conducted on a 
60,000 lb capacity Southwork-Emery axial testing machine 
using 24 inch test lengths of Drake, Cardinal and Chukar 
conductor. 
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The mechanical configuration consisted of a steel plug 
or inclusion welded to the central steel strands and a 
radially and tangentially flexible, hollow aluminum conical 
frustrum or "insert". Under load, the insert was partially 
pulled through the steel grip and it compressed radially due 
to axial slots around the front of the conical insert. The 
slots would close completely between 8,000 to 12,000 lbs. 
Fig. C.l. If the closed diameter at the insert front was too 
small, it would nip the aluminum strands, initiating a 
ductile failure. Approximately ten variations on this 
design were tried. It worked well for Drake ACSR and Blue­
bell AGAR due to their large aluminum strand diameter. How­
ever, the smaller diameter aluminum stranding of Cardinal 
ACSR could not withstand the combination of axial tension 
and radial crushing. The alternated wrapping direction of 
the concentric stranding produces point contacts where the 
conductor strands over lay each other. The strands would 
"dent" each other, and initiate a failure up inside the 
grip. Also, the juncture of the insert's inside taper 
and straight bore formed a corner that "kinked" the aluminum 
strands and initiated a failure. Figure C.l. also shows a 
typical failure. The disadvantages of the mechanical grips 
were: 
1. Expense of machining inserts 
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2. Failure of the smaller diameter aluminum strands 
3. Inability to compensate for birdcaging 
The welded end cap configuration proved to be more 
compatible with all aluminum strand diameters. Figure 
C.2. shows the general configuration of the welded end grip 
for three conductor sizes. First, an aluminum collar was 
heli-arced to the aluminum strands while a water-cooled 
stainless steel sleeve protected the steel core wires. 
Next, the galvanized (.5%-.8% C) steel center strands were 
de-zinced and cleaned using a 50% hydrochloric acid solution. 
Finally, a steel end cap was silver soldered to the steel 
center strands while the aluminum below was water cooled. 
Initial tests of this configuration were run without 
radial crushing collars and the split cones shown in Fig. 
C.3. The split crushing collars and split cones were in­
cluded to ensure the gripping of the aluminum strands. With­
out the crushing collars and split cones the entire load was 
picked up in the weld zone. Data from initial testing with­
out split crushing collars is compared with later testing 
with such collars in Table C.l. It is evident that the 
collars generally helped the aluminum hold more load after 
the steel core wires had failed. The steel strands always 
broke first since they are less ductile. They either 
fractured (in a brittle manner) below the braze zone, or 
Table C.l. End grip load capacity (lb) 
Just End Caps 
Max. Test Ultimate Load for; 
Tension entire aluminum^ entire 
conductor 
Drake 26/7 82 00 
Cardinal 54/7 9300 
Chukar 84/19 15600 
conductor 
23000 5000 
22000 8000 
28000 11250 
With Compression Collar 
aluminum^ 
16000 11000 
24000 7000 
26500 14500 
^After failure of steel core. 
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pulled through the braze zone. In the latter case the braze 
joint failed in shear. Individual strands of steel and alumi­
num were tested for ultimate strength. This was done in the un­
treated and also in the annealed condition. The testing indicated 
that the welding operation was annealing the cold drawn 
aluminum, reducing its ultimate strength by one-half. The 
main consideration was that all material develop enough 
strength in the grips so the conductor could be tested at 
the required tensions. The split crushing collars (over a 
2.5 inch length) inside the grips were added as a pre­
caution. They crushed the conductor slightly to aid the 
aluminum in carrying its share of the load. Outside the 
end grips, the radial compression and interlayer friction of 
the concentric stranded layers helps to distribute the load 
among all conductor strands. 
Other than their compact form and ease of fabrication, 
the most singular advantage of the welded end caps was their 
ability to pull the loose outside aluminum strands tight 
during testing to help eliminate birdcaging. This was ac­
complished by leaving a gap (usually 1/16 inch) between the 
aluminum collar (ring) and the steel end cap. When the load 
was applied, the aluminum picked it up slightly before the 
steel core, thus helping to tighten the aluminum strands. The 
gap was in addition to the preparatory twisting and clamping 
of the conductor before welding. 
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Figure C.l. Mechanical end grip configuration 
Figure C.2. Welded end cap configuration 
Figure C.3. Welded end cap on conductor with collar and split compression cones 
in assembly with end grip 
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XIV. APPENDIX D: DESIGN AND CALIBRATION 
OF LOAD CELLS 
Load cells were developed to measure axial, torsional, 
and flexural loads on the prototype conductors. A combina­
tion axial tension and torsion cell is housed in the load 
measurement and torque application head. A load cell that 
measures only the flexural cross load is housed in the cross 
slide of the flexure apparatus. Several of each type of cell 
was developed for different load ranges (and sensitivities). 
A description of the different cells, their incorporation into 
Wheatstone bridges, and calibration follows. All cells 
utilized "micro-measurements" strain gauges and were 
affixed to the load cells using M-Bond 600 adhesive. 
A. Main Axial-Torsional Load Cell 
Three similar cells were developed. Two were identical 
except one was aluminum, the other steel. The third was a 
slightly more sensitive aluminum cell of the same configura­
tion. All cells were essentially thick walled tubes under 
tension and torsion. The design basis was the maximum shear 
stress theory of failure. The traction cylinder limited 
the applied tensile load to 16500 lb and maximum torque was 
initially thought not to exceed 4000 in.-lb (it never 
exceeded 1000 in.-lb in testing). Calculations were based upon 
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those loads using a factor of safety (F.S.) less than two as 
the design parameter. Elementary considerations for an 
element from the surface of the cell in plane stress show: 
T 
F.S. = ^2 (D.l.) 
r,.637P ,2 , , 5.09T .2ll/2 
I v - o  o  /  " * " 1  O  A ) 
L d^^d-a^) d^jfl-o*) . 
where : 
T - yield point stress in shear = j y.p. in tension, 
^ psi 
P - axial load, lb 
T - torque,in.-lb 
d^ - outside diameter of cell, in. 
dj^ - inside diameter of cell, in. 
Table D.l displays the data for the three cells 
developed. The second cell was used for the larger 
conductors; the third for the smaller. Fig. D.l shows 
such a load cell. The steel cell lacked sensitivity . 
Two diametrically opposite 45° rosettes (0°-45°-90°) 
were employed. "Micro measurements" WA-06-062RB-120 rosettes 
were used for steel and CEA-13-062UR-120 rosettes for 
aluminum. Considerable care was taken to align the 
rosettes with the load cell axis. The strain gauges are 
matched to the coefficient of thermal expansion of the 
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Table D.l. Design parameters for axial-torsional main load 
cells 
cell Material il in.-lb °ik°' "in"" f'S' 
1 1020 Steel 16500 4000 1.25 .609 2.12 
2 2024 T4 Aluminum 16500 4000 1.25 .609 1.48 
3 6061 T651 Aluminum 13000 2000 1.10 .781 1.16 
base metal. One gauge in each rosette is oriented along 
the axis (nos. 1 and 3 in Fig. D.2). These measure axial 
strain, and are compensated for flexure of the load cell. 
The relationship for the bridge unbalance voltage AE 
is (39): 
AR, AR AR AR, 
where : 
V - supply voltage, volts 
AR - change in R due to straining of load cell, ohms 
The remaining two identical gauges (R^ and R^) were mounted 
on an unstressed block of the load cell material to provide 
the active strain gauges with temperature compensation. 
Gauges four, five, six, and seven are employed in a 
single bridge to measure torsion. The bridge is compensated 
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for axial load, flexure and temperature. The gauges are ar­
ranged as in Fig. D.3. From Eq. D.2 it can be seen that the 
cell will only be sensitive to torsion. 
The calibration of the axial portion of the main load 
cells was done on an Instron testing machine. The master 
load cell aginst which this cell was calibrated only had a 
capacity of 10,000 lbs limiting load cell calibration to 
10,000 lbs. All cells were loaded to 10,000 lbs several times 
before the actual calibration run. The Instron machine gave 
a graph of load vs strain gauge bridge output directly. 
Fig. D.4 shows that calibration garph. An artificial load 
was induced in the unloaded cell by placing a resistor in 
parallel with one of the active gauges. This artificial load 
is noted on Fig. D.4. This same resistor was later used to 
calibrate the Phase II measurement system when the cell was 
used in the system. The cells were used to 13,000 lbs only 
a few times for the larger conductors, at the conclusion of 
Phase II testing. It was not felt that a small overload 
would effect the cell's calibration. 
The Phase II axial load data acquisition system was 
calibrated with the cell in place, but unloaded. The same 
resistor that had been used during calibration on the Instron 
machine was used to induce an artificial load. Since the 
artificially induced load was known, the data system read 
out could be calibrated to it, regardless of signal 
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attenutation. This procedure (and the same resistor) was 
used on all tensile load cells. 
Calibration of the strain gauges used for torque meas­
urement was accomplished with the load cell in place on the 
Phase II apparatus. Fig. D.5 shows the calibration set-up, 
load application arm and some weights in place. The weights 
were known within +0.1 lb and the 20 inch level arm within 
+0.1 inch. Hence the torque was known within about + 20 
in.-lbbecause of stacking the weights and accumulating error. 
The maximum calibration torque of 4000 in-lb was never 
exceeded in actual Phase II testing. Fig. D.6 shows a 
calibration graph. The cell was used with the same con­
nection to the data acquisition system that had been in 
place during calibration. 
B. Flexural Cross-Load Cells 
These cells are tensile load cells. Fig. D.7 shows 
their configuration. Micro-measurements WA-06-250BG-120 
strain gauges were used for steel, and WA-13-250BG-120 were 
used for aluminum cells. The gauges and in Fig. D.2 
are wired into a bridge that eliminates flexural strains due 
to any unwanted bending of the load cell. The remaining two 
"dummy" gauges are mounted on a metal temperature compensa­
ting bar made of load cell material. A variety of steel and 
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aluminum cells (10 total) were calibrated on the Instron 
testing machine, and a sample calibration plot is shown, 
Pig. D.8. The same resistor as was used on the axial-
torsional cell was used here to calibrate these cells when in 
place on the Phase II flexural cross-load device. 
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Figure D.l. Axial-torsional load cell (main cell) 
\ 
/ 
gauge top 
gauge back 
(strain gauge rosettes 
actually diametrically 
opposed) 
Figure D.2. Strain gauge arrangement on load cell and in­
corporation in bridge circuit for axial portion 
of cell 
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Figure D.3. Strain gauge arrangement for torsional portion 
of cell 
16 
15 
I 
•p 
0 
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Q) 
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CQ 
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MAIN LOAD CELL 
CALIBRATION (•ALUMINUM CELL) 
AXIAL PORTION 
AS-pLED LOAD 
BRIDGE OUTPUT 
10 
Axial load, lb x 10" 
Figure D.4. Calibration plot for axial portion of bridge on 
main load cell 
Figure D.5. Calibration of torsional portion of main load cell 
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Figure D.6. Calibration plot for torsional portion of axial-torsional main cell 
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Figure D.7. Flexural load cell and attached loading hoc 
. 0  
I 
-p 
a 
-p 
0 
0) 
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-H 
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FLEXURAL LOAD CELL 
CALIBRATION 
ALUMINUM CELL NO.2 
APPLIED LOAD 
BRIDGE OUTPUT 
T -| 
1.5 2.0 
2 
0.5 1.0 
Axial load, lb x 10 
Figure D.8. Calibration plot for flexural load cell 
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APPENDIX E: PHASE III ANGLE OF TWIST DATA 
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I N P U T  D A T A  C A S E =  1 
3 5 A W G  2 %  1 2 0 0 F T  R A I L  4 5 / 7  F / L = 5 %  
N * » 3  N =  2 2 . 6 3  L =  5 2 . 5 6 F T  A =  . 6 7 6  I N .  
A L P H =  5 3 3  2  W I P E S  4  S P A C E R S  1 2 - 3 0 - 7 5  
0 . 0  
0. 0 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.0 
3 0  . 0 0  
3 0 . 0 0  
3 0 . 0 0  
3 0 .  0 0  
9 0 . 0 0  
9 0  . 0 0  
9 0 . 0 0  
9 0 . 0 0  
0 . 5 0  
0 .  5 0  
1  5 0 . 0 0  
1 5 0 . 0 0  
1 5 0 . 0 0  
1 5 0 . 0 0  
0 . 5 0  
0 . 5 0  
- 3 0  . 0 0  
- 3 0 .  0 0  
— 3 0 . 0 0  
- 3 0 . 0 0  
- 9 0 . 0 0  
- 9 0 . 0 0  
- 9 0 . 0 0  
- 9 0 . 0 0  
- 1 5 0  . 0 0  
-  1  5 0 . 0 0  
- 1 5 0 . 0 0  
- 1 5 0 . 0 0  
*1 
0.0 
- 1 . 0 0  
- 0 . 5 0  
— 1  .00 
- 3 . C O  
3 3 . 0 0  
3 2 . 0 0  
3 2 . C O  
28.00 
7 6 . 5 0  
7 7 . 0 0  
7 9 . 0 0  
7 1 . 5 0  
0.0 
0. 0 
68.00 
6 9 . 0 0  
6 9 . 5 0  
5 7 . 5 0  
0.0 
0 . 0  
- 3 5  . 0 0  
- 3 6 . 0 0  
- 3 6 . 0 0  
- 3 8 . 0 0  
- 7 3 . 0 0  
- 7 2 . 0 0  
- 7 2 . 0 0  
- 7 6 . 0 0  
- 7 3 . 0 0  
- 7 3 . 5 0  
—63.00 
— 8  3 . 0 0  
*2 
0 . 0  
4 . 0 0  
7 . 0 0  
1 2 . 0 0  
- 1 . 5 0  
2 3 . 5 0  
28.00 
3  1 . C O  
1 5 . 5 0  
5  1 . 0 0  
5 7 . 0 0  
6 3 . 0 0  
3 9 . 0 0  
0 . 0  
0.0 
2  1 . 5 0  
2 7 . 5 0  
2 6 . 5 0  
1 4 . 0 0  
0 . 0  
0.  0 
- 1 2 . 5 0  
-11.00 
- 1 0 . 0 0  
- 2 1 . 5 0  
- 4 5 . 0 0  
- 3 8 . 0 0  
- 3  9 . 0 0  
- 4 9 . 0 0  
- 1 5 . 0 0  
- 1 0 . 0 0  
— 8.00 
- 2 4  . 0 0  
(D3 
-  1  . 5 0  
1 5 . 5 0  
2 4 . 5 0  
4  1  . 0 0  
1 5 . 5 0  
21.00 
3 8 . 5 0  
4 7 . 0 0  
2 0 . 5 0  
2 8 . 5 0  
4 7 . 0 0  
61 .00 
2 6 . 5 0  
0 . 0  
0.0 
1 2 . 5 0  
2 7 . 5 0  
3 6 . 0 0  
11.00 
0 . 0  
0.0 
1 2 . 0 0  
28 .00 
3 6 .  0 0  
1 1 .00 
- 2 . 5 0  
1 8 . 5 0  
26.00 
- 1 . 00  
1 9 . 0 0  
3 4 . 5 0  
3 2 . 5 0  
1 9 . 5 0  
u 
- 0 .  5 0  
3 3 . 5 0  
5  1 . 0 0  
7 4 . 5 0  
7 1 . 5 0  
3 3 .  5 0  
61.00 
7 4 .  5 0  
7 0 . 5 0  
3 3 . 0 0  
60. 00 
7 7 . 0 0  
7 2 . 0 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
2 9 .  5 0  
5 6 .  5 0  
7 1 . 5 0  
61.00  
0 . 0  
0 .0  
3 4 . 5 0  
61 .00 
7 4 .  0 0  
7 1 . 5 0  
3 4 . 5 0  
60. 00 
7 2 . 5 0  
6 9 . 0 0  
3 9 . 5 0  
6 3 . 0 0  
7 6 . 0 0  
7 7 . 0 0  
0. 0 
3 0 . 0 0  
4 5 . 0 0  
9 0 . 0 0  
1 5 0 . 0 0  
3 0 .  0 0  
60.00 
9 0 . 0 0  
1 5 0 . 0 0  
3 0 . 0 0  
60. 00 
9 0 . 0 0  
1 5 0 . 0 0  
0. 03 
0 . 0  
3 0 .  0 0  
60. 00 
9 0 . 0 0  
1 5 0 . 0 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
3 0 .  0 0  
60.00 
9 0 .  0 0  
1 5 0 .  0 0  
3 0 . 0 0  
60. 00 
9 0 . 0 0  
1 5 0 . 0 0  
3 0 .  0 0  
60.00 
9 0 .  0 0  
1 5 0 . 0 0  
^Runs beginning with 0.5 are omitted data that was 
bi-stable. 
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I N P U T  D A T A  C A S E =  2  
3 5 A W G  2 %  R A I L  1 2 0 0 F T  4 5 / 7  F  / L = 2 %  
N * * 3  N = 2 2  . 6 3  L = 5 2 .  5 6 F T  A =  . 8 7 6  I N .  
A L P H =  8 4 2  2  W I P E S  4  S P A C E R S  1 2 - 3 1 - 7 5  
0 . 0  0 . 0  - 0  5 0  0  0  0 .  0  0  
0 . 0  3 . 0 0  e  0 0  1 7  5 0  2 4 . 5 0  3 0  
0 .  0  5 . 5 0  1 1  5 0  2 6  0 0  3 5 . 5 0  4 5  
0 . 0  3 . 5 0  1 7  5 0  3 6  0 0  6 4 .  0 0  9 0  
0 . 0  - 1 0 . 5 0  - 2  0 0  2 5  5 0  8 4 . 0 0  1 5 0  
3 0 .  0 0  3 0 . 5 0  2 6  5 0  2 7  0 0  2 9 . 0 0  3 0  
3 0  . 0 0  3 3 . 0 0  3 5  5 0  4 2  5 0  5 2 .  0 0  6 0  
3 0 . 0 0  3 3 . 5 0  3 6  0 0  5  1  5 0  7 0 . 5 0  9 0  
3 0 . 0 0  7 9 . 5 0  1 3 5  5 0  1 6 4  0 0  1 6 8 . 0 0  1 5 0  
9 0  . 0 0  7 2 . 0 0  5 3  S O  3 6  5 0  3  1 . 0 0  3 0  
S O . 0 0  7 8 . 0 0  6 6  0 0  6 0  0 0  5 6 . 5 0  6 0  
9 0 . 0 0  8 6 . 0 0  8 3  0 0  8 3  0 0  8 6 .  0 0  9 0  
9 0 . 0 0  1 0 7 . 0 0  1 2 5  0 0  1 4 3  0 0  1 5 2 . 5 0  1 5 0  
9 0 . 0 0  1 1 7 . 0 0  1 4 4  5 0  1 8 0  0 0  2 0 5 . 5 0  2 1 0  
9 0 . 0 0  1 1 5 . 5 0  1 4 8  0 0  1 9 5  5 0  2 5 2 .  0 0  3 0 0  
1 5 0 . 0 0  1 6 3 . 5 0  1 6 2  0 0  1 3 3  5 0  7 5 . 5 0  3 0  
1 5 0 . 0 0  1 5 3 . 5 0  1 4 6  5 0  1 2 7  5 0  9 8 . 0 0  6 0  
1 5 0 . 0 0  1 4 5 . 5 0  1 4  1  0 0  1 2 8  5 0  1 1 2 . 5 0  9 0  
1 5 0 . 0 0  1 4 9 . 0 0  1 5 3  5 0  1 5 3  0 0  1 5 6 . 0 0  1 5 0  
1 5 0 , 0 0  1 6 4 . 0 0  1 6 Ç  5 0  1 9 0  5 0  2 0 9 . 0 0  2 1 0  
1 5 0 . 0 0  1 5 2 . 5 0  1 7 3  5 0  2 0 7  0 0  2 5 4 . 5 0  3 0 0  
- 3 0 . 0 0  - 2 2 . 0 0  - 9  5 0  6  5 0  2 1 . 0 0  3 0  
- 3 0 . 0 0  - 2  1 . 5 0  - 3  0 0  2  1  0 0  4 3 .  5 0  6 0  
- 3 0 . 0 0  - 2 3 . 0 0  - 2  0 0  2 6  5 0  6 0 . 0 0  9 0  
- 3 0 . 0 0  - 3 5 . 0 0  - 2  1  5 0  1 0  5 0  6 5 . 0 0  1 5 0  
- 9 0 . 0 0  - 6 2 . 5 0  - 3 0  0 0  - 3  5 0  1 8 . 5 0  3 0  
- 9 0 . 0 0  - 6 1 . C O  - 2  4  0 0  1 2  5 0  4 1  . 5 0  6 0  
- 9 0 . 0 0  - 6 0 . 5 0  - 2 4  5 0  1 9  0 0  5 7 .  0 0  9 0  
- 9 0 . 0 0  - 7 1  . 0 0  - 4 3  5 0  - 3  5 0  5 5 . 0 0  1 5 0  
- 1 5 0 . 0 0  - 7 0 . 5 0  - 1  3  5 0  1 9  0 0  3 1 . 5 0  3 0  
- 1 5 0  . 0 0  - 6  2 . 5 0  - 4  0 0  3  3  5 0  5 2 .  0 0  6 0  
- 1 5 0 . 0 0  — 6  3 . 0 0  - 2  0 0  3 9  5 0  6 8 . 0 0  9 0  
-  1 5 0 . 0 0  - 8 7 . 5 0  - 2 9  5 0  2 2  0 0  6 3 . 0 0  1 5 0  
0  
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
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00 
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I N P U T  D A T A  C A S E  =  4  
S I L K  T H D  R A I L  1 2 0 0  F T  A = 2 G  F / L  =  2 %  
N = 2 2 . 0 3  L  = 5 2 . 5 6 F T  A =  . 6 7 6 1 N .  
A L P H = B I G  2  W I R E S  4 S P A C E R S  2 - 2 7 - 7 6  
0 . 0  - 0 . 5 0  0 . 0  1  0 0  0 . 5 0  0 .  
0 . 0  1 . 5 0  6 . 5 0  1 6  0 0  2 4 .  5 0  3 0 .  
0 .  0  4 . 0 0  1 3 . 0 0  2 6  0 0  3 6 . 5 0  4 5 .  
0 . 0  4 . 5 0  2  1 . 0 0  4 2  0 0  6 8 . 0 0  9 0 .  
0 . 0  —  7 . 0 0  6 c O O  3 7  5 0  8 9 . 0 0  1 5 0 .  
3 0 . 0 0  2 9 . 0 0  2 6 . 0 0  3 0  0 0  3  1  . 0 0  3 0 .  
3 0 . 0 0  3 2 . 0 0  3 8 . 0 0  4 6  5 0  5 3 . 5 0  6 0 .  
3 0 . 0 0  3 4 . 0 0  4 2 . 0 0  s e  0 0  7 2 . 0 0  9 0 .  
3 0 .  0 0  2 0 . 5 0  3 0 . 0 0  6 5  0 0  1 1 3 . 5 0  1 5 0 .  
9 0  . 0 0  7 5 . 0 0  5 7 . 0 0  4 2  0 0  3 4 .  0 0  3 0 .  
9 0 . 0 0  e  1  . 0 0  7 4 . 0 0  6 7  0 0  6 3 . 5 0  6 0  .  
9 0 . 0 0  8 9 . 0 0  9 0 . 0 0  8 9  0 0  8 7 . 0 0  9 0 .  
9 0  . 0 0  1 1 3 . 0 0  1 2 7 . 5 0  1 4 0  0 0  1 4 7 . 0 0  1 5 0 .  
9 0 . 0 0  1 2 2 . 0 0  1 5 5 . 0 0  1 7 7  0 0  2 0 1 . 0 0  2 1 0 .  
9 0 . 0 0  1 2  1 . 5 0  1 5 6 . 0 0  2 9 2  0 0  2 5 1 . 0 0  3 0 0 .  
1 5 0 . 0 0  1 6 2 . 5 0  1 5 6 . 0 0  l i e  0 0  6 5 . 0 0  3 0 .  
1 5 0 . 0 0  1 5 2 . 0 0  1 4 2 . 0 0  1  1  8  0 0  9 0 . 0 0  6 0 .  
1 5 0  . 0 0  1 4 6 . 0 0  1 3 6 . 0 0  1 2 2  0 0  1 0 7 . 0 0  9 0 .  
1 5 0 . 0 0  1 5 0 . 0 0  1 5 2 . 0 0  1 4 9  0 0  1 4 7 . 5 0  1 5 0 .  
1 5 0 . 0 0  1 5 7 . 5 0  1 7 1 . 5 0  1 9 5  C O  1 9 9 . 0 0  2 1 0 .  
1 5 0 . 0 0  1 5 7 . 0 0  1 8 2 . 0 0  2 0 9  0 0  2 5 3 . 0 0  3 0 0 .  
- 3 0 .  0 0  - 2 3 . 0 0  - 8 . 0 0  4  0 0  2 3 . 0 0  3 0 .  
- 3 0 . 0 0  - 2  1 . 0 0  -  1 . 5 0  2 3  0 0  4 3 .  0 0  6 0 .  
- 3 0 . 0 0  - 2 1  . 0 0  2 . 0 0  3 2  0 0  6 2 . 0 0  9 0 .  
- 3 0 . 0 0  - 3 0 . 5 0  - 1 5 . 0 0  2 1  5 0  8 1 . 0 0  1 5 0 .  
- 9 0  . 0 0  — 6 1  . 0 0  - 3 0 . 0 0  0  0  1 9 .  0 0  3 0 .  
- 9 0 . 0 0  - 5 3 . 0 0  - 1 9 . 0 0  1 6  0 0  4 3 . 0 0  6 0 .  
- 9 0 . 0 0  - 5 8 . 0 0  - 1 9 . 5 0  2 3  0 0  5 9 . 0 0  9 0 .  
- 9 0  . 0 0  — 6 7  . 0 0  — 3 6 . 0 0  9  0 0  7 5 . 0 0  1 5 0 .  
- 1 5 0 . 0 0  - 7 7 . 0 0  - 1 7 . 5 0  2 0  0 0  3 4 . 0 0  3 0 .  
- 1 5 0 . 0 0  - 6 2 . 0 0  —  3 . 0 0  3 3  0 0  £ 3 . 0 0  6 0 .  
- 1 5 0 . 0 0  — 6  1 . 0 0  —  2  . 0 0  4 4  0 0  6 9 . 0 0  9 0 .  
- 1 5 0 . 0 0  - 8 5 . 0 0  - 1  7 . 0 0  4 0  0 0  9 2 . 0 0  1 5 0 .  
0 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
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I N P U T  CAT A C A S E =  5 
S I L K  T H D  1 2 0 0  R A I L  4 5 / 7  F / L =  2 %  
N * * 3  N = 2 2 .e3  L  =  5 2 . 5 6 F T  A =  . €  7 6  I N .  
ALPH= LARGE 2 WIRES 4 SPACERS 1-20-76 
0  0 1  . 5 0  - 1 . 0 0  C .  0  1 . 0 0  0  
0  0 4 . 5 0  e . 5 0  1 e  .00 2  7 . 5 0  3 0  
0  0  6 . 5 0  1  1 .  0 0  2 4 . 0 0  4 0 . 0 0  4 5  
0  0  Ô . 0 0  1 7 . 0 0  3 9 . 0 0  6 7 . 0 0  9 0  
0  0  —  6 * 5 0  0 .  0  2 E .  0 0  9 2 . 5 0  1 5 0  
3 0  0 0  3 2  . 0 0  2 8 . 0 0  2 7 . 5 0  3 3 .  0 0  3 0  
3 0  G O  3 7 . 0 0  3 6 . 0 0  4 2  . 0 0  5 3 . 5 0  6 0  
3 0  0 0  3 5 . 6 0  4 1 . 0 0  5 4 . 5 0  7 3 . 0 0  9 0  
3 0  0 0  2 0 . 5 0  2 6 . 0 0  5 3 . 0 0  1 C 6 . 5 0  1 5 0  
9 0  0 0  7 3 . 0 0  5 5 . 5 0  4 0 . 5 0  3 6 . 0 0  3 0  
9 0  0 0  8 0 . 5 0  7 1 . 5 0  6 4 .  0 0  6 3 . 5 0  6 0  
9 0  0 0  9 6 . 0 0  9 4 . 0 0  9 4 . 0 0  9 1 . 0 0  9 0  
9 0  0 0  1 0 9 , 0 0  1 2  1 . 5 0  1 3 6 . 0 0  1 4 3 . 0 0  1 5 0  
9 0  0 0  1 1 8 . 5 0  1 5 1 . 5 0  1 7 6 . 0 0  1 S 6 . 5 0  2 1  0  
9 0  0 0  1 1 3 . 5 0  1 5 4 . 5 0  1 9 4 . 0 0  2 4 4 . 0 0  3 0 0  
1 5 0  0 0  1 5 9 . 0 0  1 5 7 . 5 0  1 2 7 . 0 0  7 2 . 0 0  3 0  
1 5 0  0 0  1 4 9 . 5 0  14 ^4 « 0 0 1 2 4 . 5 0  6 9 . 0 0  6 0  
1 5 0  0 0  1 4 7 . 5 0  1 4 0 . 5 0  1 2 5 . 5 0  1 0 6 . 0 0  9 0  
1 5 0  0 0  1 5 0 . 0 0  1 5 6 . 0 0  1 5 2 . 0 0  1 4 5 . 0 0  1 5 0  
1  5 0  0 0  1 5 6  . 5 0  1 7  1 . 5 0  1 8 6 . 0 0  2 0 0 . 0 0  2 1 0  
I  5 0  0 0  1 5 3 . 0 0  1 7  5 . 5 0  2 0 7 . 0 0  2 5 0 . 0 0  3 0 0  
- 3 0  0 0  - 2 0 . 0 0  - 9 . 0 0  Ê .  5 0  2 5 .  0 0  3 0  
- 3 0  0 0  - 1 8 . 0 0  - 2 . 5 0  2 2 . 0 0  4 6 . 0 0  6 0  
- 3 0  00 -  1 8 . 0 0  -  I .  0 0  3 C . 5 0  6 2 . 0 0  9 0  
- 3 0  0 0  - 3 1 . 5 0  - 1 6 . 0 0  1 6 . 0 0  6 2 .  5 0  1 5 0  
- 9 0  0 0  - 5 9 . 0 0  - 2  9 . 0  0  - 3 . 5 0  2 3 . 5 0  3 0  
- 9 0  0 0  - 5 7 . 5 0  - 2 2 . 5 0  1 3 . 0 0  4 5 .  5 0  6 0  
- 9 0  0 0  - 6 2 . 5 0  - 2  1  . 0 0  1 9 . 0 0  6 1 . 0 0  9 0  
- 9 0  0 0  - 7 0 . 0 0  —44#0 0  1 . 0 0  7 7 . 5 0  1 5 0  
- 1 5 0  0 0  - 7 3 . 0 0  - 1 5 . 5 0  1 7 . 0 0  3 5 .  0 0  3 0  
- 1 5 0  0 0  - 6  9 . 0 0  - 1 0 . 5 0  2 9 . 0 0  5 4 . 0 0  oO 
-  1  5 0  0 0  - 6 3 . 0 0  —  5 . 5 0  3 6 . 0 0  7 0 . 0 0  9 0  
- 1  5 0  0 0  - 9 0  . 0 0  - 3 2 . 0 0  2 5 . 5 0  9 0 .  0 0  1 5 0  
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INPUT CATA CASE= 9  
32AWG 2% 1200  RAI  L BEADED F /L=  2 .3% 
H* *3  N  =  42 .98  L  =  27 .Ç2FT  A= .  419  IN .  
ALPHA*L=1011  2  W1 RES 4  SPACERS 1 -26 -76  
0  0  3  00  3 .  50  -1 .50  -2  50  0 .0  
0  0  4  00  12 .00  14 .00  20  00  30 .00  
0  0  6  50  16 .00  2  1 .50  33  50  45 .00  
0  0  8  50  22  .50  37 .00  62  50  90 .  00  
0  0  4  00  20 .00  51 .00  109  00  150 .00  
30 00  32  00  30  . 00  25 .50  25  50  30 .00  
30  00  34  50  36 .50  39 .00  48  00  60 .  00  
30  00  33  50  40 .  50  47 .00  67  00  90 .00  
30  00  40  00  86 .00  130 .00  145  00  150 .00  
90  00  71  00  54 .50  39  .00  3  1  00  30 .00  
90  00  75  CO 67 .50  56 .  00  56  00  60 .00  
90  00  83  00  88 .00  33 .00  65  00  90 .  00  
90  00  1  03  00  126 .00  144 .00  152  00  150 .00  
90  00  11  2  00  147 .50  182 .00  207  00  210 .00  
90  00  115  00  153 .00  206 .00  25  1  00  300 .00  
1  50  00  115  00  86 .50  49 .00  34  00  30 .00  
150  00  134  00  13  1 .00  112 .00  62  00  60 .00  
150  00  137  00  137 .00  124 .00  108  50  90 .00  
150  00  144  00  152 .00  156 .00  156  00  150 .00  
150  00  150  00  168 .00  186 .50  208  00  210 .00  
150  00  148  00  174 .00  214 .50  256  00  300 .00  
-30  00  -20  00  -1 .00  1  0 .00  24  00  30 .  00  
-30  00  - 1  5  00  5 .00  23 .50  43  50  60 .  00  
- 30  00  — 16  00  7 .50  31 .00  60  00  90 .00  
-30  00  -22  00  0 .0  34 .00  95  00  150 .00  
-90  00  -59  00  -25 .00  0  . 0  21  00  30 .00  
-90  00  -55  00  -19 .00  14 .00  41  00  60 .00  
-90  00  —56 00  -15 .00  20 .00  58  00  90 .  00  
-90  00  -E  1  00  -2  4 .0  0  20 .00  81  00  150 .00  
-150  00  -74  00  -19 .00  9 .00  26  00  30 .  00  
-150  00  -6  7  00  -12 .00  2  1 .00  45  00  60 .  00  
-  1  EO 00  -64  00  -9 .00  30 .00  63  00  90 .00  
-150  00  -78  00  -20 .00  30 .00  87  00  150 .00  
207 
INPLT  DATA CASE= 10  
CO-17  1200  RAIL  SPOOLING F /L=  5% 
N=19 .1  L  =  62 .&3FT  A=1  . 047  IN .  
ALPHA= 2  WIRES 4  SPACERS 2 -0  3 -76  
0  0  -  1  .00  2 .00  5  00  - 3  00  0  
0  0  -3 .00  3 .  00  18  00  32  00  30  
0  0  -3 .00  3 .50  22  00  44  00  45  
0  0  -3 .50  5 .00  31  00  65  00  90  
0  0  — 4 .00  1 .00  17  50  56  00  150  
30  00  29 .50  1  5 .00  20  00  3  1  00  30  
30  00  28 .  50  16 .  50  32  00  54  00  60  
30  00  29 .00  1  6 .50  34  00  66  so  90  
30  00  28 .00  1  1 .00  18  50  56  00  150  
90  00  62 .00  25 .00  21  00  30  00  30  
90 00  62  .00  26 .00  33  00  55  00  60  
90 00  63 .00  29 .  50  37  50  67  00  90  
90 00  6  2 .00  24 .00  22  00  56  00  ISO 
0 50  0 .0  0 .0  0  0  0  0  0  
0  50  0 .  0  0 .  C 0  0  0  0  0  
150  00  43 .50  13 .50  18  00  28  00  30  
150  00  42 .00  15 .50  27  50  54  00  60  
150  00  42 .00  16 .50  35  00  66  50  90  
1  50  00  4  I  .00  1  5  . 00  29  50  69  50  150  
0  50  0 .  0  0 .  0  0  0  0  0  0  
0  50  0 .0  0 .0  0  0  0  0  0  
-30  00  -32 .00  -8 .00  1  5  50  34  00  30  
-30  00  - 3  1 .50  -5 .00  26  50  56  00  60  
-30  00  -30  .00  -5 .50  31  CO 67  00  90  
-30  CO -32 .00  -10 .00  15  50  58  00  150  
-90  00  —60 .00  -20 .00  12  00  33  00  30  
-90  00  -58 .00  -19 .00  22  00  56  00  60  
-90  00  -6  0 .00  - 1  8 .00  27  00  66  50  90  
-90  00  -59  .00  -22 .00  1  1  00  56  00  150  
-150  00  -71 .00  -8 .00  20  00  32  00  30  
-  150  00  -70 .00  -5 .00  30  50  57  00  60  
-150  00  -72 .00  -4 .00  35  00  68  00  90  
-150  00  -73 .00  -11 .50  20  00  60  00  150  
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INPUT DATA CASE= 12 
CC-8 RAIL 1200FT SPOOLING P/L=5% 
N=20.8 L=57.7 FT. A= .962 IN. 
ALPHA: 2 WIRES 4 SPACERS 2— 0 5— 7 6 
0 0 0.0 1 .50 - 1 .00 1.00 0. 
0 0 0.0 5. 00 12.00 35.00 30. 
0 0 - 1.00 6.50 17.00 46. 50 45. 
0 0 — 1.00 9.00 
o
 
o
 
N C
Vi 
66.00 90. 
0 0 - 2.00 -2. 50 e .oo  68. 00 150. 
30 00 40.00 2 1 .00 12.50 34.00 30. 
30 00 42.00 23.00 24.50 54.50 60. 
30 00 43.00 23.00 29.00 65. 00 90. 
30 00 40.00 1 5.00 9.00 72.00 150. 
90 00 83.50 39.00 15.50 31.00 30. 
90 00 84.50 41.00 27.00 53.50 60. 
SO 00 8 1 .00 42.00 32 .00 66 .00 90. 
90 00 84.00 34. 00 15.00 67. 00 150. 
0 50 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0. 
0 50 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 
150 00 120.00 27.50 9.00 30. 00 30. 
1 50 00 122.50 3 1 .00 21.00 53.00 60. 
1 50 0 0 124.00 34.00 24.00 64,00 90. 
150 00 153.50 15 1.00 161.00 151.00 150. 
0 50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 . 
0 50 0. 0 0. 0 C. 0 0.0 0. 
-30 00 -36.00 -7.00 12.00 34. 50 30. 
-30 00 -38.00 -6. 00 22 .00 55.00 60. 
-30 00 -37.00 -4.00 26.50 66. 00 90. 
-30 00 -4 0.00 -13.00 7 .00 71.00 150. 
-Ç0 00 -74.00 -2 7.00 5.00 36.00 30. 
-90 00 —74.CO -24.00 16.00 55. 00 60. 
-90 00 -73.00 -23.50 20 «50 66 e 00 90 » 
-90 00 -73.CO -29. 50 -1.00 75.00 150. 
-1 50 00 —9 2.00 -9.00 13.00 35. 00 30. 
-150 CO -92.00 -5.00 24.00 56.50 60. 
- 1 50 00 -8 9.0 0 -3.50 29.00 67. 00 90. 
— Î 50 0 0 —8 5 .0 0 —15.00 1 G • 0 0 72.00 150. 
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INPUT DATA CASE= 14 
22AWG 2% RAIL 45/7 1200 F/L=.05 
NM2 N=22 M=13.76 L=54.5FT A=1.454IN# 
ALPH= 443 2 WIRES 4 SPACERS 12-16-75 
0.0 
o
 
0
 
.
 
1 0 50 0 50 -1 00 0. 
0.0 1 .00 6 50 18 00 21 00 30. 
0.0 1.00 1 0 50 26 00 42 50 45. 
0.0 1 .00 16 00 44 50 72 50 90. 
0. 0 — 6.00 -1 00 26 00 84 00 ISO. 
20.00 34.50 26 00 26 00 28 00 30. 
30.0 0 35.50 32 50 42 00 54 50 60. 
20.00 34. 50 36 50 22 50 75 50 90. 
30.00 24.50 17 00 25 50 96 00 150. 
90.00 79.00 54 50 35 50 28 00 30. 
90.00 82.00 67 CO 56 50 59 00 60. 
90.00 95.00 96 00 92 00 90 50 90. 
SO.00 106.00 125 00 139 00 148 00 150. 
SO.00 109.00 140 00 180 00 2 14 50 210. 
90.00 109 .50 142 00 199 00 257 00 300. 
150.00 171.50 164 50 138 00 72 00 30. 
150.00 152.50 150 00 136 50 93 00 60 . 
150.00 148.50 142 50 125 00 1 04 00 90. 
150.00 149.50 152 50 151 00 149 50 150. 
150.00 148.50 164 50 186 50 2 15 00 210. 
150.00 146.50 168 00 209 00 260 00 300. 
-30.00 -30.00 -1 1 00 14 50 29 00 30. 
-30.00 — 30 .0 0 -5 00 29 00 54 00 60. 
-30.00 -33.00 -3 CO 36 50 70 00 90 . 
-30.00 -36.00 -22 00 19 00 79 00 150. 
-90.00 —6 9 . 50 -35 50 5 00 27 00 30. 
-90.00 —6 8.50 -28 00 21 00 37 50 60. 
-90.00 -68.00 -24 50 20 00 69 00 90. 
-90.00 -73.CO -43 50 — 6 00 74 00 150. 
-150.00 -74.50 -12 00 22 00 35 00 30. 
-150.00 -69.00 -3 00 2S 00 59 00 60. 
-150.00 -70.00 -1 00 47 00 66 00 90. 
-150.00 -97.00 -24 00 2C so  89 50 150. 
0 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
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INPUT DATA CASE= 15 
32AWG 2% 1200 FT RAIL 45/7 F/L=. 02 
N=22 M= 13. 76 L=54. 55FT A=1.454 IN. 
ALPH=701 2 WIRES 4 SPACERS 12 -21-75 
0.0 -0.50 0.0 1.00 0.50 0.0 
0.0 4.00 1C.50 21.00 27.50 30.00 
0.0 5.50 14.00 27.50 39.50 45.00 
0.0 7.00 22.00 42.50 66.00 90.00 
0.0 — 8 • 50 4.00 39.50 95.50 150.00 
30.00 29.50 28.50 29.50 2 1.00 30.00 
30.00 33.00 39.00 46.00 55.00 60.00 
30.00 34*50 43.00 58.50 73.00 90.00 
30.00 18.50 26.50 60 .00 109.50 150.00 
SO.00 72.50 52.50 41.50 33.50 30.00 
90.00 80.50 70.00 65.50 62.00 60.00 
90.00 89.50 90.00 90 .00 90.00 90.00 
90.00 1 06*00 12 1*50 121.50 142*00 150*00 
90.00 119.50 148.50 172.00 196.50 210.00 
90.00 118.50 153.00 196.00 247.50 300.00 
150.00 167.50 161.50 127.00 73.50 30.00 
150.00 155.00 143.50 12 1 .50 91 .50 60.00 
150.00 147*50 136*50 122.00 107.50 90*00 
150.00 150.50 148.00 148.00 149.00 150.00 
150.00 160.00 171.00 184.00 199.50 210.00 
150.00 158*50 175*00 206*50 252.00 300.00 
-30.00 -22.00 — 7.00 1 1 .50 21.50 30.00 
-20.00 -19.00 0.50 23.00 44.50 60 .00 
-30*00 -20.50 3.00 22.50 63.00 90.00 
-30.00 -32.50 -15.50 23 .50 85.00 150.00 
-90.00 -60*50 -29.00 0*0 2 1*00 30.00 
-90.00 -57.00 -22.00 15.00 43.00 60.00 
-90.00 —56.50 -2 0.0 0 2 1.00 59.50 90.00 
-90*00 -67*50 -39.00 7.00 74*00 150*00 
-150.00 -80 .0 0 -17.00 le.oo 34.00 30.00 
-150.00 -69.00 -5.50 34.00 55.00 60.00 
- 150*00 —66 .00 -0.50 42 .00  71.50 90.00 
-150.00 -86.00 -26.00 34.00 92.00 150.00 
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INPUT DATA CASE= 16 
32A*G 2% RAIL 45/7 1200FT F/L=. 05 
N= 30 M=1 1 .78 L= 40FT A=1.6SeiN. 
4LPHAL = 278 2WIRES 4 SPACERS 12-22-7 5 
0 0 0. 50 0.0 0.0 -1.00 0.0 
0 0 3.00 9.00 18.00 28.50 30.00 
0 0 4.00 14.50 29.00 41.00 45.00 
0 0 4.00 2 1.50 42.50 69.50 90.00 
0 0 — 8 . 50 1 .00 26.50 83.50 150.00 
30 GO 32.00 28.50 27.50 28.00 30 .00 
30 0 0 34.00 37.50 44.00 53.50 60.00 
30 00 36.00 40.00 53.50 72.00 90.00 
30 0 0 20.50 18.00 4C.50 98.50 150.00 
90 00 75.50 56.50 39.00 30.00 30.00 
GO 00 80.50 70.00 62.00 59.50 60.00 
90 00 89.50 86.£0 86.50 85e00 90.00 
90 00 104 .00 122.50 138.50 146.00 150.00 
90 00 1 10.00 142.00 180.00 210.50 210.00 
90 00 109.50 144.00 2CC.00 253.00 300.00 
1 50 00 159.50 16 1.00 133.50 74.50 30.00 
150 00 150.00 146.50 127.00 93.00 60.00 
150 00 14 4.00 139.00 124.50 104.00 90.00 
150 00 146.00 150.00 150.00 148.00 150.00 
150 00 148.00 164*50 189,00 209.00 210.00 
150 00 145.50 167.50 209.00 257.00 300.00 
-30 00 -29.00 -9.00 12.00 26.00 30 .00 
-30 00 —28.CO -2.00 27.50 51.00 60.00 
-30 00 -2 8.0 0 0.0 35.50 67.00 90.00 
-30 00 -38.00 -19.00 1 6.00 75.50 150.00 
-90 00 —67 .00 -32.00 5 .50 25.00 30. 00 
-90 00 -64.50 -24.00 19.50 48.50 60 .00 
-90 00 —6 5.00 —24.00 26.00 64.50 90.00 
-90 00 -73.00 -42.00 4.00 63.50 150.00 
-150 00 -76.00 -10.00 22.50 33.00 30.00 
-150 00 -80.50 -0.50 39.00 58.00 60. 00 
-1 50 00 -70.00 3.00 46 .50 73.00 90.00 
-150 00 -87.00 -23.00 30.50 88.00 150.00 
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INPUT CATA CASE= 25 
32AWG 2% 1200 FT CHUKAR F/L=.05 
N**3 N=19.01 WTS L=63.0IFT A=1.052IN. 
ALPH=551 2WI RES 4SPACËRS 2-16-76 
0 .0 1 .00 1 .00 0.0 0 0 0 
0. 0 -0.50 6.00 16.00 35 00 30 
0.0 0.0 9.00 26.00 51 00 45 
0.0 — 1 .00 1 1 .00 40 .00 76 00 90 
0.0 -5. 00 -3.00 19.00 84 50 ISO 
30 .00 36.00 20.00 20.00 35 00 30 
30.00 35.00 25.00 36.00 61 00 60 
30.00 34.50 28.00 45. 50 76 00 90 
30 .00 30 .00 13.00 2 2.50 es  50 150 
SO.00 75.00 43.50 27.00 33 00 30 
90 .00 76.00 54.OG 46.00 60 50 60 
SO.00 77.00 59.00 59.50 78 50 90 
SO.00 69.50 35.00 33*50 109  00 150 
90 .00 105.00 145.00 192.00 219 00 210 
SO. 00 105.00 146.00 209.00 262 00 300 
150.00 8 1.50 23.00 13. 00 28 00 30 
150 .00 84.00 28.00 27.00 55 00 60 
150.00 86.00 31.50 35.50 72 00 90 
150.00 143.0 0 158.00 160.00 149 00 150 
150.00 142.00 166.00 197.00 2 19 00 210 
1 50. CO 141.00 17 1.00 216.00 264 00 300 
-30.00 -34.00 -13.00 12.00 36 00 30 
-30.00 -35.00 -9.00 27.50 61 00 60 
-30.00 -35.00 -8.00 36.00 75 00 90 
-30 .00 -39.00 -2 1.00 16.00 83 00 150 
-SO.00 -76.00 -37.00 -7.00 37 00 30 
-90 .00 -74.00 -33.00 24.00 61 00 60 
-90.00 —74.0 0 -3 I .00 30.00 74 00 90 
-90.00 -77.CO -44.00 5.00 79 50 150 
-150.00 -8 1 .00 -1 4.00 20.00 40 00 30 
-150.00 -76.00 -8.00 36.00 65 00 60 
-150.00 -80.00 -3.00 44.50 78 00 90 
-150.0 0 —6 7.00 -24.00 24.00 68 00 150 
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INPUT CATA CASE= 27 
SILK THD 1200 FT CHUKAR F/L=5% 
STRING N=19«01 L=65.0iFT A=1.052IN. 
ALPH=LARGE 2WIRES 4SPACEFS 2-18-•76 
0.0 1 .00 1.00 0 0 0. 0 0. 
0.0 1 .50 7.00 17 00 31 .50 30 . 
0.0 2.00 10.00 27 00 45.00 45. 
0.0 3.00 16.00 44 00 72.00 90. 
0. 0 -3. 50 -1 .00 22 50 77.00 150. 
30.00 36.00 28.00 26 00 30.00 30. 
30.00 37.00 35.00 45 00 58.00 60. 
30. 00 35.30 39.00 54 00 76.00 90. 
30.00 26.00 1 6.50 33 50 89.00 150. 
90. 00 76.00 65.50 40 00 34.00 30. 
90.00 80.00 67.00 60 00 63. 00 60. 
90.00 86.00 78.00 8 1 00 85.00 90. 
90. 00 105.00 125.00 143 00 151.00 150. 
90 .00 110.00 141.50 182 00 210.00 210. 
90.00 103.00 147.00 20 2 00 257.50 300 . 
150.0 0 157.CO 163.00 150 00 94.00 30. 
1 50 .00 146 .00 147.00 128 00 97. 50 60. 
150.00 144.00 141.00 129 00 106.00 90. 
150.00 147.00 152.00 154 00 150.00 150. 
1 50.00 145.00 165.00 19 1 50 213.00 210. 
150.00 144.00 167. 00 212 50 258.50 300. 
-30 .00 -2 3.50 -9.00 1 0 50 25. 00 30. 
-30.00 -25.00 -2.00 24 50 52.50 60. 
-30.00 -22.50 -2.50 31 50 67.50 90. 
-30.00 -30.00 -15.00 1 1 00 62. 00 150. 
-90.00 —63.00 -29.00 3 50 27.00 30 . 
-90.00 -64.00 -25.00 1 9 00 52. 00 60. 
—90.00 -64 .00 -2 5.00 26 00 67.50 90. 
-90.00 -72.00 -42-50 2 00 61.50 150. 
-150 .00 —56.00 — 7.00 20 00 33. 00 30. 
-150.00 -55.00 1.50 37 00 58.00 60, 
-150.00 -59.0 0 3.SO 44 00 73.50 90. 
-150 .00 -80 .00 -18.00 26 00 66. 00 150. 
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INPUT DATA CASE= 28 
SILK THD 1200FT CHUKAR F/L=2% 
STRING N=19.01 L=63«0 FT A=l. 0S2IN. 
.PH=LARGE 2WIRES 4SPACERS 2— 1Ç— 7 6 
0.0 0.0 -1.00 1 .00 0.0 0. 
0.0 4.50 1 0. 00 19.00 27. 00 30. 
0.0 6.00 1 4.50 26.50 38. 00 45. 
0. 0 7.CO 2 1.00 44 .00 67.50 90. 
0.0 -3. 50 2.50 36.00 93. 50 150. 
30.00 30.50 29.00 30 .00 3 I. 50 30. 
30.00 34.00 39.00 47.00 54.50 60 . 
30 .00 35.00 43.50 57.00 74. 00 90. 
30.00 20. 00 29.00 62 .00 111.50 150 . 
90.00 72. 50 54.50 44.00 35. 00 30. 
90.00 80 .00 71 .50 64.00 62.00 60. 
90. 00 90.00 90.00 90.00 92.00 90. 
90.00 i10.30 125.00 137.00 144.50 150. 
90. 00 123.00 152.00 178.00 199.00 210. 
90.00 122.00 156. 00 198.00 249.00 300. 
150 .00 112.00 6 1.50 30.00 20.00 30. 
150.00 154.00 143.50 120 .00 90.00 60 . 
ISO.00 148.00 139.00 124.00 106.50 90. 
150.00 152.50 152.00 151 .00 149.00 150. 
150. 00 161.50 174.50 183.00 200.00 210. 
150.00 159.00 178.00 209.00 253. 00 300. 
—30.00 -20.50 — 7 .00 8.00 22o00 30. 
-30. 00 —18.00 -1.00 23.00 44.50 60. 
-30 .00 -17.00 2.00 31.00 62. 00 90. 
-30.00 -31.50 -17.00 19.50 81 .00 150 • 
-9 0.0 0 -60. 50 -30. 50 -2. 00 20.00 30. 
-90 .00 -57.00 -22.00 13.00 42.00 60. 
-90.00 -57.00 -20.00 20 .50 59.00 90. 
-90.00 —6 8.00 -39.00 5.00 69. 50 150. 
-150.00 -80.00 -19.50 18.00 32.50 30. 
-150.0 0 -71.CO -e® 0 0  32.00 53.00 6 0 .  
—150. 00  -70 .00 - 3.00 40 .00  70. 00 90. 
-150.00 -88.00 -29.00 30 .00 88.00 150. 
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XVI. APPENDIX F : PHASE III AGREEMENT AND CORRELATION 
MATRIX 
Table F.l. Aqreement and correlation of the model anqle of twist data 
• ^il A&R, ft, a = 20 — 
Torsional ïï-term only modelled axial and torsional ïï-terms torsional ïï-term only 
modelled (nm ) modelled 
L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
(0, 
(0 
(0. 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
32. 
(0. 
2® 
94) 
5.3" 
(0.97) 
4.8® 
(0.98) 
25.8® 
(0.84) 
4.7® 
(0.97) 
4® 
99) 
10.5® 
(0.98) 
0® 
98) 
21.9® 
(0.93) 
5® 
86) 
12.8® 
(0.97) 
0® 
80) 
5.1® 
(0.98) 
(0 
4.2® 
(0.99) 
6.3® . 
(0.94) 
3.9® 
(0.99) 
8.3® 
(0.94) 
9.0® 
(0.98) 
12.7® 
(0.91) 
17.7® 
(0.95) 
11.9® 
(0.91) 
10.7® 
(0.97) 
5.3® 
(0.98) 
90 
78) 
4.2® 
(0.98) 
3.6® 
(1.0) 
14. 
(0. 
9.8® 
(0.98) 
15. 
(0. 
17.0® 
(0.95) 
10. 
(0. 
11.3® 
(0.98) 
16. 
(0. 
3.2® 
(1 .0 )  
16. 
(0 
4.0® 
(1.0) 
18. 
(0. 
3.0® 
(1.0) 
9 0  
88) 
10. 
(0. 
6® 
86) 
15. 
(0. 
5® 
94) 
11 
(0 
9® 
89) 
3 
(1 
0 
89) 
3 
(1 
6® 
88) 
3 
(1 
97) (0 
7 
9® 
95) 
.8® 
.98) 
7®^ 
,80) 
3® 
,98) 
13 
(0 
.2® 
86) 
7 
(0 
7® 
81) 
.1® 
.97) 
5® 
.0) 
31. 
(0. 
.9® 
.0) 
32. 
(0. 
(0 
1® 
81) 
8 
(0 
4® 
79) 
.6® 
.0) (0. 
16.9® 
( 0 . 86 )  
17.5® 
( 0 . 86 )  
7 
.99) 
17.1® 
(0.97) 
39.1® 
(0.77) 
6® 
98) 
37.6® 
(0.77) 
4® 
98) 
38.7® 
(0.75) 
9® 
98) 
23.9® 
(0.88)  
2 1 . 8 ®  
(0.85) 
15.1® 
(0.95) 
10 .0® 
(0.98) 
2 2 . 8 ®  
(0.85) 
14.7® 
(0.95) 
11.9® 
(0.98) 
2 1 . 6 ®  
(0.84) 
6.6* 
(1.0) 
3.5® 
(1 .0 )  
2.7® 
(1 .0 )  
5.2® 3.6® 
(1 .0 )  (1 .0 )  
16.0® 
(0.95) 
12.0® 
(0.98) 
2.7® 
(1.0) 
23.0 A 
(0.94) 
2.7® 
( 1 . 0 )  
26.4® 
(0.92) 
(0 
28 
29 
31 
(0. 
(1. 
24.9® 
(0.93) 
8® 
89) 
11. 3® 
(0.96) 
5® 
85) 
1 1 . 0  
(0.96) 
0® 
99) 
11.7® 
(0.95) 
9® 
0) 
10.9® 
(0.96) 
7.5® 
(.969) 
5. 
(0. 
5® 
98) 
6.0® 
( 1 . 0 )  
4 
(0 
10.8® 
(0.93) 
.9® 
98) 
6 
(0 
8.3® 
(0.95) 
.7® 
.97) 
(0.95) 
3.4® 
(0.98) 
8.7® 
(0.94) 
3.4® 
(0.98) 
12.3® 
(0.87) 
6.4® 
(0.98) 
14.0® 
( 0 . 8 6 )  
5.7® 4.1 
(0.98) (0.98) 
4.0 
(0.98) 
(0.90) 
8 . 8 ®  
(0.99) 
18.4® 
(0.85) 
8 . 2 ®  
(0.99) 
7.7® 
(0.99) 
8.2® 
(0.99) 
6 .6®  
(0.99) 
8.3® 
(0.99) 
(0.90) 
17.0® 
(0.83) 
(0.98) 
11.6® 
(0.97) 
10.0® 
(0.98) 
10.3® 
(0.98) 
7.2® 
(0.99) 
1 1 . 8 ®  
(0.92) 
11.3® 
(0.97) 
6.67® 
(0.99) 
12.2® 
(0 .88 )  
10.7® 
(0.96) 
7.0® 
(0.99) 
11.9® 
(0.86) 
1 1 . 0  
(0.97) 
6.9 
(0.99) 
^Not expected to agree well. 
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Chukar flCSR Chukar ACSR 
3 and 4 conductor bundles, 
torsional ïï-term modelled 
20 21 22 23 24 
£=1200 ft a=20 in. 
torsional ïï-term only 
25 26 27 28 
&=1200 ft a=12 in. 
torsional ïï-term only 
29 30 31 32 
1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
4.2" 
( 1 . 0 )  
5.4" 2.5® 
( 1 . 0 )  ( 1 . 0 )  
14.6® 13.7® ® 14.7® ® 
(0.98)(0.98) (0.98) 
5.2® 5.3® 6.4® 12.4®® 
(1.0) (0.99) (0.99)(0.98) 
25 
26 
9. 3® 
(0.98) 
2.5® 
( 1 . 0 )  
5.0® 
(0.90) 
3.9® 
( 1 . 0 )  
5.9® 17.3® 6.0® 
(0.89) (0.85) (0.99) 
2.5® 3.7® 2.7® 
(l.O) (1.0) (1.0) 
21 
22 
23 
24 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
